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Summary (English)

With the ever-growing popularity and availability of digital music through stream-
ing services and digital download, making sense of the millions of songs, is ever
more pertinent. However the traditional approach of creating music systems
has treated songs like items in a store, like books and movies. However music
is special, having origins in a number of evolutionary adaptations. The fun-
damental needs and goals of a users use of music, was investigated to create
the next generation of music systems. People listen to music to regulate their
mood and emotions was found to be the most important fundamental reason.
(Mis)matching peoples mood with the emotions expressed in music was found
to be an essential underlying mechanism, people use to regulate their emotions.
This formed the basis and overall goal of the thesis, to investigate how to create
a predictive model of emotions expressed in music. To use in the next generation
of music systems.

The thesis was divided into three main topics involved in creating a predic-
tive model 1) Elicitation of emotion, 2) Audio representation and 3) Modelling
framework, associating the emotion and audio representation, allowing to pre-
dict the emotions expressed in music.

The traditional approach of quantifying musical stimuli on the valence and
arousal representation of emotions using continuous or likert scales was ques-
tioned. An outline of a number of bias and the so-called con�dence e�ect when
using bipolar scales led to the use of relative scales in the form of pairwise com-
parisons. One issue with pairwise comparisons is the scaling, this was solved
using an active learning approach through a Gaussian Process model.
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Traditional audio representation disregards all temporal information in audio
features used for modelling the emotions expressed in music. Therefore a prob-
abilistic feature representation framework was introduced enabling both tempo-
ral and non-temporal aspects to be coded in discrete and continuous features.
Generative models are estimated for each feature time-series and used in a dis-
criminative setting using the Probability Product Kernel (PPK) allowing the
use of this approach in any kernel machine.

To model the pairwise comparisons directly, a Generalized Linear Model, a
kernel extension and a Gaussian Process model were used. These models can
predict the ranking of songs on the valence and arousal dimensions directly. Fur-
thermore use of the PPK allowed to �nd optimal combinations of both feature
and feature representation using Multiple Kernel Learning.



Summary (Danish)

Med den stigende popularitet og tilgængelighed af musik via streaming og di-
gitale downloads er overskueliggørelsen af de 30+ mio. musiknumre vigtigere
end nogensinde. Men den traditionelle måde at designe musiksystemer på har
behandlet musik som en vare på en hylde i en butik, som bøger og �lm. Men
musik er speciel, da den har sine rødder i en række evolutionære adaptioner. For
at designe den næste generation af musiksystemer blev der lavet en undersøgelse
af, hvilke fundamentale behov og mål en bruger har. Resultatet viste, at en af de
mest fundamentale årsager til, hvorfor folk lytter til musik er at regulere deres
humør og følelser. Folk bruger en række underlæggende mekanismer til at gøre
dette, hvor et essentielt aspekt er de følelser, der bliver udtrykt i musik.

Dette skabte grundlaget og det overordnede formål med afhandlingen, nemlig at
undersøge hvordan man laver en prediktiv model, der kan forudse hvilke følelser,
der bliver udtrykt i musik.

Afhandlingen blev inddelt i tre hovedområder, alle involverede i at lave en pre-
diktiv model nemlig 1) Repræsentation af følelser 2)Repræsentation af lyden
og 3)Matematisk model, der associerer følelse og lydrepræsentationerne, hvilket
muliggør forudsigelsen af følelserne udtrykt i musik.

Den traditionelle tilgang til at kvanti�cere følelser udtrykt i musik ved brug
af valence og arousal modellen ved hjælp af kontinuere eller likert skalaer blev
problematiseret. Et overblik over en række bias og den såkaldte kon�dense�ekt
ved brug af bipolære skalaer resulterede i, at relative skalaer blev brugt i form
af parvise sammenligninger. Et problem ved at bruge parvise sammenligninger
er skalerbarheden, hvilket blev løst ved brug af aktiv maskinlæring ved hjælp af
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en Gaussisk Process model.

Den traditionelle audio repræsentation tilsidesætter alle temporale informatio-
ner om audio attributer til brug i modelleringen af de udtrykte følelser i musik.
Derfor blev rammerne for en probabilistisk audio funktions repræsentation in-
troduceret, der gjorde det muligt at kode både temporale og ikke-temporale
aspekter i såvel kontinuere som diskrete lydattributer. Generative modeller bli-
ver estimeret for hver enkelt lydfunktions tidsserie og brugt i en diskriminativ
tilgang ved brug af Probability Product Kernel (PPK), der muliggører brugen
af denne tilgang i alle kernel maskiner.

For at modellere de parvise sammenligninger direkte introducerer vi en Ge-
neraliseret Lineær Model (GLM), en kernel udvidelse og en Gaussisk Process
model. Disse modeller kan forudsige, hvordan sange rangerer direkte på valence
og arousal dimensionerne. Ved yderligere at bruge PPK blev det muligt at �n-
de den optimale kombination af lydattributer og repræsentationer ved brug af
Multipel Kernel Læring.
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The thesis consists of a summary and outline of the research presented and
included in published and submitted publications included in the thesis.

This work is focused on technical solutions of making large music archives avail-
able. Music recommendation as a term is often used to describe how to present
new songs to a user. But it implies an old notion from the e-commerce websites
of recommending other items to buy. Therefore the term music system is used
to represent all the technical solutions of making large musical archives available
to people.

The inspiration for this work lies in the unravelling of the mysteries of the
human mind. In order to create the next generation of music systems, it is
essential to dig into the origins of where music came from and why we list to
it. I listen to music every day to relax, concentrate, enjoyment, managing pain
and sorrow and love. With no musical training but trained in acoustics, digital
signal processing and machine learning. I am motivated to create a technical
solution that will allow people to use music in the same way I do.
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This �eld is highly cross disciplinary, including philosophy, psychology, neuro-
science, acoustics, statistics, digital signal processing and machine learning. All
of these �elds will be covered and contributions will be made in part in all these
�elds. This thesis is intended to be read by people with basic knowledge about
all these �elds. Basic concepts will therefore not be explained in detail, but will
be left to the reader to seek knowledge elsewhere.

Lyngby, 14-July-2015

Jens Madsen
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Music is ubiquitous, it is the only art form that follows us from home, out
running, at the gym, in the car, on the bus, in the train. Played in shopping
centres, clothing shops on TV shows, during commercials when we want to go
out clubbing, to a bar, or a café. When we are heartbroken, furious or just fallen
in love. Music is the soundtrack of our lives.

Steven Pinker famously stated: �Music is auditory cheesecake, an exquisite con-
fection crafted to tickle the sensitive spots of at least six of our mental facul-
ties� [94]. Mental faculties that might have their origins in adaptive behaviour
formed by evolution. We are by evolution drawn to music and use music to ful�l
our needs. In our digital world we now have the possibility more than ever of
gratifying our needs with music, we can play music anywhere with new mobile
technologies.

1.1 Motivation

These days streaming services have large catalogues of music available online and
simply streamed to your portable device which is abundantly available through
smartphones and integrated streaming solutions. This makes music which before
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was the private record collection or what was heard at concerts, abundantly
available through 30+ mio. tracks.

In essence making all music available to a user provides new challenges as many
other industry faces, namely making sense of these archives. This was coined in
[1] as the long tail, how endless choice is creating unlimited demand. Making
all music available has the potential of not only selling large amounts of a small
number of unique popular items but also to sell small quantities of a multitude
of less popular items. Whether or not this actually has played out in reality
was questioned in [89] 5 years later, coined the death of the long tail and the
superstar music economy.

Globally the share of digital revenues of music sales were US$6.85 billion or a
total of 46% marking the �rst time in history that digital sales derived the same
revenue as physical sales[49]. Digital sales is still dominated by digital down-
loads, but streaming services increased revenue by 39% to US$1.57 billion. In
Denmark the revenue of streaming increased with 50.5% in 2014 and now digital
sales account for 74.3% of the total music sales. The Scandinavian countries are
much faster at adapting to this new technology [48].

We can see more players enter the market of streaming, e.g. Spotify1, TiDAL2,
Deezer3 and Apple music4. There is an obvious competition where these players
try to di�erentiate themselves between each other. At �rst there has been an
illusion from the music services that, as a promoting point, having access to 30+
million songs might seem like a core value proposition. However these digital
catalogs have become so bloated that this supposed user bene�t has become
a deal breaker for people. There is so much choice that there is e�ectively no
choice at all. This is the tyranny of choice [88].

This essentially leads to the following, what added value does a music service
bring compared to e.g. the radio or your CD collection? Naturally, choice, is
a key selling point, as used by streaming services, but this is something most
services have. How can the di�erent services di�erentiate between each other?,
how can the di�erent services add value to simple availability?

Some of the key points is exclusive deals with artists, only making some music
available on their service. Using di�erent user interfaces, trying to make a better
user interaction. The quality of the sound as made by Tidal using lossless
formats. There is editorial content, where playlists, radio channels etc. are
made.

1www.spotify.com
2www.tidal.com
3www.deezer.com
4www.apple.com/music

www.spotify.com
www.tidal.com
www.deezer.com
www.apple.com/music
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From a technical point, two main ways of interacting with music exist, namely
exploration/discovery and music recommendation. Exploration or discovery is
when people �nd music in an active or so-called lean forward setting. People
have to make some e�ort in �nding what they are looking for, this could be
�nding new or old music in an information retrieval setting, e.g. how easy is it
to �nd the �rst album with Sting, or �nd related artists to Radiohead. How this
can be done in a easy and intuitive manner is music discovery.

Music recommendation is the lean back setting, where the users interaction with
the music system is minimal. We can formulate music recommendation as a sys-
tem that should present the optimal song to a user given the context. De�ning
what optimal is, is another matter and involves calculation of an utility func-
tion which takes any number of parameters, e.g. users, songs and context. If
the utility function uses user information and past e.g. ratings or listening his-
tory we call the approach collaborative �ltering. Whereas if the system mainly
uses information of calculating the utility function regarding the song, we call
it content-based modelling. These are somewhat orthogonal interpretations and
many hybrid systems exist (see [115] for overview).

1.1.1 Design of a music system

This traditional view of what a music system should do, lead us to make an
investigation into what design criteria and guidelines there are in order to create
a music system, that enables users to obtain their goals and have their needs
met. In technical report G our starting point in designing a so-called cognitive
music system was the fundamental needs of the user. In our opinion there seem
to be a disconnect between the often de�ned use cases of a music system [19]
and the reasons why and how people use music [97][43][103][73][113].

We took a bottom-up approach from the user(s) and their needs, given the
evolutionary adaptations and mechanisms that in�uence our behaviour. There
is a number of possible causes as to why music exists and came to be that can
shed some light on a music system design. E.g. communication of emotions,
attraction of the opposite sex etc. The second approach we took was a top-
down approach, namely asking the question why do people listen to music,
what function does it serve and how to we people use music? A great deal of
work has been done within the �elds of cognitive, social and music psychology
that all point at three main goals people have for the use of music, which are

1. Regulating mood and emotions

2. Expressing or �nding ones identity
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3. Social bonding and interpersonal relationships

Where the regulation of mood and emotions was found to be the signi�cantly
most important goal of music listening. Given these three goals we made a thor-
ough review of what strategies, tactics and underlying mechanisms people use
in order to ful�l these goals using music. We show that in the regulation of af-
fect (emotion and mood) there is a number of mechanisms which are important.
These include the emotions expressed in music, music expectancy, familiarity,
artist features, context features, etc.

Based on this review we choose to work on the regulation of mood and emotions.
As shown in report we showed that a crucial part of a system that can automat-
ically regulate emotions using music, is the emotions expressed in music. Which
is the topic of this thesis.

Although formulated here only as an entertainment system we want to address
the fact that enabling people to regulate their mood and emotional state using
music has also profound health bene�ts. E.g. stress cost US$300 billion (2006)
and annual cost for mental health problem was US$150 billion (2002) for Amer-
ican enterprises [17]. In in the EU stress is estimated to cost EUR20 billion
(1999)[17][30] and in Denmark it is estimate to cost DK14 billion every year in
sick leave, early death and expenses to healthcare [30]. Music has shown to be
able of reducing stress[63][20], if people could use a system that could reduce
this stress just a fraction, it could have profound health bene�ts.

1.1.2 Modelling expressed emotions in music

Due to the sheer number of musical tracks available through music services (too
many tracks to annotate) the only viable way of creating a music service that
builds on the emotions expressed in music is to create a predictive model. There-
fore the aim of this thesis is to create a predictive model of emotions expressed
in music. A great deal of work has already been done within the modelling of
emotions expressed in music [59][6] and has relied on three main areas, namely
1) representation of emotion , 2) audio representation and 3) machine learn-
ing methods. However this traditional approach has seemingly reached a glass
ceiling for predicting the emotions expressed in music, as mentioned in [130].
Others have reported similar limitations using traditional low-level features for
timbre prediction [91] and melody [18].

One place to see such apparent glass ceiling of predictive performance of emo-
tions expressed in music is the MIREX Automatic Mood Classi�cation (AMC)
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competition [25]. There has been a great deal of contributions through the
years, with ever increasing number of audio features and modelling complexity,
with an apparent 66% classi�cation performance limitation, regardless of the
complexity of the machine learning methods and number of features used. In
[130] they argued that the annotation procedure, model of representing emo-
tions and the taxonomy used are likely to be the limiting factor and setting a
natural limit for how well a system can perform.

The elicitation of emotions expressed in music is an essential part of creating
a predictive model of emotions. Psychological models of emotions have been
adopted from the �eld of music psychology (e.g. representing emotions as dis-
crete emotions [99] or as a point in a dimensional model [44]). Using these
models researchers have designed self-report experiments letting participants
annotate musical excerpts, resulting in a number of datasets [130] including
the AMC. Self-report experiments are naturally a noisy process and great care
should be taken to design robust experimental designs. One cannot perform
better than ones labels and if these are not acquired in an appropriate manner
then a performance ceiling would naturally be met, regardless of the complexity
of the system. We are therefore motivated to look deeper into how these labels
are obtained.

In [18] they argued that one reason for the limit in the performance of predictive
models of higher order cognitive aspects of music is the so-called semantic gap.
The apparent gap between handcrafted low-level audio features designed to
capture di�erent musical aspects and higher order cognitive aspects such as
emotions expressed in music [32]. The number and combinations of both audio
and text features used to obtain better predictive performance of expressed
emotion is vast [7]. However the audio representation has typically relied on
classic audio-feature extraction, in large disregarding all temporal information
of how the features are represented in later predictive models. Therefore we are
motivated to look deeper into how these audio features are represented.

1.2 Aims of this Thesis

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how to create a complete framework
for creating a predictive model of emotions expressed in music. The approach
taken in creating a predictive model of expressed emotions in music relies on
three major topics.

1. Elicitation of emotions in music, using self-reported annotations
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2. Audio representation, �nding a suitable audio representation (using audio
features).

3. Modelling framework, associating the annotations and the audio represen-
tation

A model of emotions expressed in music constitutes of a mathematical model
that maps the audio representation signal into a representation of the emotions
expressed. Each of these areas are all essential for the modelling of the emotions
expressed in music, this thesis aims at making contributions in each of these
areas. An overview of the overall framework is presented on Figure 2.2.

1.2.1 Research questions

Given the three core areas of creating a predictive model of emotions expressed
in music, we speci�cally work with the following research questions.

rq1 What is the most robust and scalable elicitation method for quantifying
emotions expressed in music?

rq2 What audio aspects are appropriate for modelling emotions expressed in
music?

rq3 How can audio features be represented to both capture temporal and non-
temporal aspects in music?

rq4 How can we learn the combination of multiple features and feature repre-
sentations?

rq5 Given rq1 which models are most suitable for modelling emotions ex-
pressed in music?

rq6 How can we evaluate the performance of the models of rq5?

These questions are the aim and motivation behind this thesis and how we
approach, investigate and answer these questions is outlined in the following.

1.2.2 Elicitation of emotions

Elicitation of emotions constitutes roughly of two parts, 1) a representation
of emotions, i.e. a model of the assumed internal representation of emotions
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Figure 1.1: Overview of framework for the predictive model of emotions ex-
pressed in music

by subjects and 2) an experimental procedure that quanti�es peoples sensation
given the representation of emotions to some stimuli (see Figure 1.1). Both
these parts are crucial in creating a preditive model of emotions.

The way people in general communicate emotions and their feelings is to use
a vocabulary of semantic descriptors (e.g. love, happy, sad, etc.). This was
the basis of the categorical [44] model of emotions, where a speci�c vocabulary
was used said to describe the emotions speci�cally in music. But in general
among the categorical models, vocabularies vary in size, are cultural dependent
and lack proof of neural correlates [4]. The dimensional models of emotion [99]
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assumes that each of these semantic descriptors are situated in some underlying
subspace, i.e. even though happy and glad are distinct descriptors, there are
emotions that could lie in between, but there simply is no descriptor for it. These
models also called core a�ect models have ample evidence of neural correlates
during appraisal of e.g. emotional faces [38] and words [68].

Both these models have been frequently used for emotion represent in the Music
Information Retrieval community (AMC is a categorical model) [130]. We feel
there is amble evidence to support the choice of the dimensional model, well
knowing that it has its limitations, i.e. using a two dimensional model of valence
and arousal does not capture all emotions, but is the most well-founded model
(see Section 2.1.1.1 for more discussion).

In the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community datasets already exist
that have elicited the emotions expressed in music using the dimensional model.
The experimental approach has been to let subjects annotate the dimensions of
valence and arousal directly using bipolar likert or continuous scales. However
given prior work [78], we question this approach. Although the method is fast,
we believe a great deal of bias follows with this direct scaling procedure. Bias
that can seriously jeopardize the performance of the predictive model of emotion.

We address rq1 by �rst looking deeper into the bias of using direct scaling.
We speci�cally look into what we call the con�dence e�ect and argue that due
to the great number of problems using direct scaling we �nd an alternative
approach. This alternative is indirect scaling using relative scales (comparing
or ranking items). One speci�c downside in using relative scales is the number of
comparisons grows quadratically with the number of items to compare (2AFC
case). Thus we aim to investigate appropriate and e�cient ways of making
relative methods scale, using intelligent approaches of choosing which pairwise
comparisons to let subjects compare.

1.2.3 Audio representation

Following the framework illustrated on Figure 1.1 we use the music signal as
the source of modelling the emotions expressed in music, which is well-founded
within music psychology [55].

There are two main approaches of audio representation, namely using hand-
crafted audio features, often derived from work in musicology and psychoacous-
tics. The second approach is using a spectro-temporal representation directly
and use di�erent techniques (e.g. subspace methods, vector quanti�cation, etc.)
to �nd meaningful representation related to expressed emotions in music. We
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look speci�cally into the �rst approach using handcrafted audio features. Which
features to use and what aspects of the musical signal cause people to think some
emotions are expressed, is a very open question.

We will address rq2 by making a thorough investigation into which features
are important for predictive modelling. Furthermore these features are often
computed using framebased methods. Framing the musical signal with over-
lapping window structures, resulting in a multivariate feature time series. How
this multivariate feature time series is represented in a later mathematical mod-
elling framework is an open question. Often the temporal information in music
is disregarded, we therefore address rq3 by investigating both temporal and
non-temporal feature representation methods. As emotions in music rely on a
multitude of aspects we furthermore address rq4 by combining features and fea-
ture representations using a Multiple Kernel Learning framework, that allows
us to learn optimal combinations of features and feature representations.

1.2.4 Modelling framework

Given the relative elicitation method used to capture the emotions expressed in
music an appropriate modelling framework should be developed. This frame-
work should also be able to integrate the feature representations developed for
rq3. We therefore address rq5 by comparing a number of existing models of
pairwise comparisons and extend them to handle a multitude of feature rep-
resentations. We implement a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) for pairwise
comparisons, the so-called logit choice model [16][120]. Furthermore we ker-
nelize this pairwise GLM to enable non-linear modelling of the input data and
incorporate the feature representations found in the investigation of rq3. In
order to make the use of pairwise comparisons scale, we use a non-parametric
implementation of the related probit model (GP model) and use it in an active
learning setting. This allows us to intelligently select pairwise comparisons.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions in this thesis are the following points

1. Design criteria and directions for the design of a cognitive music system,
based on the fundamental psychological needs of the user (Report G).
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2. A documentation of the con�dence e�ect, problematizing the use of ab-
solute response format in music emotion elicitation using the valence and
arousal model (Report H).

3. A general framework for eliciting higher order cognitive aspects using rel-
ative self-report response format (Papers A, B and C).

4. A modelling framework to create predictive models of emotions expressed
in music using pairwise comparisons (Papers A, B and C).

5. An investigation in to di�erent strategies, making two-alternative-forced-
choice (2AFC) experimental paradigm scale (Paper C).

6. A general probabilistic framework for feature representation using gener-
ative models (Papers D and E).

7. A framework to learn multiple features and feature representations for
coding temporal and non-temporal aspects in music (Paper F).

1.4 Thesis overview

The rest of this thesis continues with a background chapter and three chapters,
which are divided into the three main topics of this thesis as outlined previ-
ously. These three chapters will give a general introduction to the reader and
outline potential problematic areas. Each of the publications included in this
thesis all cover these three areas, but each has speci�c focus on some of these
areas. What di�erent choices e.g. of modelling, audio or emotion representa-
tion will be made throughout the thesis. Thus the thesis should be read as an
extended introduction to the publications included. Each chapter will contain
the following

• Chapter 2, will de�ne emotions and in greater detail the model of emo-
tion we use as previously described in Section 1.2.2. We present how the
dimensional model of a�ect was derived and how it relates to our tra-
ditional description of emotions using language. This also poses some
inherent, both limitations and causes of subjective variability, which is
essential when designing elicitation methods. We follow by reviewing how
emotions are related to music seen from a psychological point of view
and the temporal dimension of emotion. Last we review the technical
approaches made within the three �elds of creating a predictive model
of emotions, namely emotions representation, audio representation and
machine learning models.
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• Chapter 3, �rst outlines the general considerations regarding the choice of
response format and attributes when designing an elicitation procedure.
We review a number of bias and context e�ects potentially involved when
using direct scaling methods for quantifying the dimensional model. We
furthermore present an experiment documenting the so-called con�dence
e�ect. This leads us to conclude the bene�ts of using relative quanti�ca-
tion methods. We address the scaling of using pairwise comparisons for
elicitation using an active learning approach.

• Chapter 4, introduces the term audio representation as a placeholder for
all methods of representing a musical track in a modelling setting. We
focus on �rst presenting a number of basic musical and psychoacoustical
features. Second we present a probabilistic feature representation frame-
work, using generative models. This enables us to code both temporal
and non-temporal aspects in the features extracted. We show two di�er-
ent approaches combining di�erent features namely using simple stacking
of features and multiple kernel learning.

• Chapter 5, introduces the logit and probit choice models of pairwise com-
parisons. We present two di�erent parametric versions of the logit choice
model, a Generalized Linear model and a kernelized version. Secondly
we present a logit and probit model in a non-parametric Bayesian setting
using a Gaussian Process model.

• Chapter 6, we �nalize by summarizing and conclude on the work and
outline future work.

All publications and technical reports are included in the appendix and
serves as an integral part of this thesis.

Publications

The publications are included as pre-prints in the appendix.

� Appendix A, contains a pre-print of the paper: �Modeling expressed
emotions in music using pairwise comparisons� (CMMR 2011).

� Appendix B, contains a pre-print of the paper: �Towards predict-
ing Expressed Emotion in Music from Pairwise Comparisons� (SMC
2012).

� Appendix C, contains a pre-print of the paper: �Predictive Model-
ing of Expressed Emotions in Music using Pairwise Comparisons�
(SPRINGER 2013).

� Appendix D, contains a pre-print of the paper: �Modeling Temporal
Structure in Music for Emotion Prediction using Pairwise Compar-
isons� (ISMIR 2014).
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� Appendix E, contains a pre-print of the paper: �A�ective Modeling
of Music using Probabilistic Features Representations� (IEEE 2015).

� Appendix F, contains a pre-print of the paper: �Learning Combina-
tions of Multiple Feature Representations for Music Emotion Predic-
tions� (ASM 2015).

Technical reports

Two technical reports are included documenting the design of a cognitive
music system and the so-called con�dence e�ect.

� Appendix G, contains a draft of the report: �Designing a Cognitive
Music System�.

� Appendix H, contains a draft of the report: �The con�dence e�ect in
Music Emotion Elicitation using Direct Scales�.



Chapter 2

Background

As outlined in Section 1.2 in order to create a predictive model of emotions
expressed in music three main areas are involved, 1) Elicitation of emotions, 2)
Audio representation and 3) Modelling framework.

In Figure 1.1 a very basic illustration is shown of two components being part of
an elicitation framework. The experimental design, user interface, assumption
and the internal representation of emotion are all part of the elicitation, but
simpli�ed here. One essential part of creating an elicitation procedure is to
obtain theoretical framework for the assumed internal representation of emotions
by the user. Presently basis a�ective terms, the theoretical framework of how
we assume emotions are represented and last a review of how the traditional
approach in creating predictive models of emotions in music will be reviewed.

2.1 Representation of emotion

Presently a de�nition of what is meant by emotions, mood, feelings etc. The
de�nitions are taken directly from [58].

• A�ect
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An umbrella term that covers all evaluative or valenced states such as
emotion, mood and preference.

• Emotions
Relatively intense a�ective responses that usually involve a number of sub-
components � subjective feeling, physiological arousal, expression, action
tendency, and regulation � which are more or less synchronized. Emotions
focus on speci�c objects, and last minutes to a few hours.

• Moods
A�ective states that feature a lower felt intensity than emotions, that do
not have a clear object, and last much longer than emotions (several hours
to days).

• Feelings
The subjective experience of emotion (or mood). This component is com-
monly measured via self-report and re�ects any or all of the other emotion
components.

Emotions are a multifaceted entity that can be looked at from di�erent views.
Given the fact that the intention is to use self-report methods for elicitation, by
de�nition the subjective part of emotions is measured. That is, the measurement
of the feelings or subjective experience part of emotions using self-report, for
simplicity it is still referred to as emotions.

2.1.1 Models of emotion

There are two sides that should be considered using a model of emotions, 1)
its validity and 2) the practical use of the model in relation to elicitation. The
dimensional model of emotion and the speci�c variant of valence and arousal
model used here, does have some limitations. Furthermore some issues that
should be taken into consideration in the elicitation of emotion. First an outline
of the dimensional model of emotion or also called the core a�ect model.

2.1.1.1 Dimensional model of emotion

In [118] they stated that using self-report methods in questionnaires of person-
ality, multiple factor analysis could be used to isolate di�erent mental abilities.
Using factor models they found factors representing di�erent orthogonal axes
where each of the tests in his questionnaires could be thought of as points
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in this space with as many dimensions/factors as mental abilities. Much in
the same way as Thurstone found mental abilities using factor models, Rus-
sell [99] found an underlying emotional dimensional model representing the core
a�ect as mentioned. Using factor models on questionnaires of multiple a�ec-
tive terms/discrete emotions, present in the English taxonomy of emotions, he
found an underlying 2 factor model to account for much of the variance. The
two dimensions he named Valence or pleasure/displeasure and Arousal or ac-
tivation/disactivation. The initial factor model representation can be seen in
Figure 2.1a and a later adaption in Figure 2.1b. Due to the use of factor mod-
els (rotational ambiguity) on di�erent a�ective terms (terms di�ering between
each model), a great deal of two dimensional models have been proposed [101],
though still having the same structure. The naming of the factors or dimensions
is largely being done by the authors and the choice of factors/dimensions also
vary. Besides the Valence/Arousal model three dimensional models have been
proposed but none seem to have been �rmly found its place in literature [28].
Nonetheless the Valence/Arousal model has had a great deal of critique due
to its simplicity [132]. The critique is mainly related to the fact that not all
variance and discrete emotion can be explained equally well by the model, but
the core dimensions have undergone rigorous validation both in neuroimaging
[23], behavioral, cognitive neuroscience and developmental studies [95].

(a) Circumplex model of A�ect [99]. (b) Illustration of Core a�ect [100].

Figure 2.1: Models of a�ect.

Russell essentially found a subspace in which he could position most of the
a�ective vocabulary used at that time. How this connects with what layman
people use to describe emotions, namely the vocabulary like, love, happy, sad
and its connection to the dimensional model of emotion, we speci�cally look at
the conceptual act model [4].
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2.1.1.2 Conceptual act model

The conceptual act model holds that emotional experience is a result of two
basic components, core a�ect (dimensional model) and conceptual knowledge
about emotion.

Emotions are thought to be largely unconscious, the feeling associated with the
emotion is conscious by de�nition. The feeling state is experienced when atten-
tion is switched to it, whether due to introspection or due to a rapid transient
or large intensity of that feeling state.

The underlying core a�ective state is not discrete emotions but spanned by a�ec-
tive dimensions of valence and to some degree arousal. This neurophysiological
system of core a�ect is hardwired from birth through evolutionary adaptations.
Which is in line with the work presented in previous section on the dimensional
model of emotion.

The discrete emotions we use, e.g. happy and sad in communicating emotions
are due to categorization using conceptual knowledge. The conceptual knowl-
edge of emotion is learned through associations, through childhood, associat-
ing di�erent situations, reactions, stimuli and di�erent a�ective categorizations,
much in the same way people associate di�erent wavelengths of light and the
names of colours. This a�ective taxonomy of discrete emotions has simply been
formed by evolutionary linguistics to better communicate and interpret emotion
categories.

Although these a�ective descriptors can be found in many languages, there
is no neurophysiological basis for discrete emotions. Core a�ect is however
universal/pan-cultural but language and the taxonomy used to describe emo-
tions are not, these are learned, thus language is a driving factor in how we
experience emotions and how we categorize it. When we experience an emotion
we call happy the categorization of the core a�ect using conceptual knowledge
of emotions result in the experience of that emotion.

Thus the core a�ect can be seen as a bottom-up process of an organism' neuro-
physiological state and the categorization of that event using conceptual knowl-
edge as a top-down process (see Figure 2.2). These two parallel systems enable
us to experience emotions.

Essentially the organization, representation and acquisition of emotion concepts
are a key to understanding emotions. Therefore the mapping/categorization
from core a�ect to a particular a�ective semantic descriptor is di�erent from
participant to participant. Given this reasoning, the discrete or categorical
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of concept act model

model of emotions �t very well within the dimensional framework, by simply
being projections into the underlying dimensional core a�ective space.

2.2 Emotions in music

Emotions can be expressed in music through a number of channels, people lis-
tening perceives these emotions and as a consequence they might have their
personal emotional state altered. The latter is what we call the induction of
emotion and is the emotions that a person feels and is a process that is well
founded in neuroscience[60] Music can both express and induce a range of emo-
tions [55][58], although they might di�er from the full range of emotions humans
are capable of experiencing. Emotions expressed in music are said to be rather
stable between subjects [55]. However given the discussion in Section 2.1.1.2,
the core a�ect between subjects is constant, the categorization is still subjec-
tive. How we interpret/categorize the emotions expressed in music, relies on
two things. First is the perception and interpretation of the musical cues, most
likely there are both universal and cultural cues [2][31]. Acoustical cues that
universally can lead to the perception of certain emotions, most likely due to
evolutionary processes [57]. In combination with cultural speci�c acoustical
cues arisen due to speci�c local traditions etc. Secondly is the categorization
of which emotion is expressed using conceptual knowledge. Due to the inherent
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subjectivity in categorization, it must vary when using self-report methods to
quantify the perceived emotions.

The two main models used to represent emotions in music are that of the cate-
gorical/discrete [44] and the dimensional model [99]. The main discussion and
the biggest controversy around de�ning models of emotions in music has been
the same as for general models of emotions. Finding the taxonomy of a�ective
terms for the discrete models or the dimensions for the dimensional models [28],
speci�cally designed to represent emotions in music.

2.2.1 Temporal evolution of emotion

In the same way as music evolves through time, so does the emotional expression
in music. How fast or slow the changes are does indeed depend on the musical
style, where classical music often has dramatic changes. How short a temporal
window of music has to be before we can perceive an emotion was investigated
in [13]. They found that for the perception of basic intense emotions, 250 ms
of music was enough. It is clear that the granularity and intensity sensitivity is
diminished at this level, where excerpts above 1s are needed to acquire reliable
annotations. Researchers have measured this temporal evolution through special
designed interfaces (since the 1980s [39]), mainly using dimensional models of
emotion due to its practicality in terms of the user interface. In [77] they
measured tension in classical music, arousal and a�ect was used in [76] and
valence and arousal in [110][111][112]. In [26] they investigate if the ratings
given by participants when e.g. post-rating (one rating for the whole excerpt)
15 s excerpts are the same as the mathematical mean of the continuous response
of the same excerpt. This is naturally not always the case, they argue that single
events are weighted highly where others are completely forgotten or distorted
by previous or future events.

2.3 Predictive models of emotion in music

A great deal of work has been done in the topic of creating predictive models of
emotions in music, see e.g. [130][59][6].

So far the approach of creating such models and in general higher level cogni-
tive aspects in music has relied on the three aspects mentioned in Section 1.2.
Presently we will review the general trends and approaches within these three
areas.
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2.3.1 Emotion representation

A great deal of approaches has been used in gathering labels, ratings, anno-
tations etc. that represent emotions in music. Due to copyright issues of the
music, researchers are often forced to create their own datasets of music using
their own private collections and having these annotated. In the creation of
these datasets the process of elicitation is a crucial part.

How to represent emotions seem to divide the waters in designing predictive
models of emotion. A great deal of work has used the categorical/discrete model
of emotion, where researchers seem to use di�erent categories, e.g. they used
3 [70], 4 [64], 6 [121], 8 [126], 11 [42], 13 [124][69] and 15 categories [67]. It is
clear that there is no consensus regarding what discrete emotions to use, this
may be due to cultural di�erences as mentioned in Section 2.1.1.2. Most of the
experiments performed by researchers are with untrained subjects, some use
expert annotations building on a self developed taxonomy from e.g. All Music
Guide 1[71][42] or folksonomy from last.fm [65].

The dimensional approach which is the approach chosen for this work, also seem
to di�er in what descriptors (end-points of scales) and number of dimensions
they use e.g. 2 dimensions [61][75][128][127] or 3 [27][50]. In [130] they argue
that non-expert annotators are ideal, since they are the end users of the music
systems in which the predictive model should be used. They do also note that the
issue of subjectivity in annotations is a real issue, even for perceived/expressed
emotions, there is a lot of variance in the annotations. They outline two ap-
proaches to handle this variance in the valence and arousal ratings 1) modelling
the distribution of annotations or 2) �nding more reliable ways of obtaining
annotations thus reducing the variance. To our knowledge only one other au-
thor has suggested the use of relative scales for valence/arousal quanti�cation
[128][129].

2.3.2 Audio representation

The use and aim of designing a predictive model of emotions is crucial when
selecting which stimuli to include in the modelling framework (dataset creation).
A great deal of work has used classical music [61][74][90] but as the use of such
models is not merely to be able to predict emotions in classical music, more
work is using more popular music [64][121][128][127]. Researchers want a wide
variety of musical stimuli in order the create a generalizable model across genres.
There is a fundamental di�erence between how many psychologist investigate

1http://www.allmusic.com/moods

http://www.allmusic.com/moods
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emotions and how the Music Information Retrieval community approach the
issue.

On one side the musical stimuli can be changed in order to isolate a speci�c
acoustical feature, people can evaluate the musical expression and whether the
acoustical feature changes the emotions expressed. This can both be structural
information [40], performance cues [35][92] and di�erent musical and acoustical
aspects [36][56], which has been shown to be in�uential in how humans perceive
emotions expressed in music [36].

The machine learning or MIR way is, to let musical excerpts be annotated, do
extensive feature extraction on these. Using machine learning methods and the
predictive performance to �nd the patterns that best can predict the annota-
tions. The number of features used are vast and include features that represent
Dynamics, Harmony, Rhythm/tempo [122] and Timbre [6], Structural informa-
tion [93] or lyrics [46][45][24] are very common.

Both approaches are still unresolved issues, the psychological approach can in-
form MIR researchers what features to include and potentially vice versa. There
is a great deal of work that takes the agnostic MIR approach and include a great
deal of features, and no consensus has been found [102][107][114][9][10]. Instead
of using traditional handcrafted features representing musical aspects, unsuper-
vised learning methods or Deep Learning methods have been used on tempo-
spectral data representations such as the spectrogram [106] although not widely
used. Common for most of these approaches, as pointed out in Section 1.1.2, is
that the temporal dimension of the features extracted is at large neglected.

2.3.3 Machine learning models

How the emotions are represented plays an obvious integral part in what ma-
chine learning model to use to create a predictive model of emotion in music. For
discrete/categorical models (each excerpt is assigned labels e.g. happy, sad) the
natural selection is classi�cation models either in a single or multi-label setting.
This depends on whether each musical excerpt can belong to multiple classes or
people are forced to choose a single discrete emotion. Using discrete/categorical
representations, popular models include SVM [123][71][42][122][14] and k-Nearest
Neighbour[102][14] amongst others. The dimensional approach where emo-
tions are represented as a point in a space (e.g. valence/arousal), the natural
choice is regression models. Here popular models include Support Vector Ma-
chines [66][79][51], Multiple Linear Regression [104][105] and Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRF) [105]. The major issues are obvious scalability and �exibility
of the model. The standard trend within machine learning also apply here, ei-
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ther adding complexity in the modelling side or in the features and use more
simple models. Models using relative scales like pairwise comparisons have been
made by [129], where they �rst converted the pairwise comparisons to a rank
using a self-developed technique. They then used this rank a standard input to
a regression model (SVM).

Often in modelling the temporal evolution in music, when annotations have
been acquired as a series of points in the dimensional model of emotion, stan-
dard regression models are still used, i.e. treating each point as independent
[104][105]. Taking the temporal evolution of the annotations has been done in
[110][61] where others simply smooth the predictions of an SVM using a CRF
model [51].

2.4 Summary and Discussion

We presented the dimensional model of emotion and how we can integrate our
traditional view of emotions into this theoretical view of emotion, using the
conceptual act model. This view can essentially explain some of the expected
variations we might �nd when eliciting the emotions expressed in music. The
subjective di�erences in annotations can be attributed to at least two aspects
namely 1) due to di�erence in the mapping of acoustical cues to a given emo-
tional interpretation. 2) di�erences in the categorization of the core a�ect to a
speci�c vocabulary used. We can model the individual di�erences in the map-
ping of acoustical features to the annotations provided by each user, by creating
individual models. Furthermore given our choice of using the dimensional model
of a�ect, we do reduce the variation in annotations due to the reduced use of
a vocabulary. However, as we will discuss in greater detail in Section 3, simply
letting people annotate directly using the valence and arousal dimensions, as is,
is not feasible. A description of the scales or end-points are necessary to ensure
that people understand the scales. We therefore can expect some variation due
to di�erences in conceptual knowledge.

It is evident that the emotions expressed in music do evolve in the course of
the music, with larger or smaller variations depending on style and position in
the track. However using such an approach in creating a predictive model, is
problematic. First the annotations procedure, albeit shown by some to be a
valid elicitation procedure, it also puts high cognitive load on the test subjects.
This high cognitive load, combined with the issues of categorization (and the
issues with direct scaling which will be discussed later in Section 3.1) could lead
to noisy annotations. The excerpts used to illustrate the emotional evolution
through time are often excerpts with high variability in emotional expression.
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From a machine learning point of view there is no reason for having these e.g. 1s
small excerpts. A model trained on stationary emotional parts of a song could
potentially also predict the time changing expression.

The representation of the audio signal and �nding structures that are responsible
for expressing emotions is somewhat a complex matter. It is done with an
agnostic view of what features among the abundance of available features to
use. We see a crucial part of using the traditional handcrafted features like
loudness, chroma, mfcc, etc. features are representing the temporal structure of
them.

We argued in Section 1.2.2 that using the traditional direct scaling methods
(likert or continuous scales) for the elicitation of emotions using the valence
and arousal model is problematic (which will be investigated in Section 3.1).
Therefore we use relative scales, i.e. comparing excerpts instead of rating them.
This was also done in [129], but they used a two step modelling procedure,
�rst estimating a rank from the pairwise comparisons and then using the rank
as training data for an SVM regression model. In contrast we believe that
modelling the pairwise comparisons directly in a probabilistic approach, using
well founded noise models, is appropriate. Using such a model will enable us
to create a predictive model of emotion, enabling us to rank excerpts on the
dimensions of valence and arousal directly.



Chapter 3

Elicitation of emotion

The elicitation process of emotions was illustrated in Figure 1.1, where we as-
sume an underlying representation of emotions using the dimensional model
of emotions and underlying cognitive processes that enable the categorization
of underlying core a�ect as described in Section 2.1.1. To elicit emotions, a
question to the user is presented through a user interface, resulting in a de-
cision/answer by the user. This section investigates what question and how
the user provides answers, produce the most reliable and robust annotations
(addressing (1.2.1)).

Outline

The annotations we are interested in is to describe each musical excerpt in
terms of the valence and arousal dimensions. As argued in Section 1.2.2 we
take a critical look at the traditional way of quantifying the valence and arousal
model, namely using direct scales like likert or continuous scales. We �rst outline
a general look at how elicitation or quanti�cation of impression is carried out.
We present a number of bias that lead us to conclude that relative scales are
most suitable for elicitation of emotions. Due to how this approach scales, we
outline ways of intelligently choosing which pairwise comparisons to evaluate
using a Gaussian Process pairwise probit model (Section 5.1.3) in an active
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learning setting (Paper C).

3.1 Quantifying emotions

We outline the two essential parts of an elicitation procedure that enables us
to quantify emotions expressed in music, namely the response attribute and the
response format [11]. One de�ning what aspect to quantify and the second in
which manner this should be quanti�ed. 1

Response attribute

When designing a listening experiment, the �rst component to de�ne is the
response attribute, that is the variable which is wanted to quantify. In this case
the emotions expressed in music. There are two fundamental ways of quantifying
peoples impression, namely direct or indirect elicitation methods.

Indirect elicitation methods try to separate the sensation and the verbaliza-
tion/annotation i.e. using discrete or dimensional models of emotion (much in
line with [4]). The methods hold that 1) the annotation is limited by the size
of the vocabulary of the user and 2) it questions whether there is a meaningful
mapping between what is being annotation and what is being sensed[11]. This is
a very di�erent approach since no vocabulary is used and users are left with e.g.
grouping or arranging stimuli. This could be an intuitive way for participants
but also very individual, since each participant can use their own e.g. grouping
strategy.

Direct elicitation methods assume that there is a close relationship between
a given sensation and the descriptor used in the experiment (e.g. happy, sad,
etc.). Di�erent methods exist to elicit the vocabulary, a consensus and a individ-
ual vocabulary technique [11]. In present work we use a consensus vocabulary
technique implicitly, since the underlying dimensions we wish to quantify of
emotions is the valence and arousal dimensions. However this does not imply
that one can simply ask participants to annotate based on these two underly-
ing core a�ect dimensions. These are somewhat arti�cially found using factor
analysis, as described in Section 2.1.1.1. In [131] they argue that one still relies
on a discrete emotion vocabulary to describe the end-points of the scales (e.g.
for valence using happy and sad). Here potential bias could be introduced since

1There are a great deal of other experimental variables but left out presently, see e.g.
[78][131][11]
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of di�erences in quanti�cation of valence and arousal
model due to di�erence in discrete emotion categorization.

the conceptual knowledge and subsequent categorization of the discrete emo-
tion vocabulary varies from user to user (illustrated in Figure 3.1, discussed in
Section 2.1.1.2). How to describe the valence and arousal dimensions also seem
to vary between experiments [131] essentially making the comparison between
studies problematic.

Response format

The response format de�nes which scale and scaling method is used allowing
participant to self-report. Again two main approaches exist within response
formats, namely a direct and indirect scaling method, not to be confused with
direct and indirect elicitation methods (see Section 3.1).

Direct scalingmethods are by far the most used to quantify the valence/arousal
dimensional model. Likert, continuous or iconic scales are often used [131]. The
participants are asked to rate a given dimensional aspect e.g. valence or arousal
directly on the scale, sometimes both at the same time in a two dimensional
valence and arousal space [109]. Even though the VA model is bipolar by con-
struct, people do use unipolar scales to quantify [98], but by far bipolar scales
is the most common. How to construct the scales e.g. how many likert items,
which icons to use also varies from study to study. We mentioned previously
bias introduced in the interpretation of the end-points used in direct scaling
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methods, there also exists a number of bias directly related to using the scale
itself. We will discuss these in more detail in Section 3.1

Indirect scaling methods assume that one can arrange the response attribute
in such a manner that one can ask the question if one element is more or less
than the other (unidimensional). In this case one can use relative quanti�cation
methods to obtain a ranking of objects in that dimension. How the objects
are arranged in the internal representation of the cognitive aspect is not being
asked directly but acquired indirectly, i.e., indirect scaling. The question to the
subject is not to place the object for evaluation on the scale, but cognitively
a much simpler question, namely to compare objects. The argument is that
simple questions about cognitive aspects provide a robust approach in obtaining
information. Some indirect scales can be seen in Figure 3.2.

1 k

(a) k-alternative (forced) choice (KAFC).

1

3

2

k

(b) k-rank (KR).

Figure 3.2: Indirect scales.

Bias and context

In this section we present a number of bias that has to be taken into account
when designing an experiment regarding the emotions expressed in music. There
are general bias regarding the research question of expressed emotion, and then
there are some more speci�c aspects to take into account regarding the response
format chosen for the elicitation.

General

General bias regarding the elicitation procedure.

Demand
characteristics

where the participant �gures out what is being tested and so
conveying the hypothesis resulting in hypothesis-consistent
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behaviour.

Self-presenta-
tion
bias

is when the participant is asked to do or rate something they
feel is socially undesirable. Could be the liking of music that
"no one else" likes and therefore would be hesitant to rate
what they like.

Limitation of
the awareness
of ones
emotions

poses a problem when designing listening experiment of both
expressed and induced emotions. If a person's emotional
granularity or categorization abilities (see Section 2.1.1.2)
are limited, then self-report annotations would equally be
limited in both detail and potentially noisy.

Communication is a barrier if the person does not know what is being meant
by the scale, anchors, labels, etc. If the participant is in
doubt as to what is being asked, then it could lead to in-
consistent data. E.g. does the person understand the dif-
ference between expressed and induced emotions or are the
descriptors used to describe the end-points of a scale in that
person's vocabulary.

Scale speci�c

In [11] they introduced a number of bias and e�ects related to the response
format i.e. scales used. We adapt the bias e�ects mentioned to re�ect some of
the potential problematic areas when eliciting emotions expressed in music.

End-point bias occurs when the participant is unaware of the range of stim-
uli, they save the end points for the potential stimuli that
is in the extremes. Ways of dealing with this issue is to
1) introduce anchors (constant stimuli in each trial), 2) pre-
senting all stimuli for the participant prior to the experiment
or 3) making a pilot study presenting the stimuli represent-
ing the extremes to the participant. The problem with both
anchors and extreme points in relation to emotions is that
de�ning these stimuli is di�cult due to the subjectivity of
emotions, making the use of anchors inappropriate. The re-
sult of this bias is a centring of ratings, reducing the range
and resolution of the scale.
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Contraction
bias

can occur when the underlying range of the responses is
unknown. People have a tendency to overestimate small
di�erences and underestimating large di�erences. There is
a clear mean e�ect, stimuli that is sensed lower than the
average is overestimated and stimuli over is underestimated.

Comparison
bias

is the e�ect when people are essentially rating a stimuli not
on its absolute position on the scale, but rather as a compar-
ison to previous stimuli. This makes the start of the experi-
ment essential since the whole range of the scale is spanned
by these initial examples. This bias could be remedied by
balancing the experiment, presenting the stimuli multiple
times in di�erent orders (e.g. reverse or Latin squares).

Units of
magnitude

is a bias where people essentially are uncertain about how
much e.g. happier an excerpt should be to increase the rating
on a likert scale by one point. What does it mean that
something is half as happy as another excerpt.

Mapping
unfamiliarity

is when a person has a potential clear internal representa-
tion of their emotions, but is uncertain how to map this
down to the scales provided. This could be that people can-
not understand the valence and arousal scales used in the
experiment.

Dumping bias is the bias when participants feel that an attribute or choice
option is missing in order for them to express their impres-
sion. This could occur if people feel the valence and arousal
model is too limited in its capability of them to express
what emotions they perceive is being expressed in the musi-
cal stimuli.

Another e�ect of using bipolar scales is the uncertainty e�ect. We conducted
two listening experiments to prove the existence of this e�ect, using both �lm
music and popular music (technical report H). We showed that using bipolar
scales (likert and continuous) both for valence and arousal, participants rated
in the middle of the scale, e.g. neutral or average, simply due because they were
unsure of their ratings.

Representing emotions for predictive modelling

We questioned the use of direct scaling methods and in this section we will
argue for the use of relative scales as compared to this traditional approach.
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Thus the choice lies at a elicitation method that can provide reliable annotations
(rq1). Given that we are using the dimensional model of valence and arousal
the response attribute is already �xed, although we have argued, given the
categorization and conceptual knowledge, this could lead to noisy annotations.

The response format is another matter, as mentioned previously, the method has
been to use direct scales. However we have questioned this use in the technical
report H by outlining a problematic aspect of the ratings obtained, namely the
con�dence e�ect. If the ratings should be used for creating a predictive model of
emotion, then somehow the standard regression models (Section 2.3.3) should
account for this information. Furthermore we have not seen any prior work
explicitly asking people to annotate the con�dence of their ratings.

The bias and context e�ects mentioned in Section 3.1 all apply to direct scaling
procedures. The mapping unfamiliarity bias could both be present in direct
and indirect scaling methods. People might have a clear internal representation
of the emotions they perceive is expressed in music, but simply cannot map
this into the valence and arousal space. The units of magnitude, contraction
and end-point bias are all eliminated when using indirect scaling methods. One
could let participants annotate the same stimuli multiple times, in randomized
order but the major advantage of direct scaling is the fast annotation and this
advantage would somehow be removed if this approach should be taken. The
comparison e�ect is eliminated with indirect scaling, since the question to the
user is to compare.

When using relative scales the con�dence e�ect is removed however in the de-
cisions of e.g. indirect scales, people can still be inconsistent due to people
being unsure of a comparison. Redundancy is however built into the design
since multiple comparisons are made with the same stimuli. The positive thing
about using direct scales is that it is fast, since ratings are directly obtained
that can be plugged into a standard regression model. But given all the men-
tioned problems, the most viable way is to use relative scales. Relative scales
are insusceptible to these bias, but su�ers from scalability issue, which we will
address in the next section.

3.2 .... using relative scales

Given the discussion in Section 3.1 we investigate the use of the relative scales
to elicit emotions expressed in music.

k-AFC
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The simplest of such indirectly scaling methods is pairwise comparisons where
people are either forced to choose (forced choice, 2AFC) or allowing for ties
(2AC) between two set of stimuli. In the case of 2AFC the number of compar-

isons scale as M = N(N−1)
2 where N is the number of excerpts and M is the

number of pairwise comparisons. This is not a desirable property, increasing the
number of alternatives allows obtaining more pairwise comparisons per trial i.e.
k-alternative-(forced)-choice (KAFC or KAC). This is with the risk of having
too many stimuli to listen to in each trial.

k-rank
Another approach of increasing the number of information per trial is using
ranking, where k items is ranked on an ordered list (see Figure 3.2 for illustra-
tion). This increases the number of comparisons implicitly made by the user in
each trial. Again the same limitation as with k-AFC is present, when letting k
increase participant might have too many excerpts to choose from and cognitive
load goes up.

Active learning
A third approach is to realize that there might be some inherent redundancy
in the relative scales, i.e. multiple excerpts are compared multiple times. The
comparison of allM pairwise comparisons, might be excessive, to obtain a proper
ranking of excerpts (see Section 5 for models of pairwise comparisons). E.g. if
object A > B, B > C and C > D then potentially it would be redundant to
ask whether A > D unless the participant made a mistake. This was the topic
in Papers A,B and most extensively in Paper C, where we investigated how
many pairwise comparisons are needed in order to obtain a predictive model of
emotions.

We compared three di�erent ways of choosing the pairwise comparisons, a ran-
dom and two model speci�c methods called Value of Information and (VOI)
Expected Value of Information (EVOI). The basic idea of EVOI approach is to
use a Bayesian choice model of pairwise comparisons. An integral part of the
Bayesian model is the uncertainty on all latent representations of e.g. valence
and arousal values for each excerpt, given the pairwise comparisons included
in the model. Using this model we can compute the expected value of entropy
change in the model, when including a new pairwise comparison. We select
the pairwise comparison which has as the most entropy change (most informa-
tion)(for a mathematical description see Paper C). We showed that using lower
than 20% of comparisons is actually needed in average to obtain a predictive
model of pairwise comparisons.

An intuitive way of thinking about the selection of pairwise comparisons in-
telligently is the following. Comparisons between items with long distances
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Figure 3.3: Normalized ∆f values for learning curves found in Paper C, using
random, VOI and EVOI sequential design approach

between them would not inform a predictive model as much as comparisons
between items with small distances. If excerpts are far from each other in terms
e.g. valence or arousal, then the model would not need to compare these, due
to the redundancy inherent in the 2AFC design. To test this hypothesis we take
the model used in Paper C and train it on all the pairwise comparisons (190
comparisons between 20 excerpts on valence and arousal dimensions) for each
13 subject individually, obtaining 13 models. Now we take the series of pairwise
comparisons (ym) picked by the Random, VOI and EVOI method from Paper
C. We take each of these M pairwise comparisons and calculate the di�erence
in internal representation of the valence and arousal score (f) for each of the
excerpts we are comparing. We call this ∆f . We can see the results in Figure
3.3, where it is clear that as a function of the pairwise comparisons included in
the model (i.e. learning curve), the Random and VOI simply choose seemingly
random excerpts to compare based on the ∆f values. However the EVOI ap-
proach does exactly what our intuition led us to conclude. Namely the model
starts by comparing excerpts with small distances ∆f between them, and in the
end compares items with long distance between them.

3.3 Summary and Discussion

We have outlined a number of problematic aspects of using direct scaling meth-
ods to elicit emotions expressed in music. This included an investigation into the
so-called con�dence e�ect and a number of bias inherent in using direct scales
which lead us to comclude that relative scales were more appropriate. One prob-
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lematic issue with relative scales, is how they scale with the number of stimuli
included in the elicitation. We address this issue by investigating the scaling
of the well-known 2AFC experimental design for the quanti�cation of emotions
expressed in music. Using a Bayesian Gaussian Process framework (Section 5)
and an active learning method called EVOI we showed in Paper C on a relative
small dataset of 20 excepts that less than 20% of the pairwise comparisons are
needed in order to create a predictive model of emotions expressed in music.



Chapter 4

Audio representation

In order to create predictive models of emotions expressed in music we extract
information about each musical excerpt used for modelling. As reviewed in
Section 2.3.2 there has not yet been found any clear consensus on which speci�c
features or structures that account for emotions expressed in music, the only
consensus is that using a multitude of features works best.

Outline

We introduced the term audio representation in Papers D and E, as a place-
holder for all approaches used to represent audio in a mathematical form when
going from the digitized audio signal to �nally serve as an input to a predic-
tive model (i.e.regression or classi�cation). This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 and
encompass both low-level feature extraction from the audio signal and feature
representation. The topic of Paper E was to outline and review the whole chain
going from the raw audio signal and in the end to design a predictive model
of some higher order categorization of music, such as genre, tags and emotions.
We leave the reader to this paper for a review of the whole �eld.

Feature extraction
In this work we focus on the research questions rq2, namely to investigate what
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features and potentially what combinations (rq4) are bene�cial for modelling
emotions expressed in music. We mainly focus on using the acoustical signal
itself using features that are primarily motivated or derived directly from the
human auditory perception and use some purely statistically derived features.
The domains we cover are tonality (pitch, notes, chords, harmony and melody),
timbre, beats and rhythm.

Feature representation
A key aspect in using the audio signal for predicting higher order cognitive
aspects of audio is how the audio features are presented in later modelling.
Feature extraction based on the enframed signal results in multivariate time
series of feature values (often vectors). In order to use these features in a
discriminative setting (i.e. predicting emotions), they are often represented
using the mean. This can reduce the time-series to a single vector and make the
features easy to use in traditional models but disregards all temporal information
in the extracted features. The frames could be randomized and would still have
the same representation, however this randomization makes no sense musically.
This notion lead to the formulation of research question rq3, namely how to
represent features.

4.1 Feature extraction

In music analysis a number of aspects are used to describe the structure of
music, a language of descriptors that has been developed to describe music and
to create new music.

Pitch / note / chroma
Natural sounds consist of multiple complex tones, with fundamental frequencies
and overtones or harmonics. The perception of these tonal components is what
is called pitch perception. Pitch is often de�ned as that attribute of auditory
sensation in terms of which sounds may be ordered on a musical scale [82]. Pitch
is related to the fundamental frequency of complex tones, however most likely
due to our exposure to sound, this is not always the case (i.e. the phenomena of
missing fundamental frequency and equal pitch perception). In musical terms
pitch is often referred to when a note is being played. In western tonal music
scales are divided into octaves, where an increase of an octave is equivalent to
doubling the frequency, which is related to the logarithmic frequency relation
in pitch perception. Each octave is divided in to 12 semitones and referred to
the twelve-tone equal temperament scale, where {C,C#, D, ..., B} are used to
denote each of the twelve tones. Humans perceive a C in one octave as more
similar to a C in another octave compared to a C# in the same octave. This has
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lead to the notion of circularity of pitch [62] and due to this fact the chromatic
scale or pitch set was introduced [3]. This has lead researchers to extract chroma
features [86] to use for e.g. thumbnailing [8], cover song detection [29], audio
matching [87]. In our work the chroma feature was used in Papers C,E and F
and the full pitch vector (i.e. all notes on a western piano) was used in Paper
C.

Chords / Harmony
A chord is the harmonic combination of notes being played simultaneously,
consisting most often of three or more notes. [119] argued that these harmonic
combinations of notes and pitches are learned implicitly. Where they argue
that implicit learning is seen as a fundamental characteristic of the cognitive
system, enabling the acquisition of highly complex information that may not be
acquired in an explicit way. Much like the categorization of wavelengths of light
into colors, do we learn tonal structure. The temporal sequence of chords being
played is referred to as chord progression or harmonic progression. What chords
or chord progression are used can in large dictates a style or genre of music like
12-bar jazz [116]. Chroma features have been used for chord recognition[33][80]
and harmony estimation [12].

Melody
Melody is the variation of the dominant pitch that gives rise to the sense of
melody [82]. The basic elements of melody are pitch, duration, rhythm, and
tempo. The notion of dominant pitch is perceptual and cannot directly be
found using simple pitch extraction, perceptual evaluation is necessary.

Timbre
The de�nitions of timbre are many [22] and here we simply operate with the
common .... that attribute of sensation in terms of which a listener can judge
that two sounds having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar [82]. In
modelling polyphonic timbre a much used feature is the Mel-frequency cepstral
coe�cients (MFCC), which in short is the discrete cosine transform of the log-
transformed short-time power spectrum on the logarithmic mel-scale [81]. It
has its roots in cepstral analysis which uses the fact that the log of the product
between two spectra (source and �lter) is the sum of the two. This has been
used in the source �lter modelling approaches [134] and used in speech recogni-
tion, where the envelope (�lter) and the pitch (source) is separated. In musical
context the string is the source of vibration and the body of the instrument is
the �lter. The MFCC models the shape of the overtone patterns, which is one
aspect of timbre. Since the MFCC parametrization discards pitch information,
lower coe�cients of the MFCC representations will tend to describe the gen-
eral timbral shape rather than exact pitches[22]. The MFCC features was used
amongst other in all papers included.
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Loudness
That attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which sounds can be ordered on
a scale extending from quiet to loud [82]. Loudness is a perceptual measure of
the strength of a sound and is related to the power and energy, but is in�uenced
by frequency selectivity amongst other attributes of the auditory system. A
number of models are designed to extract the Loudness of audio [83][84]. The
temporal change of loudness is often referred to as the dynamics of music and
can itself be modeled in speci�c features [102].

Beat and Rhythm
In music, rhythm can be described as the timing of musical sounds and silences
and its perception is thought to be innate as shown in experiments with new-
borns [125]. It is formally described using tatum, beats and bars [41] and has
been the subject of automatic beat and rhythm detection [85]. The beat or
rhythm can be created using a multitude of instruments and thus not merely
the drums. The same way as a melody, dynamics and chord progression can
be thought of as the temporal evolution of pitch, loudness and chords, so can
rhythm.

4.2 Features representation

Given the features reviewed we see that an integral part of music is the temporal
dimension e.g. rhythm, melody, dynamics, chord progression and the temporal
evolution of timbre. We also know that just the mere presence of e.g. certain
chords like major and minor gives some information about e.g. whether a track
is perceived as being happy or sad [56]. To represent this information in later
modelling, at least two approaches can be made to account for this information.
First is to make speci�c features that somehow summarize this information
[85], or take the simple features (chroma, loudness, MFCC, etc) and build a
temporal layer on top, in the form of feature representation. With this in mind
we introduce the probabilistic feature representation shown in Figure 4.1 and
used in Papers D and E, with an extensive review in the latter.

We �rst consider standard audio feature extraction (chroma, MFCC, loudness,
etc.) which results in a frame-based, vector space representation of the music
track. Given T frames, we obtain a collection of T vectors with each vector
at time t denoted by xt ∈ RD, where D is the dimension of the feature space.
Each musical excerpt is the same length, but the number of frames T and
dimension D is di�erent from feature to feature. The main concern here is how
to obtain a track-level representation of the sequence of feature vectors for use
in subsequent modelling steps. We introduced the use of generative models as
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Figure 4.1: Overview of audio representation (adaption from Paper E)

a probabilistic representation of the feature time series outlining a number of
di�erent possibilities where all can be considered as probabilistic densities over
either a single feature vector or a sequence of such (see also Paper E).

Another aspect to consider is the discretization of the original feature space, i.e.
�nding potentially more meaningful representation of the features, given the
speci�c task we want to solve. This is often done using unsupervised machine
learning methods to construct a codebook of codewords (using e.g. k-means),
where each continuous feature vector is assigned a codeword. This reduces the
complexity and dimensionality of the original feature time-series and produces
a discrete codeword time series. Given this either discrete or continuous time
series we wish to represent these with either temporal independent or temporal
dependent densities, which we will outline next.

For illustrative purposes we extract the chroma feature in the middle 15 seconds
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of the track T and p combo by the group 311. We show this 12-dimensional
feature time series in Figure 4.2a.

4.2.1 Discrete

Using k-means we construct a codebook on a large number of chroma vectors,
denoted C ∈ Rd×K , consisting of K basis vectors of dimension d. In this case
we use K = 8 and d = 12 for illustrative purposes, which can be seen in Figure
4.2c (and was used in Papers D,E and F). With this small codebook we can
see each codeword constitutes single notes and some tonal combinations. If we
increase K, i.e. the number of basis vectors and thereby the codebook size,
each basis vectors start to represent tonal combinations and chords. We can
now encode each vector xt using the codebook C obtaining x̃ ∈ RK×T , which
we can see in Figure 4.2b. The dimensionality is drastically reduced to a more
compact representation. At this stage a probabilistic feature representation can
be applied in a temporally dependent, or independent representation (Figure
4.1 right side). In the time-independent case, each frame is encoded as a Multi-
nomial distribution with a single draw, x̃ ∼ Multinomial(λ, 1), where λ denotes
the probability of occurrence for each codeword and is computed on the basis
of the histogram of codewords for the entire track. This representation can be
seen on the right side of Figure 4.2b. This representation caries the information
that in the entire musical excerpt, there is a certain probability that a note com-
bination, represented by a codeword, is present. In the time-dependent case,
the sequence of codewords, x̃0, x̃1, ..., x̃T , can be modelled by a relatively simple
�rst order Markov model

p (x̃0, x̃1, .., x̃T |θ) = p (x̃0)

T∏

t=1

p (x̃t|x̃t−1).

This representation can be seen in Figure 4.2d, where codeword 6 just as was
evident in Figure 4.2b has a high probability. This coded the probability of
the transition from a note or tonal combination to the next. If the codebook
is extended, we create a probabilistic chord transition model. The complexity
of the simple Markov model can be extended to include latent states using the
Hidden Markov model (HMM)

p (x̃0, x̃1, .., x̃T , z0, z1, .., zT |θ) = p(z0)

T∏

t=1

p (x̃t|x̃t−1) p (x̃t|zt)

, where p
(
xt|zt(i)

)
= Multinomial

(
λ(i)

)
and i runs over the number of latent

states in the model.
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(a) (left) Continuous chroma feature time series
(right) average across time series.

(b) (left) Discretized chroma time series
(right) normalized histogram of discrete time series.

(c) Chroma codewords found using
Vector Quantization.

(d) Markov transition probability ma-
trix of chroma codewords.

Figure 4.2: Probabilistic feature representation of chroma feature vector.

Here we used the chroma feature time series as a prototypical example of how
the probabilistic feature representation is used. Much in the same way can we
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imagine speci�c timbral or loudness codewords could be found and temporally
coded to capture dynamics in these features.

4.2.2 Continuous

We can also treat the feature vector xt in its continuous form and code it in
a temporal dependent or independent way (Figure 4.1 left side). The simplest
method is to assume that xt ∼ N (µ,Σ), where µ ∈ RD is the mean value of the
time series and Σ ∈ RD×D is the covariance. Where x̂ = µ thus simply averag-
ing across the time series as shown in Figure 4.2a on the right side. If the mean
is not enough feature stacking is often used where the time series in represented
by a number of so-called pooling functions like min, max, log, mean, std, etc.

these features are then stacked to form a single vector x̂ =

(
µ

diag(Σ)

)
, where

diag operator simply takes the variances for each dimension. We can also code
more information regarding both the variance and covariance of the features in
a Gaussian or Mixture of Gaussian model (GMM)

p (x|θ) =

P∑

i=1

λ(i)N
(
x|µ(i),Σ(i)

)
.

, where λ is the mixing coe�cient. In both these cases no information is rep-
resented about the temporal structure of each vector. To do this we can use a
very popular model namely the simple Autoregressive model (AR)

p (x0,x1, ..,xP |θ) = N
(

[x0,x1, ..,xP ]
>|m,Σ|Ap,C

)
.

, where Ap for p = 1, ..., P are the coe�cient matrices of the P'th order multi-
variate autoregressive model. They encode how much of the information in the
previous short-time features xt can be used to predict the present. C is the co-
variance of the white noise component. This formulation is often referred to as
the Vector AR model (VAR), since each A matrix is full, i.e. in the chroma case,
the representation of one note is also in�uence temporally by other notes. If we
neglect any information between each dimension D, thus making A diagonal
we obtain the Diagonal AR model (DAR). The latter model is much easier to
estimate and can be used to code much longer temporal dependencies (p>8 or
> 800ms). The AR models can also be extended adding a dimensions of latent
states in the Linear Dynamical System (LDS). The mean, Gaussian, GMM and
AR representations were used in Papers D,E and F whereas the LDS was used
in Paper E.
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4.3 Summary and Discussion

We have outlined fundamental audio features and a probabilistic representing
of these features. This allows allowing the capturing of both temporal and non-
temporal aspects in music. In addressing rq4 the �rst approach we used was the
simple feature stacking approach using a multitude of features (Paper C). As
many before has concluded, combining features is indeed bene�ciary, increasing
the predictive performance.

To use probabilistic feature representation in a discriminative setting, i.e. pre-
dicting the emotions expressed in music, kernels can be computed between each
distribution as outlined in Section 5.2 using the Product Probability Kernel
(PPK). That is we �t any of the outlined generative models on each of the
di�erent features extracted. To predict the expressed emotions we simply use
any of the kernel machines presented in Section 5.1. In Papers D and E an ex-
haustive comparison was made to �nd optimal representations of the often used
features. It was evident that predictive performance gains were made by incor-
porating the temporal coding of features. However the exhaustive approach is
not a viable approach for future systems design. Therefore we presented an au-
tomated approach of �nding optimal combinations of both features and feature
representations in Paper F, using Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL). Thus ad-
dressing rq4 by allowing di�erent temporal and non-temporal aspects be coded
in each individual feature, showing an improvement in performance.

There is an obvious scaling issue, that for large music databases, a multitude
of these generative models have to be trained for each musical tracks. On one
side, space is reduced since features are reduced to the parameters in each mode,
however processing power is need to �t each of these models. The estimation of
models can however be done o�ine.

One aspect which has not been addressed directly, is the music structure, i.e.
chorus, verse, intro etc. This has not been addressed since the music stimuli that
is used are only 15-30 seconds in duration. As outlined in Paper E the use of pre-
segmentation using so-called texture windows are popular in order to account for
temporal information in features. However this approach is potentially overly
redundant in its representation. We see that using the outlined framework of
using probabilistic feature representation in the form of generative models, we
can incorporate the structural segmentation into the training of models. Models
where feature representation and segmentation is incorporated in to one model
e.g. [5], where such models could easily be adopted to �t in to the present
framework.
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Chapter 5

Modelling framework

As illustrated in Figure 2.2 in order to create a predictive model of emotions
expressed in music, an essential part is the mathematical model associating the
audio representation (Section 4) with the annotations of emotions expressed in
music (Section 3). It should be stressed that we are interested in a predictive
model, i.e. predicting the emotions expressed in an unseen musical excerpt,
which in turn di�erentiates the modelling goal from other more collaborative
approaches [72].

Outline

In this section we speci�cally address rq5 namely which models are appropriate
for creating predictive models of emotions expressed in music. Given our anno-
tations are pairwise observations as presented in Section 3, these pose a special
modelling challenge. The output now depends on two inputs where standard
regression and classi�cation tools do not immediately apply, since they are typ-
ically formulated in a one to one relationship between inputs and outputs. This
also requires a special evaluation approach which we will address further as we
investigate rq6. We aim at creating a single model with the input being pairwise
comparisons, that is able to predict the ranking of excerpts on the valence and
arousal dimensions, in contrast to prior work[129].
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5.1 Models of Pairwise Comparisons

In the case of the 2AFC participants are asked to evaluate two items u and
v, where these two items are described by audio features collected in xu and
xv. Here conveniently represented in vector form however features are often
extracted in matrix form (feature time-series) and how to transform these to
vector form or another form is the topic of Section 4, for now we proceed with
this notation. We gather these items in a set X = {xi|i = 1, ..., N} with N
distinct excerpts. TheM unique combinations of pairwise comparisons between
any two distinct items, u and v, where xu ∈ X and xv ∈ X . Formally, we denote
the output set as

Y = {(ym;um, vm)|m = 1, ...,M} ,

where ym ∈ {−1, 1} indicates which of the two items is the highest given the
cognitive aspect to be appraised. ym = −1 means that the um'th excerpt is
picked over the vm'th and visa versa when ym = 1.

A classic approach to model the pairwise comparisons is the Law of comparative
judgments [117]. The main assumption in this model is that the choice between
two items is based on the internal 'value' for each item which has a particular
additive noise element. That is the utility for item xu is f(xu)+εu and for xv it
is f(xv)+ εv. The decision is then based on the probability of the noisy internal
'value' f of u or v being larger i.e. p (f(xu) + εu > f(xv) + εv) we can rewrite
this to

p (f(xu)− f(xv) > εu − εv) =

∫
f(xum)− f(xvm) > εv − εudε ∀u 6= v

(5.1)

= I (f(xum)− f(xvm) > εv − εu) p(ε)dε ∀u 6= v (5.2)

where I(·) is an indicator function and is 1 when the inside is true. If the additive
noise p(ε) is assumed to be distributed according to a Gaussian distribution, and
independent from object to object (Case 5), the otherwise intractable integral
can be solved and leads to the well-know probit choice model [120].

The probit choice model de�nes the likelihood of observing a particular response
ym ∈ {−1,+1} as

p (ym|f(xum), f(xvm), σ) = Φ

(
ym

f (xum)− f (xvm)

σ

)
(5.3)
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where Φ(·) denotes the cumulative Normal distribution and σ is the assumed
equal variance of the noise on all comparisons.

If the additive noise p(ε) is assumed to be logistically distributed noise [120]
then the logit choice model is obtained [16, 120].

The likelihood of observing a particular choice, ym, for a given comparison m
then becomes

p (ym|f(xum), f(xvm)) ≡ 1

1 + e−ym(f(xum )−f(xvm ))
, (5.4)

The function values f(xu) and f(xv) are the model variables in both cases,
representing the assumed internal representation. However, the likelihood is
seen to be dependent on the di�erence between the two (assumed) internal
representations, in e�ect this means that the function itself has no absolute
meaning and decisions are only based on di�erences. Given these two choice
models the remaining question is how the function values are obtained. I.e. we
compare items but the �nal aim is to obtain the function values f(x) which
represent our internal representation of e.g. valence and arousal.

In the following we consider two di�erent frameworks, namely Generalized Lin-
ear Models (GLM) and a �exible Bayesian non-parametric approach based on
the Gaussian process (GP). In all cases we assume that the likelihood factorizes

over the observations i.e., p (Y|f) =
∏M
m=1 p (ym|f(xum), f(xvm)).

5.1.1 Pairwise Generalized Linear Model

Generalized Linear Models are powerful and widely used extensions of standard
least squares regression which can accommodate many types of observed vari-
ables and noise models. The canonical example in this family is indeed logistic
regression, and here we extend the treatment to the pairwise case. The under-
lying model is a linear and parametric model of the form fi = f(xi) = xiw

>,
where xi may be extended in a di�erent basis but the base model is still linear
in w. We can write the model in short form as

f |X , w = xw> (5.5)

πm|fum , fvm =
1

1 + e−ym(fum−fvm )
∀m = 1 : M (5.6)

ym|πm ∼ Bernoulli±1 (πm) ∀m = 1 : M (5.7)
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There are a number of advantages using this model and that lies in the relative
e�cient inference, where we use standard limited memory BFGS methods (L-
BFGS) [108]. We can also easily extend the model to include regularization
such as using a L1 or L2-norm on the model paramaters w. These extensions
was used in Paper B.

5.1.2 ....kernel extension

To accommodate the probabilistic feature representations presented in Section
4.2 we extended the pairwise GLM model to a kernelized version in Papers D
and E. We �rst consider, an unknown non-linear map of an element x ∈ X into
a Hilbert space, H, i.e., ϕ(x) : X 7→ H. Applying the "kernel trick" [15] we can
write w =

∑M
l=1 αl (ϕ (xul)− ϕ (xvl)) and we can exploit that 〈ϕ (x)ϕ (x′)〉H =

k (x,x′). All derivations can be found in Paper E, the resulting model can be
written as follows

fu − fv|X , β =

M∑

l=1

βlk ({xum ,xvm}, {xul ,xvl}) (5.8)

πm|fum − fvm =
1

1 + e−ym(fum−fvm )
∀m = 1 : M (5.9)

ym|πm ∼ Bernoulli±1 (πm) ∀m = 1 : M (5.10)

which leads to a similar formulation as a standard kernel logistic regression
[133]. The resulting kernel k ({xum ,xvm}, {xul ,xvl}) is the so-called Preference
Judgment kernel (PJK) [47][34]. It is a kernel between comparisons and thus
scales in size as M . Since this is a valid kernel we can use this in any kernel
machine like Support Vector Machines or Gaussian Processes in a standard
classi�cation setting.

5.1.3 Gaussian Process Framework

An obvious extension is to treat the problem and the likelihood in a Bayesian
setting which is presented in this section and further adhere to a non-parametric
principle in which we model the f directly such that the posterior over f 's can
be written

p (f |Y,X ) =
p (Y|f) p(f |X )

p (Y|X )
. (5.11)
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While many relevant priors, p(f |X ), may be applied we will consider a speci�c
prior, namely a Gaussian Process (GP) prior. A GP is typically de�ned as "a
collection of random variables, any �nite number of which have a joint Gaussian
distribution" [96].

The probit choice model in a GP setting was �rst introduced in [21] and can be
written as

θκ ∼ U (−∞,∞) (5.12)

∼ Gamma(η, ρ)

∼ halfstudent− t (ν, η)

f |X ,θGP ∼ GP
(
m (x)θm(·)

, k(x, ·)θκ
)

(5.13)

πm|fum , fvm = Φ

(
ym

fum − fvm
σ

)
∀m = 1 : M (5.14)

ym|πm ∼ Bernoulli±1 (πm) ∀m = 1 : M (5.15)

where we usem (x) = 0 and the covariance functions used can be seen in Section
5.2. We de�ne all hyper parameters for the GP model as θGP =

[
θm(·), θκ

]
where

θm(·) refers to parameters to the mean function and θκ to all parameters for the
covariance function. We have used a number of di�erent priors on the covariance
parameters θκ throughout our work. Halfstudent-t [37] was used in Papers C
and F, Gamma and uniform in Paper B. The probit choice model in a GP setting
was used in Papers A,C and F.

The second likelihood used to model pairwise comparison data was the logit
choice model (Eq. 5.4) which we also evaluate in a GP setting, where the model
can similarly be written as

θκ ∼ U (−∞,∞) (5.16)

∼ Gamma(η, ρ)

∼ halfstudent− t (ν, η)

f |X ,θGP ∼ GP
(
m (x)θm(·)

, k(x, ·)θκ
)

(5.17)

πm|fum , fvm =
1

1 + e−ym(fum−fvm )
∀m = 1 : M (5.18)

ym|πm ∼ Bernoulli±1 (πm) ∀m = 1 : M (5.19)
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where Bernoulli±1 is the Bernoulli distribution outputting 1 with success prob-
ability πm and -1 with probability 1− πm. Bayes relation leads directly to the
posterior distribution over f , which is not analytically tractable. Instead, we
use the Laplace Approximation to approximate the posterior with a multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution (see [53] for technical information regarding inference).
The logit choice model in a GP setting was used in Paper C where a comparison
was made between the GLM representations and GP.

5.2 Covariance/kernels

Both in the Gaussian Process framework and the pairwise kernel GLM models
we use kernels to correlate each input described by a matrix Xi for the i

′th
excerpt. We either reduce this matrix to vector form to use in standard kernels
like the Squared Exponential (SE) and linear kernels or �t a probabilistic model
to the input matrix and use the e.g. Probability Product Kernel (PPK), where
the SE kernel can be seen as a special case of the PPK [52].

Squared exponential

A standard covariance/kernel function for this type of input is the squared
exponential (SE) covariance function de�ned as

k (x,x′) = σ2
f exp

(
− 1

σ2
l

‖x− x′‖22
)
, (5.20)

where σf is a variance term and σl is the length scale, in e�ect de�ning the
scale of the correlation in the input space. This covariance was used in Papers
B, C,D,E and F.

Probability Product Kernel

The various track-level representations outlined and used in Papers D,E and F,
for which a natural kernel function is the Probability Product Kernel (PPK)
[52]. The PPK forms a common ground for comparison and is de�ned as,

k
(
p (x|θ) , p

(
x|θ′

))
=

∫ (
p (x|θ) p

(
x|θ′

))q
dx, (5.21)
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where q > 0 is a free model parameter. The parameters of the density model,
θ, obviously depend on the particular representation and are outlined in Paper
E. One advantage of using the kernel is that the observation space, including
the dimensionality, is the only thing that has to be the same. This is conve-
nient in the case where excerpts of di�erent lengths should be compared. This
kernel was used in Paper A with a GMM model, in Paper D and F with mean,
Gaussian, GMM, AR, VQ, Markov and HMM models. In Paper E the kernel
was additionally used with a HMM with Gaussian emotions and LDS models.

Multiple Kernel Learning

As discussed in Section 4.3 it is sometimes advantages to consider each feature
or feature representation on a group level where distances in each feature space
or feature representation can be computed separately. This can be done in
di�erent dimensions of the feature space or using di�erent kernels on the same
feature space. This is possible through Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL), where
each kernel is weighed by a coe�cient α and linearly combined to form a joint
feature space. We write the kernel as

k (x,x′) =

L∑

l

αlk(l)

(
x(l),x

′
(l)

)
(5.22)

where αl > 0 and L de�nes the number of kernels. This approach was the
key feature in Paper F where multiple both temporal and non-temporal feature
representations where combined to model the emotions expressed in music.

5.3 Evaluation methods

To measure how well our designed models perform on predicting the emotions
expressed in music, we leave the quanti�cation of this performance to the mod-
els ability to predict comparisons. The assumption is that the more pairwise
comparisons are predicted correctly the better the model works. The way we do
this is using di�erent cross validation setups and calculating the error rate. We
present to approaches to deal with the cross validation for pairwise comparisons.
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Cross validation

The general framework we use to assess the predictive performance of the mod-
els is cross validation, i.e. Leave-One-Out (LOO) or k-Fold setting. However
dealing with pairwise comparisons presents a challenge, since each comparisons
is connected to two items. Simply leaving out a comparison might lead to a
skewed picture of performance since, other comparisons related to that item
might be present in the training set. We therefore use two di�erent setups to
evaluate the performance, namely an predictive or comparison based approach.

Comparison scenario we are generally interested in ranking existing items and
not predicting the rank of new items. We can evaluate the performance of this
ranking task using both LOO and K-fold CV by simply leaving a fraction of
comparisons out in each fold. This approach is essentially the main approach
in collaborative approaches or matrix factorization methods, since there are
information connecting items in the training and test set.

Predictive is the second approach where an item or excerpt is left out in each
cross validation fold and all comparisons that is related to this item. In this
setting we test the ability of the model to predict the comparisons between the
items within the training data and the left out item in the test set. This setting
can only be achieved by models that have feature representing the left out item,
thus a setting not applicable in traditional collaborative settings.

Performance metrics
As previously stated we simply use the error rate/classi�cation error as measure
of how well a model performs, i.e. counting how many pairwise comparisons was
predicted correctly in the test set. Another way to measure the di�erent between
models is using the di�erence in ranking, e.g. using Kendall's τ . This measure
is τ = 2Mcorrect−Mincorrect

(Mtotal(Mtotal−1)) which gives a number of how di�erent the rankings

of items e.g. valence or arousal ranking of excerpts.

Baselines

Simply comparing models on how well they perform using error rates, can lead
one to wrongful conclusion that one model performs well, because it is the
best performing model. When in fact they might both be very bad performing
models. We therefore introduce a number of di�erent baselines to ensure that
our models are truly predictive. A diagonal kernel baseline, a so-called win-based
mode is introduced together with constant, majority and random baselines.
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Diagonal covariance/kernel
In order to evaluate whether the given features (Section 4) and kernel used
(Section 5.2) captured any meaningful correlation between excerpts we used a
diagonal covariance/kernel function as baseline. The intuition is that if the given
kernel based method (kGLM (Section 5.1.2) or GP (Section (5.1.3)) performs
better than this baseline, the audio features, feature representation and kernel
function has captured relevant information for predicting emotions expressed in
music. This baseline was used in Paper F.

Win-based
This baseline creates a rank of excerpts simply by counting the number of times
an item was chosen over another in the training set. Thus f is simply the number
of times it was judged to be the biggest. To predict pairwise comparisons in
the test set, the rank obtained on the training set is simply used to predict
the comparisons left out in each fold. If a left out item in the test set has no
comparisons (i.e. the predictive setting) with any of the items in the training
set, its ranking is estimated to be the average ranking value (f) of the items in
training set. If equal rankings occurs a random choice is taken between either
larger or smaller, i.e. with ties. This baseline performs rather well on small
datasets with many comparisons between each item (see Papers C,D and E)
and essentially is one way of testing if there is any information found in the
audio feature, feature representation combination which can explain the labels,
i.e. emotions expressed in music.

Others
Other baseline include constant baselines, simply constantly predicting the same
class in this two class problem, a random selection between the two classes or
predicting the class which is the majority in the training data.

5.4 Summary and Discussion

In this section we summarize and discuss the �ndings regarding the machine
learning aspect of modelling emotions expressed in music and address the re-
search questions rq5 and rq6. The approach taken has been to create a predictive
model of emotions, i.e. predict the ranking of an excerpt on either the dimen-
sions of valence or arousal. This poses some obvious restrictions since traditional
collaborative approaches are not suitable. The modelling framework presented
comprise of choice models of pairwise comparisons in contrast to other non
probabilistic formulation using e.g. a Support Vector Machine approach [54].
To address research questions rq5 we present two di�erent model families of pair-
wise comparisons, namely a parametric approach using GLM and kernel GLM
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models and a non-parametric GP mode. The major di�erence between the GP
model and the traditional GLM model is the �exibility of the GP through its
covariance function. But with the extension of the GLM model to a kernelized
version the main di�erence is two fold,

1) the inference procedure using Laplace approximation of the posterior of GP
using evidence optimization enables all hyperparameters be found automatically
[53]. The evidence optimization performed in Laplace approximation however is
known to be �lled with local minima, which has not been a great issue with the
simulation performed in this work. In the case of the kernel GLM all parameters
e.g. regularization should be found using cross validation and can be a time
consuming task, however optimization is rather robust using the standard L-
BFGS methods [108].

2) the Bayesian approach enables us to obtain uncertainty on f , whereas in
the GLM formulation we only obtain a point estimate. The uncertainty on
f is essential when we perform active learning as was performed in Paper C
and discussed in Section 3.2. We should note that using the logit or probit
choice models in a GP setting, the covariance function scales with the number
of items/excerpt N . The pairwise kernel GLM formulation uses the PJK which
scales with the number of pairwise comparisons M . The PJK can naturally be
used in the GP setting in a standard classi�cation setting where the ranking
of items is obtained in the same way as the pairwise kernel GLM with delta
predictions. Either using the choice models or the PJK is a tradeo� between
the number of items/excerpts N and the number of comparisons on your dataset
M .

Another subtle di�erence between the GLM and GP models is how they rank
excerpts on the valence and arousal dimensions, i.e. values of f in order to
best account for each M comparison ym. In Paper B we compared both the
ability of the models to predict pairwise comparisons and the di�erence between
their ranking of excerpts on the valence and arousal dimensions. Given a high
number of comparisons between each excerpt the rankings are very close, but
as a function of the number of comparisons included in the training set the
rankings are very di�erent. Why this is can be the investigation of future work.
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Summary and Conclusion

This thesis started with an extensive review and investigation into what direc-
tions should be taken to create a system that can present people music, that has
its basis in the fundamental needs and goals of a user (report G). Within tech-
nical science, asking such questions and outlining this is rarely done. A number
of directions was outlined in which technical solutions can be made to facilitate
the grati�cation of a users need using music. A result of the extensive review
was �nding the most important fundamental reasons why people listen to music,
to regulate their mood and emotions. An examination was made into the un-
derlying mechanisms responsible for allowing people to regulate their emotions.
One essential aspect was found, the emotions expressed in music. This formed
the basis and overall goal of the thesis, to investigate how to create a predictive
model of emotions expressed in music, to use in designing a music system.

In creating such a model, three main areas are involved 1) Elicitation of emo-
tion, 2) Audio representation and 3) Modelling framework. Six research ques-
tions were de�ned each covering some of these areas. These were addressed
throughout the thesis and publications and presently summarized.
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Elicitation of emotion

In creating a model that can predict the emotions expressed in music, the emo-
tions should be elicited using carefully designed listening experiments. The
result of these experiments serves as an input to a mathematical model. The
dimensional valence (positive/negative) and arousal (excited/sleepy) model was
used, where the emotion expressed in music is represented as a point in the two
dimensional space. How to quantify the emotions expressed in music using this
model, formed the research question

rq1 The traditional approach of quantifying musical stimuli in terms of the
valence and arousal dimensions, is to let participants rate each dimen-
sion directly. This was questioned in terms of robustness and reliability.
Due to the great number of bias, context e�ect and the con�dence e�ect
(report H), this approach was deemed problematic for use in creating a
predictive model. In terms of robustness, relative scales in the form of
pairwise comparisons produce more reliable annotations, but scale poorly.
To address the scalability, an active learning approach of selecting pairwise
comparisons intelligently, showed that under 20% of pairwise comparisons
are needed in order to create a predictive model of emotions expressed in
music (Paper C). This produces a robust and scalable elicitation method
to quantify emotions expressed in music.

Audio representation

We use the audio signal to �nd structures that are responsible for explaining
the emotions expressed in music. Prior investigations into �nding these struc-
tures have however relied on features, relying on representation disregarding the
temporal dimensions at large.

rq3 Capturing musical and psychoacoustical aspects responsible for how peo-
ple perceive the emotions expressed in music, is explored using framebased
feature extraction. Each frame is one element in a sequence of frames. Dif-
ferent temporal and non-temporal aspects might be present, not coded by
each frame, but the sequence of them. To �nd these potentially hidden
structures (compared to using traditional representations), we presented
the probabilistic feature representation (Papers D,E and F). We used gen-
erative models to code both temporal and non-temporal aspects in music.
We showed in all cases that signi�cant performance improvements were ob-
tained, when the feature representation and specially the temporal aspect
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was added.

rq2 The traditional approach of addressing what audio aspects are responsible
for expressing emotions in music, has been to take a great number of fea-
tures. Summarizing the temporal dimension using pooling functions and
use feature stacking to obtain a single vector as input to a predictive model
(Paper C). However the question only makes sense, when conditioned on
what type of feature representation is used. Using the probabilistic fea-
ture representation we found timbre features (MFCC and Echonest) were
best represented by AR models and tonal features (chroma and Echonest
pitch) and loudness by HMMs when predicting the valence dimension. For
arousal, timbre (MFCC and Echonest) and loudness was well represented
by AR models and tonal features (chroma and Echonest pitch) again using
HMMs (Paper E).

rq4 Multiple musical aspect are responsible for the emotions expressed in mu-
sic, thus the combination of features and representations is crucial. This
can be done using feature stacking and summary statistics in combina-
tion with sparsity promoting models, or basic selection strategies (Papers
B and B). However this traditional approach does not allow learning the
combinations of both features and feature representations. We introduced
a Multiple Kernel Learning approach, allowing us to �nd optimal combi-
nations of both features and feature representations (Paper F).

Modelling framework

As part of a modelling framework, a predictive model mapping from the audio
representation into a ranking on the dimensions of valence and arousal is neces-
sary and an evaluation framework to measure the performance. Using the two
alternative forced choice experimental paradigm to quantify the dimensions of
valence and arousal of emotions, requires an untraditional modelling approach.

rq5 We presented two di�erent noise models, allowing us to model the pairwise
comparisons directly, obtaining a ranking of excerpts on the dimensions
of valence and arousal. The logit choice model was introduced in a basic
linear parametric setting (GLM, Paper B) and kernelized version (kGLM,
Paper D and E). Furthermore we used the logit and probit choice mod-
els in a non-parametric setting using a Gaussian Process model (Paper
A,B,C and F). The probabilistic feature representations using generative
models trained on each feature time-series, results in a multitude of models
representing each excerpt. To integrate these into the modelling frame-
work, we used the Product Probability Kernel (PPK). We compute the
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covariance/kernel between all the generative models, enabling the use of
the probabilistic feature representation in any kernel machine. The main
di�erences between the kGLM and the GP model is the inference and
scalability. The kernel used in kGLM scales with the number of compar-
isons included, whereas the GP model scales with the number of excerpts
included. However the traditional scaling of the GP model still applies.

rq6 Using pairwise comparisons requires a special evaluation framework in
order to evaluate the predictive performance of a model. We presented
a speci�c cross validation framework where all comparisons connected to
an excerpt is left out in each fold. Furthermore introducing two di�erent
baselines all ensured that information was used from the audio features,
to predict the emotions expressed in music. We show in all cases that
modelling the emotions expressed in music was possible.
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Abstract. We introduce a two-alternative forced-choice experimental
paradigm to quantify expressed emotions in music using the two well-
known arousal and valence (AV) dimensions. In order to produce AV
scores from the pairwise comparisons and to visualize the locations of
excerpts in the AV space, we introduce a flexible Gaussian process (GP)
framework which learns from the pairwise comparisons directly. A novel
dataset is used to evaluate the proposed framework and learning curves
show that the proposed framework needs relative few comparisons in
order to achieve satisfactory performance. This is further supported by
visualizing the learned locations of excerpts in the AV space. Finally,
by examining the predictive performance of the user-specific models we
show the importance of modeling subjects individually due to significant
subjective differences.

Keywords: expressed emotion, pairwise comparison, Gaussian process

1 Introduction

In recent years Music Emotion Recognition has gathered increasing attention
within the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community and is motivated by
the possibility to recommend music that expresses a certain mood or emotion.

The design approach to automatically predict the expressed emotion in mu-
sic has been to describe music by structural information such as audio features
and/or lyrical features. Different models of emotion, e.g., categorical [1] or di-
mensional [2], have been chosen and depending on these, various approaches
have been taken to gather emotional ground truth data [3]. When using dimen-
sional models such as the well established arousal and valence (AV) model [2]
the majority of approaches has been to use different variations of self-report
direct scaling listening experiments [4].

? This work was supported in part by the IST Programme of the European Commu-
nity, under the PASCAL2 Network of Excellence, IST-2007-216886, and in part by
the Danish Council for Strategic Research of the Danish Agency for Science Tech-
nology and Innovation under the CoSound project, case number 11-115328. This
publication only reflects the authors’ views.
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Direct-scaling methods are fast ways of obtaining a large amount of data.
However, the inherent subjective nature of both induced and expressed emotion,
often makes anchors difficult to define and the use of them inappropriate due
to risks of unexpected communication biases. These biases occur because users
become uncertain about the meaning of scales, anchors or labels [5]. On the
other hand, lack of anchors and reference points makes direct-scaling experiments
susceptible to drift and inconsistent ratings. These effects are almost impossible
to get rid of, but are rarely modeled directly. Instead, the issue is typically
addressed through outlier removal or simply by averaging across users [6], thus
neglecting individual user interpretation and user behavior in the assessment of
expressed emotion in music.

Pairwise experiments eliminates the need for an absolute reference anchor,
due to the embedded relative nature of pairwise comparisons which persists the
relation to previous comparisons. However, pairwise experiments scale badly
with the number of musical excerpts which they accommodate in [7] by a tour-
nament based approach that limits the number of comparisons and transforms
the pairwise judgments into possible rankings. Subsequently, they use the trans-
formed rankings to model emotions.

In this paper, we present a novel dataset obtained by conducting a controlled
pairwise experiment measuring expressed emotion in music on the dimensions of
valence and arousal. In contrast to previous work, we learn from pairwise com-
parisons, directly, in a principled probabilistic manner using a flexible Gaussian
process model which implies a latent but interpretable valence and arousal func-
tion. Using this latent function we visualize excerpts in a 2D valance and arousal
space which is directly available from the principled modeling framework. Fur-
thermore the framework accounts for inconsistent pairwise judgments by partic-
ipants and their individual differences when quantifying the expressed emotion
in music. We show that the framework needs relatively few comparisons in or-
der to predict comparisons satisfactory, which is shown using computed learning
curves. The learning curves show the misclassification error as a function of the
number of (randomly chosen) pairwise comparisons.

2 Experiment

A listening experiment was conducted to obtain pairwise comparisons of ex-
pressed emotion in music using a two-alternative forced-choice paradigm. 20
different 15 second excerpts were chosen from the USPOP20021 dataset. The
20 excerpts were chosen such that a linear regression model developed in previ-
ous work [8] maps exactly 5 excerpts into each quadrant of the two dimensional
AV space. A subjective evaluation was performed to verify that the emotional
expression throughout each excerpt was considered constant.

A sound booth provided neutral surroundings for the experiment and the
excerpts were played back using headphones to the 8 participants (2 female,

1 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/musicsim/uspop2002.html
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6 male). Written and verbal instructions were given prior to each session to
ensure that subjects understood the purpose of the experiment and were famil-
iar with the two emotional dimensions of valence and arousal. Each participant
compared all 190 possible unique combinations. For the arousal dimension, par-
ticipants were asked the question Which sound clip was the most excited, active,
awake?. For the valence dimension the question was Which sound clip was the
most positive, glad, happy?. The two dimensions were evaluated individually in
random order. The details of the experiment are available in [9].

3 Pairwise-Observation based Regression

We aim to construct a model for the dataset given the audio excerpts in the set
X = {xi|i = 1, ..., n} with n = 20 distinct excerpts, each described by an input
vector xi of audio features extracted from the excerpt. For each test subject the
dataset comprises of all m = 190 combinations of pairwise comparisons between
any two distinct excerpts, u and v, where xu ∈ X and xv ∈ X . Formally, we
denote the output set (for each subject) as Y = {(dk;uk, vk)|k = 1, ...,m}, where
dk ∈ {−1, 1} indicates which of the two excerpts that had the highest valence or
arousal. dk = −1 means that the uk’th excerpt is picked over the vk’th and visa
versa when dk = 1.

We model the pairwise choice, dk, between two distinct excerpts, u and v, as
a function of the difference between two functional values, f(xu) and f(xv). The
function f : X → R thereby defines an internal, but latent absolute reference of
either valence or arousal as a function of the excerpt represented by the audio
features.

Given a function, f(·), we can define the likelihood of observing the choice
dk directly as the conditional distribution.

p (dk|fk) = Φ

(
dk
f (xvk)− f (xuk

)√
2

)
, (1)

where Φ(x) is the cumulative Gaussian (with zero mean and unity variance) and

fk = [f (xuk
) , f (xvk)]

>
. This classical choice model can be dated back to Thur-

stone and his fundamental definition of The Law of Comparative Judgment [10].
We consider the likelihood in a Bayesian setting such that

p (f |Y,X ) = p (Y|f) p(f |X )/p (Y|X ) where we assume that the likelihood fac-
torizes, i.e., p (Y|f) =

∏m
k=1 p (dk|fk).

In this work we consider a specific prior, namely a Gaussian Process (GP),
first considered with the pairwise likelihood in [11]. A GP is typically defined as
”a collection of random variables, any finite number of which have a joint Gaus-
sian distribution” [12]. By f (x) ∼ GP (0, k(x,x′)) we denote that the function
f(x) is modeled by a zero-mean GP with covariance function k(x,x′). The fun-
damental consequence of this formulation is that the GP can be considered a
distribution over functions, defined as p (f |X ) = N (0,K) for any finite set of of
function values f = [f(x1), ..., f(xn)]>, where [K]i,j = k(xi,xj).
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Bayes relation leads directly to the posterior distribution over f , which is not
analytical tractable. Instead, we use the Laplace Approximation to approximate
the posterior with a multivariate Gaussian distribution1.

To predict the pairwise choice dt on an unseen comparison between excerpts r
and s, where xr,xs ∈ X , we first consider the predictive distribution of f(xr) and
f(xs). Given the GP, we can write the joint distribution between f ∼ p (f |Y,X )

and the test variables ft = [f (xr) , f (xs)]
T

as
[
f

ft

]
= N

([
0

0

]
,

[
K kt

kT
t Kt

])
, (2)

where kt is a matrix with elements [kt]i,2 = k(xi,xs) and [kt]i,1 = k(xi,xr) with
xi being a training input.

The conditional p (ft|f) is directly available from Eq. (2) as a Gaussian
too. The predictive distribution is given as p (ft|Y,X ) =

∫
p (ft|f) p (f |Y,X ) df ,

and with the posterior approximated with the Gaussian from the Laplace ap-
proximation then p (ft|Y,X ) will also be Gaussian given by N (ft|µ∗,K∗) with
µ∗ = kT

t K
−1f̂ and K∗ = Kt − kT

t (I + WK)kt, where f̂ and W are obtained
from the Laplace approximation (see [13]). In this paper we are only interested
in the binary choice dt, which is determined by which of f(xr) or f(xs) that
dominates2.

The zero-mean GP is fully defined by the covariance function, k(x,x′). In the
emotion dataset each input instance is an excerpt described by the vector x con-
taining the audio features for each time frame which is naturally modeled with
a probability density, p(x). We apply the probability product (PP) kernel [14] in
order to support these types of distributional inputs. The PP kernel is defined
directly as an inner product as k (x,x′) =

∫
[p (x) p (x′)]qdx. We fix q = 1/2,

leading to the Hellinger divergence [14]. In order to model the audio feature
distribution for each excerpt, we resort to a (finite) Gaussian Mixture Model

(GMM). Hence, p(x) is given by p (x) =
∑Nz

z=1 p (z) p (x|z), where p (x|z) =
N (x|µz, σz) is a standard Gaussian distribution. The kernel is expressed in
closed form [14] as k (p (x) , p (x′)) =

∑
z

∑
z′ (p (z) p (z′))qk̃ (p (x|θz) , p (x′|θz′))

where k̃ (p (x|θz) , p (x′|θz′)) is the probability product kernel between two single
components - also available in closed form [14].

4 Modeling Expressed Emotion

In this section we evaluate the ability of the proposed framework to capture
the underlying structure of expressed emotions based on pairwise comparisons,
directly. We apply the GP model using the probability product (PP) kernel de-
scribed in Section 3 with the inputs based on a set of audio features extracted

1 More details can be found in e.g. [13].
2 With the pairwise GP model the predictive distribution of dt can also be computed

analytically (see [13]) and used to express the uncertainty in the prediction relevant
for e.g. sequential designs, reject regions etc.
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Fig. 1. Classification error learning curves and Kendall’s τ for 10-fold CV on com-
parisons. Bold lines are mean curves across subjects and dash lines are curves for
individual subjects. Notice, that for the classification error learning curves, the base-
line performance corresponds to an error of 0.5, obtained by simply randomly guessing
the pairwise outcome.

from the 20 excerpts. By investigating various combinations of features we ob-
tained the best performance using two sets of commonly used audio features. The
first set is the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), which describe the
short-term power spectrum of the signal. Secondly, we included spectral contrast
features and features describing the spectrum of the Hanning windowed audio.
Based on an initial evaluation, we fix the number of components in the GMM
used in the PP Kernel to Nz = 3 components and train the individual GMMs by
a standard EM algorithm with K-means initialization. Alternatively, measures
such as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) could be used to objectively
set the model complexity for each excerpt.

4.1 Results: Learning Curves

Learning curves for the individual subjects are computed using 10-fold cross
validation (CV) in which a fraction (90%) of the total number of pairwise com-
parisons constitutes the complete training set. Each point on the learning curve
is an average over 10 randomly chosen and equally-sized subsets from the com-
plete training set. The Kendall’s τ rank correlation coefficient is computed in
order to relate our results to that of e.g. [7] and other typical ranking based
applications. The Kendall’s τ is a measure of correlation between rankings and
is defined as τ = (Ns − Nd)/Nt where Ns is the number of correctly ranked
pairs, Nd is the number of incorrectly ranked pairs and Nt is the total number
of pairs. The reported Kendall’s τ is in all cases calculated with respect to the
predicted ranks using all the excerpts.

Figure 1 displays the computed learning curves. With the entire training set
included the mean classification errors across subjects for valence and arousal are
0.13 and 0.14, respectively. On average this corresponds to a misclassified com-
parison in every 7.5 and 7’th comparison for valence and arousal, respectively.
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For valence, the mean classification error across users is below 0.2 with 40% of
the training data included, whereas only 30% of the training data is needed to
obtain similar performance for arousal. This indicates that the model for arousal
can be learned slightly faster than valence. Using 30% of the training data the
Kendall’s τ is 0.94 and 0.97, respectively, indicating a good ranking performance
using only a fraction of the training data.

When considering the learning curves for individual users we notice signifi-
cant individual differences between users—especially for arousal. Using the entire
training set in the arousal experiment, the user for which the model performs
best results in an error of 0.08 whereas the worst results in an error of 0.25. In
the valence experiment the best and worst performances result in classification
errors of 0.08 and 0.2, respectively.

4.2 Results: AV space

The learning curves show the pure predictive power of the model on unseen
comparisons, but may be difficult to interpret in terms of the typical AV space.
To address this we show that the latent regression function f(·) provides an
internal but unit free representation of the AV scores. The only step required is
a normalization which ensures that the latent values are comparable across folds
and subjects. In Figure 2 the predicted AV scores are shown when the entire
training set is included and when only 30% is included. The latter corresponds
to 51 comparisons in total or an average of 2.5 comparisons per excerpt. The
results are summarized by averaging across the predicted values for each user.
15 of the 20 excerpts are positioned in the typical high-valence high-arousal and
low-valence low-arousal quadrants, 2 excerpts are clearly in the low-valance high-
arousal quadrant and 3 excerpts are in the high-valance low-arousal quadrant of
the AV space. The minor difference in predictive performance between 30% and
the entire training dataset does not lead to any significant change in AV scores,
which is in line with the reported Kendall’s τ measure.

4.3 Discussion

The results clearly indicate that it is possible to model expressed emotions in
music by directly modeling pairwise comparisons in the proposed Gaussian pro-
cess framework using subject specific models. An interesting point is the large
difference in predictive performance between subjects given the specific mod-
els. These differences can be attributed to the specific model choice (including
kernel) or simply to subject inconsistency in the pairwise decisions. The less im-
pressive predictive performance for certain subjects is presumably a combination
of the two effects, although given the very flexible nature of the Gaussian process
model, we mainly attribute the effect to subjects being inconsistent due to for
example mental drift. Hence, individual user behavior, consistency and discrim-
inative ability are important aspects of modeling expressed emotion in music
and other cognitive experiments, and thus also a critical part when aggregating
subjects in large datasets.
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1 311 - T and p combo
2 A-Ha - Living a boys

adventure
3 Abba - Thats me
4 Acdc - What do you do for

money honey
5 Aaliyah - The one i gave my

heart to
6 Aerosmith - Mother popcorn
7 Alanis Morissette - These r

the thoughts
8 Alice Cooper - Im your gun
9 Alice in Chains - Killer is me
10 Aretha Franklin - A change
11 Moby - Everloving
12 Rammstein - Feuer frei
13 Santana - Maria caracoles
14 Stevie Wonder - Another star
15 Tool - Hooker with a pen..
16 Toto - We made it
17 Tricky - Your name
18 U2 - Babyface
19 Ub40 - Version girl
20 Zz top - Hot blue and

righteous

Fig. 2. AV values computed by averaging the latent function across folds and repeti-
tions and normalizing for each individual model for each participant. Red circles: 30%
of training set is used. Black squares: entire training set is used.

The flexibility and interpolation abilities of Gaussian Processes allow the
number of comparisons to be significantly lower than the otherwise quadratic
scaling of unique comparisons. This aspect and the overall performance should
of course be examined further by considering a large scale dataset and the use
of several model variations. In addition, the learning rates can be improved
by combining the pairwise approach with active learning or sequential design
methods, which in turn select only pairwise comparisons that maximize some
information criterion.

We plan to investigate how to apply multi-task (MT) or transfer learning to
the special case of pairwise comparisons, such that we learn one unifying model
taking subjects differences into account instead of multiple independent subject-
specific models. A very appealing method is to include MT learning in the kernel
of the GP [15], but this might not be directly applicable in the pairwise case.

5 Conclusion

We introduced a two-alternative forced-choice experimental paradigm for quan-
tifying expressed emotions in music in the typical arousal and valance (AV)
dimensions. We proposed a flexible probabilistic Gaussian process framework to
model the latent AV scales directly from the pairwise comparisons. The frame-
work was evaluated on a novel dataset and resulted in promising error rates for
both arousal and valence using as little as 30% of the training set corresponding
to 2.5 comparisons per excerpt. We visualized AV scores in the well-known two
dimensional AV space by exploiting the latent function in the Gaussian process
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model, showing the application of the model in a standard scenario. Finally we
especially draw attention to the importance of maintaining individual models
for subjects due to the apparent inconsistency of certain subjects and general
subject differences.
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ABSTRACT

We introduce five regression models for the modeling of
expressed emotion in music using data obtained in a two
alternative forced choice listening experiment. The pre-
dictive performance of the proposed models is compared
using learning curves, showing that all models converge to
produce a similar classification error. The predictive rank-
ing of the models is compared using Kendall’s τ rank cor-
relation coefficient which shows a difference despite simi-
lar classification error. The variation in predictions across
subjects and the difference in ranking is investigated vi-
sually in the arousal-valence space and quantified using
Kendall’s τ .

1. INTRODUCTION

The possibility to recommend music which express a cer-
tain mood or emotion has recently gathered increasing at-
tention within the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) com-
munity.

Typically the recommendation is approached using com-
putational methods, where music is represented using struc-
tural features, such as features based on the audio signal
that mimic some functions of the human auditory percep-
tive system, and possibly features representing even higher
aspects of the human cognitive system. Research is on-
going in finding what features can capture aspects in the
music that express or induce emotions see e.g. [1]. Fur-
thermore, it is well known that there is a clear connection
between lyrics and the audio in music [2] and lyrical fea-
tures have equally been shown to produce good results [3].
Even contextual information about music can be utilized
for the prediction of emotions in music using social media
contents [4].

Despite the many meaningful audio features and repre-
sentations, most computational models are supervised and
rely on human participants to rate a given excerpt. These
ratings are mapped using supervised machine learning ap-
proaches under the assumption that the model is the same
for all musical excerpts, thus the projection into feature
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space is based on the same model for all excerpts and typ-
ically also for all participants. Instead of obtaining deci-
sions from subjects, unsupervised methods have recently
been proposed which can be used to find emotional cate-
gories of excerpts [5]. The decision of what machine learn-
ing method to apply is tightly connected to the chosen mu-
sic representation and what emotional representation [6],
and in this work we consider the supervised setting.

Expressed emotions in music are typically rated based on
simple self-reporting listening experiments [7] where the
scales are adapted to quantify for example the categori-
cal [8] or dimensional [9] models of emotion. Although
there is not one simple way of doing this and numerous
different approaches have been made to obtain these rat-
ings e.g. using majority ruling, averaging across ratings,
etc. in both domains even using combinations of the emo-
tional models [10]. Another aspect to take into account
when creating computational models of emotion, is that it
is well known that emotional expression in music changes
over time which could further refine a recommendation
method. Two main direction has been followed in obtain-
ing time depend ratings. The first is based on post rat-
ings of excerpts in the 15-30 s range under the assumption
that within this frame the emotional expression is approx-
imately constant. Machine learning techniques can then
be used to create models making predictions on a smaller
time scale using the post ratings of larger excerpts [11].
The other direction is to continuously measure expressed
emotions in music directly in e.g the arousal and valence
space (AV space) [12] and subsequently model this.

In [13] we proposed an alternative way of quantifying the
expressed emotion in music on the dimensions of valence
and arousal by introducing a two alternative force choice
(2AFC) post rating experimental paradigm. Given the rela-
tive nature of pairwise comparisons they eliminate the need
for an absolute reference anchor, which can be a problem
in direct scaling experiments. Furthermore the relative na-
ture persist the relation to previous excerpts reducing mem-
ory effects. We use 15 s excerpts to minimize any change
in expressed emotion over time, and large enough not to
cause mental strain on subjects. We proposed a proba-
bilistic Gaussian process framework for mapping the ex-
tracted audio features into latent subspaces that is learned
by the comparisons made by participants of musical ex-
cerpts evaluated on the dimensions of valence and arousal.
The underlying assumption is that given the features, the



projection made by the model mimic the cognitive decision
making by participants in making the pairwise compari-
son. We investigated how many comparisons are needed
per excerpt to reach acceptable level of performance by
obtaining all possible unique comparisons for 20 excerpts
and furthermore to investigate the individual subjective dif-
ferences. In [14] they proposed a greedy algorithmic ap-
proach converting pairwise comparisons into a ranking of
excerpts and modeling this using a RBF-ListNet algorithm.
They focused on the case of few comparisons for many ex-
cerpts, using comparisons from multiple participants ag-
gregating to one large dataset, neglecting the individual
differences between subjects. On the other hand, our re-
sults showed a great difference between participants which
the framework and approach accounts for along with noise
on the pairwise judgments.

These individual differences are further investigated in
this paper using the well known arousal and valance scores
in a 2D space. Furthermore, we introduce five models for
the modeling of the pairwise comparisons, where an ex-
tension to the existing framework is made using linear and
squared exponential kernels. Moreover, we compare the
Gaussian process model to three versions of a General-
ized Linear Model (GLM) namely the standard version and
two regularized versions using L1 and L2 norms. Learn-
ing curves are computed as a function of the misclassifi-
cation error and the number of (randomly chosen) pair-
wise comparisons in order to elucidate the difference be-
tween the five models. The differences between models
and the resulting ranking of excerpts is further illustrated
using Kendall’s τ rank correlation learning curves.

2. EXPERIMENT & DATA

2.1 Experiment

A listening experiment was conducted to obtain pairwise
comparisons of expressed emotion in music using a 2AFC
experimental paradigm. 20 different 15 second excerpts
were chosen from the USPOP2002 1 dataset, so that, 5 ex-
cerpts were chosen to be in each quadrant of the AV space.
The selection was performed by a linear regression model
developed in previous work. A subjective evaluation was
performed to verify that the emotional expression of each
excerpt was as constant as possible.

A sound booth provided neutral surroundings for the ex-
periment and the excerpts were played back using head-
phones to the 8 participants (2 female, 6 male). Writ-
ten and verbal instructions were given prior to each ses-
sion to ensure that subjects understood the purpose of the
experiment and to ensure that each subject were familiar
with the two emotional dimensions (valence and arousal).
Each participant compared all 190 possible unique com-
binations. For the arousal dimension, participants were
asked the question Which sound clip was the most excited,
active, awake? For the valence dimension the question was
Which sound clip was the most positive, glad, happy?. The
two dimensions was rated individually and the presentation

1 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/
musicsim/uspop2002.html

No. Song name
1 311 - T and p combo
2 A-Ha - Living a boys adventure
3 Abba - Thats me
4 Acdc - What do you do for money honey
5 Aaliyah - The one i gave my heart to
6 Aerosmith - Mother popcorn
7 Alanis Morissette - These r the thoughts
8 Alice Cooper - Im your gun
9 Alice in Chains - Killer is me

10 Aretha Franklin - A change
11 Moby - Everloving
12 Rammstein - Feuer frei
13 Santana - Maria caracoles
14 Stevie Wonder - Another star
15 Tool - Hooker with a pen..
16 Toto - We made it
17 Tricky - Your name
18 U2 - Babyface
19 UB40 - Version girl
20 ZZ top - Hot blue and righteous

Table 1. List of songs/excerpts.

of the 190 paired excepts was randomized. The details of
the experiment is available in [15].

2.2 Audio Representation & Features

In order to represent the 15 second excerpts in later math-
ematical models, each excerpt is represented by standard
audio features, namely Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) (30 dimensional), that describes the log trans-
formed short-term power spectrum of the musical signal.
Furthermore a total of 9 features are included namely spectral-
flux, roll-off, slope and variation and 5 features describing
the temporal music signal including zero crossing rate and
statistical shape descriptors.

These features are extracted using the YAAFE toolbox 1

for 512 sample frames with 50% overlap, thus for each ex-
cerpt we obtain a 39x1292 feature matrix X. We create a
vector representation by first standardizing the features and
then estimating the mean, µ(·) and the variance of the ma-
trix var(·) over the frames and then applying the follow-
ing vectorization, x = [µ (X) , var (X)]. This (row) vector
representation can directly be used in standard modeling
tools and serves as a common ground for comparisons.

3. MODELS FOR PAIRWISE COMPARISONS

The pairwise observations presented in Section 2 poses a
special challenge since each output now depends on two
inputs and standard regression and classification tools do
not immediately apply since they are typically formulated
in a one to one relationship between inputs and outputs.
The modeling aspect will thus necessarily play an integral
part of this section, and we will initially outline the general
framework.

1 http://yaafe.sourceforge.net/



The audio excerpts presented in Section 2 are assembled
in the set X = {xi|i = 1, ..., n} with n = 20 distinct ex-
cerpts, each described by the feature input vector xi. For
each of the test subjects the dataset comprises of all unique
m = 190 combinations of pairwise comparisons between
any two distinct excerpts, u and v, where xu ∈ X and
xv ∈ X . Formally, we denote the output set as

Y = {(yk;uk, vk)|k = 1, ...,m} ,
where yk ∈ {−1, 1} indicates which of the two excerpts
that had the highest valence or arousal. yk = −1 means
that the uk’th excerpt is picked over the vk’th and visa
versa when yk = 1.

The main assumption in our setup is that the pairwise
choice, yk, between the two distinct excerpts, u and v,
can be modeled as a function of the difference between
two functional values, f(xu) and f(xv). The function
f : X → R hereby defines an internal, but latent abso-
lute reference of e.g. valence or arousal as a function of the
excerpt represented by the audio features.

In order to model noise on the decision process we con-
sider the logistic likelihood of the functional difference.
The likelihood of observing a discrete choice thus becomes:

p (yk|fk) ≡
1

1 + e−yk(f(xuk)−f(xvk))
, (1)

where fk = [f(xuk
), f(xvk)]

T . The remaining question is
how the function is modeled and how we in turn regard the
problem as a special regression problem. In the following
we consider two different frameworks, namely General-
ized Linear Models (GLM) and a flexible Bayesian non-
parametric approach based on the Gaussian process (GP).
In all cases we assume that the likelihood factorizes over
the observations i.e., p (Y|f) =∏m

k=1 p (yk|fk).

3.1 Generalized Linear Models

Generalized Linear Models are powerful and widely used
extensions of standard least squares regression which can
accommodate many types of observed variables and noise
models. The canonical example in this family is indeed lo-
gistic regression, and here we extend the treatment to the
pairwise case. The underlying model is a linear and para-
metric model of the form fi = xiw

>, where xi may be
extended in a different basis but the base model is still lin-
ear in w.

If we now consider the likelihood defined in Eq. (1) and
reasonably assume that the model, i.e. w, is the same for
the first and second input i.e. xuk

and xvk . Which results
in a projection from the audio features x into the cognitive
dimensions of valence and arousal given by w which is the
same for all excerpts. We can then write

p (yk|w,xuk
,xvk) =

1

1 + e−yk((xuk
−xvk)w

>)
. (2)

The resulting cost function, ψ(·), is given by the log likeli-
hood

ψGLM (w) =

m∑

k=1

log p
(
yk|xuk

,xvk
,w
)
.

Thus, the problem reduces to a standard logistic regression
problem only working on the difference in input space as
opposed to the standard absolute input. This means that
standard optimization techniques can be used to find the
maximum likelihood solution, such as Iterated Reweighed
Least Squares (IRLS) or other more general non-linear op-
timization method.

3.1.1 Regularized Extensions

The basic GLM formulation in Eq. (2) does work quite
well for many problems, however has a tendency to be-
come unstable with very few pairwise comparisons. We
therefore suggest to regularize the basic GLM cost with
L1 and L2 which are of course similar to standard regular-
ized logistic regression (see [16]). The L2 regularized cost
is as usual given by

ψGLM−L2 (w) =
m∑

k=1

log p
(
yk|xuk

,xvk
,w
)
− λ ‖w‖22 ,

where the regularization parameter λ is to be found by
cross-validation. This cost is still continuous and is solved
with a standard Newton method. The L1 regularized cost
is

ψGLM−L1 (w) =
m∑

k=1

log p
(
yk|xuk

,xvk
,w
)
− λ ‖w‖1 .

This discontinuous cost function (in wi = 0) is solved us-
ing the active set method presented in [17]. The L1 regular-
ization effectively results in a sparse model where certain
features are potentially switched off. We will not interpret
this property in detail but simply use the models as a refer-
ence.

3.2 Gaussian Process Framework

The GLM framework represents the simplest - but often
effective - models for many regression and classification
problems. An obvious extension is to treat the problem and
the likelihood in a Bayesian setting which is presented in
this section and further adhere to a non-parametric princi-
ple in which we model the f directly such that the posterior
over f ’s can be written

p (f |Y,X ) = p (Y|f) p(f |X )/p (Y|X ) . (3)

While many relevant priors, p(f |X ), may be applied we
will consider a specific prior, namely a Gaussian Process
(GP) prior. A GP is typically defined as ”a collection of
random variables, any finite number of which have a joint
Gaussian distribution” [18]. By f (x) ∼ GP (0, k(x,x′))
we denote that the function f(x) is modeled by a zero-
mean GP with covariance function k(x,x′). The conse-
quence of this formulation is that the GP can be considered
a distribution over functions, i.e., p (f |X ) = N (0,K),
where [K]i,j = k(xi,xj).

Bayes relation leads directly to the posterior distribution
over f , which is not analytically tractable. Instead, we use
the Laplace Approximation to approximate the posterior



with a multivariate Gaussian distribution 2 . The GP was
first considered with a pairwise, Probit based likelihood
in [20], whereas we consider the logistic likelihood func-
tion.

3.2.1 Predictions

To predict the pairwise choice yt on an unseen comparison
between excerpts r and s, where xr,xs ∈ X , we first con-
sider the predictive distribution of f(xr) and f(xs) which
is given as p (ft|Y,X ) =

∫
p (ft|f) p (f |Y,X ) df , and with

the posterior approximated with the Gaussian from the Laplace
approximation then p (ft|Y,X ) will also be Gaussian given
by N (ft|µ∗,K∗) where µ∗ = kTt K

−1f̂ and K∗ = Kt −
kTt (I+WK)kt, where f̂ and W are obtained from the
Laplace approximation (see [19]) and kt is a matrix with
elements [kt]i,2 = k(xi,xs) and [kt]i,1 = k(xi,xr) with
xi being a training input.

In this paper we are only interested in the binary choice
yt, which is determined by which of f(xr) or f(xs) that
dominates 3 .

3.2.2 Covariance Functions

The zero-mean GP is fully defined by the covariance func-
tion, k(x,x′). In the emotion dataset each input instance
is an excerpt described by the vector x representing the
mean and variance of the audio features. A standard co-
variance function for this type of input is the squared ex-
ponential (SE) covariance function defined as k (x,x′) =

σ2
f exp

(
− 1
σ2
l
‖x− x′‖22

)
, where σf is a variance term and

σl is the length scale, in effect defining the scale of the
correlation in the input space. As a reference we also con-
sider the linear covariance function given as k (x,x′) =(
x′x> + 1

)
/σ2.

3.2.3 Hyper-parameters

An advantage of the Bayesian approach is that the hyper
parameters may be found in a principled way namely by
evidence maximization or maximum likelihood II estima-
tion. The hyper-parameters collected in θ can thus be found
by θ̂ = argmaxθ

∫
p (Y|f) p(f |θ)df .

There is therefore in principle no need to use cross-vali-
dation to find the parameters. As with the posterior over f ,
the evidence also requires an approximation and we reuse
the Laplace approximation to obtain the hyper-parameter
estimate. We furthermore allow for a regularizing prior
on the hyper-parameters which is similar in spirit to the
regularized Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm.

3.3 Alternative Models

The two modeling frameworks considered above are not
the only options for modeling the pairwise relations. An
obvious intermediate model is the GLM put in a Bayesian
setting with (hierarchical) (sparsity) priors on w which we
consider an intermediate step towards the full non-para-
metric GP model. Also Neural Networks can easily be

2 More details can be found in e.g. [19].
3 With the pairwise GP model the predictive distribution of yt can also

be estimated (see [19]) and used to express the uncertainty in the predic-
tion relevant for e.g. sequential designs, reject regions etc.

adapted to handle the pairwise situation, such as [21]; how-
ever, the GP will again provide a even more flexible and
principled model.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Learning Curves

We use learning curves to compare the five models de-
scribed in Section 3, namely the Logistic Regression model
and two regularized version using the L1 and L2 norms
and finally the Gaussian Process model using a linear and
a squared exponential kernel. The learning curves are eval-
uated for individual subjects using 10-fold cross valida-
tion (CV) in which a fraction (90%) of the total number
of pairwise comparisons constitutes the complete training
set. Testing all possible combinations of e.g. 17 compar-
isons out of 171 when using 10% of the training set is ex-
hausting. Therefore each point on the learning curve is
an average over 10 randomly chosen equally-sized subsets
from the complete training set, to obtain robust learning
curves. Three different baseline error measures have been
introduced, corresponding to a random choice of either of
the two classes in each fold and two obtained by choos-
ing either class constantly. Thus taking into account that
the data set is not balanced between the two outcomes of
[−1; 1]. In Figure 1 we show the learning curves as an aver-
age across all subjects. Using the entire dataset the models
converge to similar classification errors of 0.14 and 0.15
for valence and arousal, respectively. On the valence di-
mension we see that using a fraction of the training data,
the GP-SE model shows a clear advantage over the other
models at e.g. 30% of the training data, producing a clas-
sification error of 0.21 whereas the GLM models produce
around 0.23 and the GP-Lin at 0.29. The learning curves
for the arousal dimension show a slightly different picture
when comparing the different models. It is clear that us-
ing regularization on the GLM model greatly improves the
classification error when training with up to 30% of the
training data by as much as 0.10. The two GP models per-
form similar up to the 30% point on the learning curve but
converges at a lower classification error than that of the
GP-SE. Since all models converge to a similar classifica-
tion errorrate we want to test whether they are the same
on a classification level. We use the McNemar’s paired
test [22] with the Null hypothesis that two models are the
same, if p < 0.05 then the models can be rejected as equal
on a 5% significance level. We test the GP-SE against the
other four models pooling data across repetitions and folds
for each point on the learning curve. For the valence data
the GP-SE model is different in all points on the learn-
ing curve besides when using the entire trainingset for the
GLM, GLM-L1 and GP-Lin model. For arousal data the
GP-Lin model and the GP-SE cannot be rejected as be-
ing different when training on 2% and 5% of the training
data and for the GLM model trained on 90% of the training
data.



(a) Valence (b) Arousal

Figure 1. Classification error learning curves as an average across all subjects for 10-fold CV on comparisons comparing
five models. A Gaussian Process model using a linear kernel (GP -Lin) and a squared exponential kernel GP -SE, logistic
regression model (GLM ) and two regularized versions using the L1 (GLM -L1) and L2-norms (GLM -L2). Three different
baseline error measures have been introduced, corresponding to a random choice of either of the two classes in each fold
denoted Basernd and two obtained by choosing either class constantly denoted Base1 and Base−1. The circles below the
figure show the McNemar’s paired test with the Null hypothesis that two models are the same, if p < 0.05 then the models
can be rejected as equal on a 5% significance level. The test is performed between the GP -SE model and the GLM ,
GLM -L2, GLM -L1 and GP -Lin. Non-filled circles indicate p < 0.05, and filled cirlces indicate p > 0.05.

4.2 AV Space

The learning curves show the performance of the models
when predicting unseen comparisons. However, it may be
difficult to interpret in terms of the typical AV space as one
know from direct scaling experiments. To address this we
show that both the GLM and the GP models can provide an
internal, but unit free representation of the AV scores using
the latent regression function f(xt) in the case of the GP
model, and by f(xt) = xtw

> for the GLM models.
We first consider a model using all comparisons from all

participants, thus obtaining a global mean model illustrated
in Figure 2 with squares. In order to evaluate the variation
across subjects, we train individual models on all compar-
isons from a given participant. The deviation from the
global mean model is now calculated per comparison by
comparing the latent difference in the global mean model
with the latent difference in the individual model. The sub-
jects deviation for a single excerpt is now evaluated as the
average over all changes in latent differences for the 19
possible comparisons in which the excerpt is present. Fi-
nally, we take the variation across subjects and visualize it
in Figure 2 as dashed and solid lines around each excerpt
indicating the 50% and the 5% percentiles, respectively.

While the GLM and GP-SE models may seem quite dif-
ferent at first sight, we should focus on the relative location
of the excerpts and not the absolute location in the unit
free space. Comparing the relative placement of the ex-
cerpts (the center points) we see that the models are quite
similar, also indicated by the averaged learning curves. In
both models the relatively small variation over the subjects
suggest that there despite minor subjective differences is a

general consensus about the overall location of the given
excerpts and the models have actually learned a meaning-
ful representation.

4.3 Ranking Analysis

The learning curves only show the predictive classifica-
tion power and does not give a clear picture as to the re-
sulting ranking of the excerpts in the AV space. Two or
more models can have the exact same classification error,
but result in very different ranking of excerpts in the AV
space. To quantify this difference in the ranking in the AV
space we use Kendall’s τ rank correlation coefficient. It is
a measure of correlation between rankings and is defined
as τ = (Ns−Nd)/Nt, whereNs is the number of correctly
ranked pairs, Nd is the number of incorrectly ranked pairs
and Nt is the total number of pairs. When two rankings
are exactly the same the Kendall’s τ results τ = 1, if the
order of items are exactly opposite then τ = −1 and when
τ = 0 they are completely different. In Figure 3 we notice
that the linear models produce very similar rankings when
trained on 1% with a Kendall’s τ above 0.95. Between
the GLM and the regularized models the Kendall’s τ de-
creases to 0.7 at 10% of training data and increasing to 0.9
when using 50% for valence data. The largest difference in
ranking lies between the GP models and both the regular-
ized and unregularized GLM models for both valence and
arousal. Using 10% of training data the comparison be-
tween the ranking of the GP-SE and GLM models produce
a Kendall’s τ rank correlation of 0.47 ending at 0.9 when
using the entire training set for valence. Both the GLM and
GLM-L2 when compared with the GP-SE lie below 0.9 us-
ing the entire training set for arousal. It is noteworthy that



(a) GLM (b) GP

Figure 2. Predictions using the latent regression function for the Gaussian Process model and model parameters for the
logistic regression model. The squares indicate the latent regression function values from a global mean model which is
trained using all comparisons from all participants. The dashed and solid lines around each excerpt indicates the 50%
and the 5% percentiles for the deviation from the global mean model calculated per comparison by comparing the latent
difference in the global mean model with the latent difference in the individual model. The subjects deviation for a single
excerpt is evaluated as the average over all changes in latent differences for the 19 possible comparisons.

between the 5% and 30% points on the learning curve, is
where all models produce the most different rankings and
as more comparisons are used they converge to similar but
not same rankings.

We have established that there is a difference in ranking
of excerpts on the dimensions of valence and arousal given
which models is chosen. As was shown in Figure 2 there is
also a large difference in ranking across subjects, alterna-
tively these individual differences can be quantified using
the rank correlation. Using the GP-SE model trained on all
the dataset, the Kendall’s τ is computed between the pre-
dicted rankings between all subjects, which are shown in
Figure 4. The ranking along the valence dimension shows
a grouping of subjects where subject eight and three have
the lowest Kendall’s τ in average compared to all other
subjects. This suggests a fundamentally different subject
dependent understanding of the expressed emotion in mu-
sic. Subject eight seem especially to disagree with subjects
three, five, six and seven given the predicted latent regres-
sion function values. On the valence dimension subject six
is very much in disagreement with other subjects, whereas
subject four is in high agreement with most subjects.

4.4 Discussion

Five different regression models were introduced to model
the expressed emotions in music directly by pairwise com-
parisons, as previously shown in [13] the results clearly
show this is possible. Common for all models is the con-
vergence to similar classification errors, indicating that given
this limited dataset, that the underlying problem is linear

and thus does not benefit from the flexibility of the non-
linear GP-SE model, when using all available comparisons.
But having all possible unique comparisons is an unlikely
scenario when constructing larger datasets. This is the
strength of the GP-SE model using only a fraction of train-
ing data for valence it is evident that it is improving predic-
tive performance of around 0.08 comparing to a linear GP
model using 30% of the training data. Which shows that it
is not necessary to let participants evaluate all comparisons
when quantifying the expressed emotion in music. For
arousal data the GLM model benefits greatly with regular-
ization when training with up to 40% percent of the train-
ing data with as much as 0.10 classification error. Whereas
for valence all GLM models produce very similar results.

In previous work the predictions from the latent regres-
sion function was shown as a mean across subjects, here
we emphasize the differences between subjects with the
predictions by the model. Both the GLM and GP-SE model
can produce results which show the relative position of ex-
cerpts in the AV space, and between models produce vi-
sually similar results. These differences are quantified be-
tween the ranking of the different models using Kendall’s
rank correlation coefficient emphasizing the fact that not
only is there a difference in ranking amongst participants
but also between models. This links the difference between
models producing a given classification error and the re-
sulting ranking produced by the model. Even though two
models produce the same classification error they can end
up with a different ranking of excerpts in the AV space.

Identifying differences between participants and their in-
ternal ranking of excerpts in the AV space can become a
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Figure 3. Comparison of the ranking of the internal regression function predictions for different models using Kendall’s
τ rank correlation coefficient. Curves are an average of the Kendall’s τ computed for each individual subjects predicted
ranking across folds and repetitions.

challenge when using a pairwise experimental paradigm to
quantify the expressed emotion in music. We remedy this
by using Kendall’s τ computed between all users rankings
provided by the GP-SE model. The results show that there
is a great difference between users individual ranking pro-
ducing a difference in Kendall’s τ of as much as 0.55 for
arousal and 0.35 for valence. Given the fact that the pre-
dictions by the models are so different for each subject this
stresses the importance to distinguish between subjects.
Currently we investigate individual user models which are
linked/coordinated in a hierarchical Bayesian modeling frame-
work in order both to obtain individual models and the pos-
sibility to learn from a limited set of pairwise data. In par-
ticular we see these models as a required tool in the exam-
ination of the difference between direct scaling methods
and the pairwise paradigm presented in the current work.
Future models will furthermore provide a principled ap-
proach for combining pairwise and direct scaling obser-
vations, thus allowing for optimal learning and absolute
grounding.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we outlined a paradigm for obtaining robust
evaluation of expressed emotion in music based on a two
alternative forced choice approach. We examined five dif-
ferent regression models for modeling these observations
all based on the logistic likelihood function extended to
pairwise observations. The models ranged from a rela-
tively simple GLM model and two regularized GLMs us-
ing the L1 and L2 norms to non-parametric Bayesian mod-
els, yet the predictive performance showed that all pro-
posed models produce similar classification errors based
on the entire training set. The true strength of the non-
parametric Bayesian model comes into play when using
a fraction of the dataset leaving good opportunities in con-
structing larger datasets where subjects do not need to eval-
uate all possible unique comparisons. It is left for future

work to further analyze the detailed difference between the
models. Furthermore we illustrated a significant difference
between models and subjects in both AV space and quanti-
fied it using Kendall’s τ with the conclusion that it is criti-
cal to model subjects individually.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the different rankings between subjects using Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient τ on the latent
regression function output of the GP-SE model trained on the entire dataset. The values are averages of the Kendall’s τ
computed for all folds and repetitions.
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Abstract. We introduce a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) exper-
imental paradigm to quantify expressed emotions in music using the
arousal and valence (AV) dimensions. A wide range of well-known audio
features are investigated for predicting the expressed emotions in music
using learning curves and essential baselines. We furthermore investigate
the scalability issues of using 2AFC in quantifying emotions expressed
in music on large-scale music databases. The possibility of dividing the
annotation task between multiple individuals, while pooling individuals’
comparisons is investigated by looking at the subjective differences of
ranking emotion in the AV space. We find this to be problematic due
to the large variation in subjects’ rankings of excerpts. Finally, solving
scalability issues by reducing the number of pairwise comparisons is ana-
lyzed. We compare two active learning schemes to selecting comparisons
at random by using learning curves. We show that a suitable predictive
model of expressed valence in music can be achieved from only 15% of
the total number of comparisons when using the Expected Value of In-
formation (EVOI) active learning scheme. For the arousal dimension we
require 9% of the total number of comparisons.

Keywords: expressed emotion, pairwise comparison, Gaussian process,
active learning.

1 Introduction

With the ever growing availability of music through streaming services, and
with access to large music collections becoming the norm, the ability to easy-to-
navigate-and-explore music databases has become increasingly pertinent. This
problem has created the need to use alternative methods to organize and re-
trieve musical tracks, one being cognitive aspects such as emotions. The reason-
ing behind using emotions dates back to Darwin, who argued that music was a
predecessor to speech in communicating emotions or intents [6]. This alternative
seems appealing and a natural way of thinking about music, since most people
can relate to happy or sad music, for example. The aspects about music that
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express or induce emotions have been studied extensively by music psychologists
[13]. The Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community has been building on
their work with the aim to create automatic systems for recognition of emotions
and organization of music based on emotion. The approach by music psychol-
ogists have been to exhaustively make experiments with human subjects/users
to quantify emotions and analyze this data. To annotate the massive collections
of music using a fully manual approach is not feasible and has resulted in the
increased attention on automatic Music Emotion Recognition (MER).

The approach to automatically predict the expressed emotion in music has
typically relied on describing music by structural information such as audio
features and/or lyrics features. Controlled experiments have been conducted
to obtain data describing the emotions expressed or induced in music. Machine
learning methods have subsequently been applied to create predictive models
of emotion, from the structural information describing music, predicting the
emotional descriptors [1]. The reasoning behind using the emotions expressed in
music and not induced (which describes how the subject feels as a result of the
musical stimuli) has mainly been due to the availability of data. The mechanisms
that are involved in the induction of emotions by music [12] are daunting. To
potentially model this highly subjective aspect, a great deal of additional data
about the user and context should be available in order to recognize the user’s
general state of mind. We see that to solve the MER, three main topics should
be investigated: namely how to represent the audio using feature extraction; the
machine learning methods to predict annotations, evaluations, rankings, ratings,
etc.; and the method of quantifying and representing the emotions expressed in
music. In the present work we want to look more closely into the aspect of
quantifying the emotions expressed in music using an alternative experimental
paradigm to gather more accurate ground truth data.

Music psychologists have offered different models to represent emotions in
music, e.g., categorical [8] or dimensional [25], and depending on these, various
approaches have been taken to gather emotional ground truth data [14]. When
using dimensional models such as the well established arousal and valence (AV)
model [25] the majority of approaches are based on different variations of self-
report listening experiments using direct scaling [26].

Direct-scaling methods are fast ways of obtaining a large amount of data.
However, they are susceptible to drift, inconsistency and potential saturation of
the scales. Some of these issues could potentially be remedied by introducing an-
chors or reference points; hence, implicitly using relative rating aspects. However,
anchors are problematic due to the inherent subjective nature of the quantifi-
cation of emotion expressed in music, which makes them difficult to define, and
the use of them will be inappropriate due to risks of unexpected communica-
tion biases [31]. Relative experiments, such as pairwise comparisons, eliminate
the need for an absolute reference anchor, due to the embedded relative nature
of pairwise comparisons, which persists the relation to previous comparisons.
However, pairwise experiments scale badly with the number of musical excerpts.
This was accommodated in [30] by a tournament-based approach that limits the
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number of comparisons. Furthermore they introduce chaining, that is, inserting
additional comparisons based on subjects’ judgments and disregarding potential
noise on the subjects’ decisions. Multiple participants’ judgments are pooled to
form a large data set that is transformed into rankings which are then used to
model emotions expressed in music.

However, the connection between the artist expressing emotions through mu-
sic and how each individual experiences it will inherently vary. This experience
is to be captured using a model of emotions using an experiment. The setup of
this experiment alone gives rise to subjective differences such as interpretation
and understanding of the experimental instruction, understanding and use of the
scales, and projection of the emotional experience into the cognitive AV represen-
tation. Besides this, a multitude of aspects and biases can effect the judgments
by participants [31]. Most of these effects are almost impossible to eliminate,
but are rarely modeled directly. The issue is typically addressed through outlier
removal or simply by averaging ratings for each excerpt across users [11], thus
neglecting individual user interpretation and user behavior in the assessment
of expressed emotion in music. For pairwise comparisons this approach is also
very difficult. In previous work [20] we showed the potentially great subjective
difference in the ranking of emotions, both in valence and arousal, which is due
to the inherently different subjective judgments by participants.

The main objective in this work is to propose and evaluate a robust and
scalable predictive model of valence and arousal, despite the adverse noise and
inconsistencies committed by the participants. Our solution to this challenge is
based on a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) approach, with the responses
modeled in a Thurstonian framework with a principled noise model and a flexible
non-parametric Bayesian modeling approach. This provides a supervised model,
which has previously been applied in [20,21] for analyzing the ranking of excerpts
in the AV space. In this work, we do not focus on the ranking, but the predictive
properties of the approach, i.e., whether the model can predict the pairwise
relations for new unseen excerpts.

Firstly, the predictive setting requires structural information describing the
audio excerpt, so-called features (or covariates) from which new unseen compar-
isons can be predicted based on observed audio excerpts. Audio features and
the representation of audio excerpts are still an open question in many audio
modeling domains and particularly in emotion recognition. In this work we in-
vestigate the effect of various common audio features in a single mean/variance
representation, given the proposed predictive approach.

Secondly, to model and understand the complex aspects of emotion requires
extensive and costly experimentation. In the 2AFC paradigm the number of
comparisons scales quadratically with the number of excerpts. This is not a
favorable property of the current methodology. Given the best set of features
(selected from the feature set investigation) we investigate two solutions to this
problem: we consider the common approach of dividing the rating task between
multiple individuals and/or pooling individuals’ ratings [30]. Based on the rank-
ings, we show that such an approach is not recommendable in the predictive
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case, due to large subject variability. This is in line with previous work [20] on
ranking. We furthermore propose and evaluate an alternative approach, namely
sequential experimental design (or active learning) for reducing the number of
comparisons required. In the Bayesian modeling approach deployed, this is an
easy extension of the methodology. We show that faster learning rates can be
obtained by applying a principled Bayesian optimal sequential design approach.

The investigation of the outlined aspects requires that all possible unique
comparisons are made on both valence and arousal dimensions. Furthermore,
to show variation across users, it is required to test on a reasonable number
of subjects. Compared to previous work [20,21], the experimental part in this
work is based on an extended data set using the 2AFC experimental paradigm
quantifying the expressed emotion in music on the dimensions of valence and
arousal. Finally, we discuss various extensions and open issues, outlining future
research directions and possibilities.

Outline. In Sect. 2 the general methodology for examining the outlined aspects
is introduced. This includes a relatively technical presentation of the modeling
framework. The underlying experiment and data is described in Sect. 3, and
Sect. 4 contains the experimental results including a description of the most im-
portant aspects. The results are discussed in Sect. 5, and finally Sect. 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Methodology

Cognitive aspects, such as emotion, can be elicited in a number of ways which can
be divided into self-report, observational indirect behavioral measures [29], psy-
chophysiological [9] and functional neuroimaging [15]. Self-reporting approaches
rely on human test subjects to actually be able to express the directed as-
pects, albeit using some experimental paradigm. This work focuses on self-report
methods, thus asking direct questions to the user in order to elicit his or her
understanding and representation of the cognitive aspect under investigation.
This requires careful consideration regarding the experimental paradigm and
subsequent analysis/modeling aspects.

When quantifying a cognitive aspect using either unipolar or bipolar scales,
assuming that one can arrange the cognitive aspect in such a manner that we
can ask the question if one element is more or less than the other. In this case
we can use relative quantification methods to obtain a ranking of objects in that
dimension. How the objects are arranged in the internal representation of the
cognitive aspect is not being asked directly but acquired indirectly, i.e., indirect
scaling. The question to the subject is not to place the object for evaluation on
the scale, but cognitively a much simpler question, namely to compare objects.
The argument is that simple questions about cognitive aspects provide a robust
approach in obtaining information. The simplest of such indirectly scaling meth-
ods is the two-alternative forced-choice model (2AFC). Participants are simply
asked which of the two objects presented has the most/highest (or least/lowest)
of a given cognitive aspect, which is the approach we use in this work.
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In the present setting, we look into the cognitive aspect of expressed emotion
in music. To quantify this we use an experimental paradigm relying on the two-
dimensional valence and arousal model, which consist of two bipolar dimensions,
namely valence, ranging from happy to sad, and arousal ranging from excited
to sleepy [25]. This dimensional approach naturally allows us to use the robust
relative paradigm.

With this in mind, the general framework for the proposed 2AFC for eliciting
and modeling general cognitive aspects is outlined in Fig. 1. Here we aim to
elicit and model the users’ cognitive representation of emotion, thus we present
the user with a general set of instructions regarding the task and intent of the
experiment. There are obvious elements of bias that can be introduced here and
care has to be taken to ensure that the underlying idea of the experiment is
understood to reduce bias.

The Thurstonian based paradigm in essence starts with step A in Fig. 1,
where an experimental design mechanism will select two musical excerpts, in-
dexed u and v, out of total of N . These two excerpts constitute a paired set for
comparison indexed by k and denoted εk, out of K possible comparisons.

In step B, excerpts uk and vk are presented to the user through a user in-
terface (UI), which provides instructions, asking the user to compare the two
excerpts either on the valence or arousal dimension. Understanding and inter-
pretation of the UI and the instructions given can vary between subjects and
bias and variance can be introduced at this stage.

User

Decision

User Interface

Audio Feature Extraction

(Sequential)
Experimental Design

A: The experimental
design selects an
comparison, εk, with
two music excerpts uk
and vk, for presentation

B: Present two
different excerpts
(and instructions)

C: The user selects
the excerpt which
is either the most

D: Update model
based on the users
reponse to
comparison k .

Music Database

Cognitive
representation
of emotion

f : xu �→ f(xu) f : xv �→ f(xv)

p(yk|f(xu), f(xv), σ)

f̂(xu) + eu

Likelihood
”Decision Making”

f̂(xv) + ev

M
o
d
el

Latent Function
”Model of the Cognitive

Representation”

A

D

B C ’happy’ or ’excited.’

xvxu

f̂(xu) + eu>

f̂(xv ) + ev ?

Fig. 1. Overview of the methodology from a system perspective
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Table 1. Notation overview

System Element Description Notation

Music Database Excerpt index u, v, r, s ∈ [1 : N ]
Number of excerpts N

Audio Features Audio feature representation x ∈ RD

of excerpt (model input) e.g. xu,xv

A test input (to model) x∗
A set of inputs (to model) X = {xi|i = 1..N}

User Comparison with two inputs ε̂k = {uk, vk}
Response to a comparison yk ∈ {−1,+1}
Number of comparisons K

Internal ’value’ of an object f̂(x)
in respect to a given
cognitive aspect.
Internal noise (independent e ∼ N (0, σ)
of other inputs)

Internal basis for decision making f̂(x) + e

Model Comparison εk = {xuk ,xvk}
(non-parametric) A set of K comparisons E = {εi|i = 1..K}

A set of responses Y = {(yk; εk)|k = 1..K}
Hyperparameters in the model θ = {θGP ,θL}

R
es
p
o
n
se Likelihood p(yk|f(xuk), f(xvk ),θL) =

. . .of observing a particular p(yk|fk,θL)
response given the function.

F
u
n
ct
io
n

Function f : RD → R
i.e. x �→ f(x)

Single value (a random variable) f(x)

Multiple values (L random variables) f = [f(x1), f(x2), ..., f(xL)]
�

. . .for a particular comparison fk = [f(xuk), f(xvk )]
�

In step C users convert their internal cognitive representation of the musical
excerpts into a representation that can be used to compare the two based on
the instructions given, which in our case comprise questions representing valence
and arousal. Our assumption is that humans have an internal value f̂(xi) + ei
representing the valence or arousal value of a given excerpt xi indexed by i.
Given the great number of uncertainties involved in the self-report, we reasonably
assume there is uncertainty on f̂(x) which is denoted e ∼ N (0, σ). Prior to step

C the user decides which of the two excerpts f̂(xu) + eu and f̂(xv) + ev is the
largest given the cognitive dimension, and makes a decision which modelled by
additive noise denoted yk ∈ {−1,+1}, where the subject’s selection is illustrated
by step C in Figure 1.

In step D the analysis and modeling of the user’s response takes place. With
the aim of a predictive model, i.e., predicting the pairwise responses for unseen
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music excerpts, this calls for a special modeling approach. The method applies a
principled statistical modeling approach, relying on a choice model taking into
account the noise, e, on the (assumed) internal representation. Secondly, the
modeling approach places this choice model (likelihood function) in a Bayesian
modeling framework, allowing for predictive capabilities. This results in a math-
ematical representation of the assumed internal representation of emotion, de-
noted f(x), for a given excerpt. This representation like the internal, only makes
sense when compared to the representation of other excerpts. The technical as-
pect of the modeling approach is described in the following sub-sections.

2.1 Likelihood

The decision process underlying 2AFC was considered in the seminal paper of
Thurstone [27]. The main assumption is that the choice between two excerpts is
based on the internal ’value’ for each object which has a particular additive noise
element. The decision is then based on the probability of the noisy internal ’value’
of u or v being larger. If the additive noise is assumed to be distributed according
to a Normal distribution, and independent from object to object, then the well-
know probit choice model is obtained [28]. The probit choice model defines the
likelihood of observing a particular response yk ∈ {−1,+1} as

p
(
yk|f

(
xuk

)
, f

(
xvk

)
, θL

)
= Φ

(
yk

f
(
xuk

)
− f

(
xvk

)
√
2σ

)
(1)

where Φ(·) denotes the cumulative Normal distribution. The function values
f(xu) and f(xv) are the model variables representing the assumed internal rep-
resentation. However, the likelihood is seen to be dependent on the difference
between the two (assumed) internal representations, in effect this means that
the function itself has no absolute meaning and decisions are only based on dif-
ferences. The noise variance on the (assumed) internal representation is denoted
σ and provides a simple model of the internal noise process.

2.2 Latent Function

Given the response and likelihood function defined in Equ. (1), the remain-
ing question relates to the latent function f : X → R defining the function
values,f(x), for each input, x ∈ X .

In this work we propose a non-parametric approach, in essence directly es-
timating values for individual f(x)’s, i.e., not through a parametric function
(e.g. f(x) = w�x). This is mainly motivated by the fact that the complexity of
the underlying representation is virtually unknown, i.e., whether the problem is
linear or non-linear is an open question which is best evaluated by allowing for
very flexible function classes.

The non-parametric approach provides extreme flexibility, and we consider
this in a Bayesian setting where we first assume that the likelihood factorizes,
i.e., p (Y|f) = ∏K

k=1 p (yk|fk, θL). This in effect means that, given the cognitive
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representation, represented by f(·), we assume that there are no dependencies
between the responses to the different comparisons. Thus, it is essential that the
experimental procedure does not introduce a particular order of comparisons
which may cause dependencies and systematic errors.

Given the factorized likelihood and placing a prior on the individual function
values, p(f |X ), the Bayesian approach directly provides the inference schema via
Bayes relation. I.e. when keeping the hyperparameters, θ, constant, the posterior
is directly given by

p(f |X ,Y, θ) =
p(f |X , θGP )

K∏
k=1

p (yk|fk, θL)

p(Y|X , θ)
(2)

The natural prior for the individual function values is a Gaussian Process (GP)
[24]. This was first considered with the pairwise probit likelihood in [4]. A GP
is defined as “a collection of random variables, any finite number of which have
a joint Gaussian distribution” [24]. The GP provides a mean for each individual
f(x), and correlates the functional values through a correlation function which
implies some notion of smoothness; the only constraint on the function. With a
zero-mean function, such a GP is denoted by f (x) ∼ GP (0, k (x,x′)) with co-
variance function k(x,x′). The fundamental consequence is that the GP can be
considered a distribution over functions, which is denoted as p (f |X ) = N (0,K)
for any finite set of N function values f = [f(x1), ..., f(xN )]�, where [K]i,j =
k(xi,xj). This means that the correlation between a function value is defined
by the input x, for example audio features. The correlation function allows pre-
diction by calculating the correlation between a new input and already observed
inputs in terms of their audio features.

A common covariance function is the so-called squared exponential (SE) co-

variance function defined as k (x,x′) = σ2
f exp

(
−‖x− x′‖22

/
σ2
l ), where σf is

a variance term and σl is the length scale, in effect, defining the scale of the
correlation in the input space. This means that σ� defines how correlated two
excerpts are in terms of their features. A special case arises when σl → 0 which
implies that the function values of two inputs are uncorrelated. In this case,
knowing the functional of one input cannot be used to predict the function value
of another due to the lack of correlation. On the other hand when σl → ∞ the
functional values are fully correlated i.e., the same.

For robustness, we provide a simple extension to the original model proposed
in [4] by placing hyperpriors on the likelihood and covariance parameters, which
act as simple regularization during model estimation. The posterior then yields
p(f |X ,Y, θ) ∝ p (θL|·) p (θGP |·) p(f |X , θGP)p (Y|f ), where p(θ|·) is a fixed prior
distribution on the hyperparameters and a half student-t is selected in this work.

Inference. Given the particular likelihood, the posterior is not analytically
tractable. We therefore resort to approximation and in particular the relatively
simple Laplace approximation [24], which provides a multivariate Gaussian ap-
proximation to the posterior.
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The hyperparameters in the likelihood and covariance functions are point es-
timates (i.e., not distributions) and are estimated by maximizing the model evi-
dence defined as the denominator in Equ. 2. The evidence provides a principled
approach to select the values of θ which provides the model that (approximately)
is better at explaining the observed data (see e.g. [2,24]). The maximization is
performed using standard gradient methods.

Predictions. To predict the pairwise choice y∗ on an unseen comparison be-
tween excerpts r and s, where xr ,xs ∈ X , we first consider the predictive dis-
tribution of f(xr) and f(xs). Given the GP, we can write the joint distribution

between f ∼ p (f |Y,X ) and the test variables f∗ = [f (xr) , f (xs)]
T
as

[
f

f∗

]
= N

([
0

0

]
,

[
K k∗
kT
∗ K∗

])
, (3)

where k∗ is a matrix with elements [k∗]i,2 = k(xi,xs) and [k∗]i,1 = k(xi,xr)
with xi being a training input.

The conditional p (f∗|f) is directly available from Equ. (3) as a Gaussian
too. The predictive distribution is given as p (f∗|Y,X ) =

∫
p (f∗|f) p (f |Y,X ) df ,

and with the posterior approximated with the Gaussian from the Laplace ap-
proximation then p (f∗|Y,X ) will also be Gaussian given by N (f∗|μ∗,K∗) with
μ∗ = kT

∗ K
−1f̂ and K∗ = K∗ − kT

∗ (I+WK)−1W k∗, where f̂ and W are
obtained from the Laplace approximation (see [24]). In this paper, are often in-
terested in the binary choice y∗, which is simply determined by which of f(xr)
or f(xs) is the largest.

2.3 Sequential Experimental Design

The acquisition of pairwise observations can be a daunting and costly task if the
database contains many excerpts due to the quadratic scaling of the number of
possible comparisons. An obvious way to reduce the number of comparisons is
only to conduct a fixed subset of the possible comparisons in line with classical
experimental design. In this work we propose to obtain the most relevant exper-
iments by sequential experimental design, also known as active learning in the
machine learning community. In this case comparisons (each with two inputs)
are selected in a sequential manner based on the information provided when
conducting the particular comparison. The information considered here is based
on the entropy of the predictive distribution or change in the entropy.

We consider the set of comparisons conducted so far, Ea, which gives rise to
a set of unique inputs Xa and a response set Ya which are all denoted as active
set(s). Secondly, we consider a set of candidate comparisons, Ec, , which gives
rise to a set of unique inputs Xc and an unknown response set Yc. The task is to
select the next comparison ε∗ = {xu∗ ,xv∗} from Ec. The following three cases is
considered for solving this task:
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Random: The next pairwise comparison is selected at random from the set of
candidate comparisons.

VOI (Value of Information): Selection of the next comparison with the max-
imum entropy (i.e., uncertainty) of the predictive distribution of the model1,
S (f∗|ε∗, Ea,Ya, θ).

The next comparison is simply selected by argmax
ε∗∈Ec

S (f∗|ε∗, Ea,Ya, θ).

The predictive distribution is a bivariate normal distribution which has the

entropy [5], S (f∗|ε∗, Ea,Ya, θ) = 1
2 log

(
(2 · π · e)D|K∗|

)
. Where |K∗| de-

notes the determinant of the (predictive) covariance matrix.
EVOI (Expected Value of Information): In the Bayesian framework it is

possible to evaluate the expected entropy change of the posterior which was
suggested in the work of Lindley [18]. Hence, the information of conducting
a particular comparison is the change in entropy of the posterior i.e.,

ΔS (f) = S (f |y∗, ε∗,Xa,Ya, θ)− S (f |Xa,Ya, θ)

The expectation in regards to y can be shown to yield [19]

EVOI (ε∗) =
∑

y∈{−1,1}
p (y∗|ε∗,Xa,Ya, θ)ΔS (f |y∗, ε∗,Xa,Ya, θ) (4)

=
∑

y∈{−1,1}

∫
p (y∗|f∗,Xa,Ya, θ) p (f∗|ε∗,Xa,Ya, θ) log p (y∗|f∗,Xa,Ya, θ) df∗

−
∑

y∈{−1,1}
p (y∗|ε∗,Xa,Ya, θ) log p (y∗|ε∗,Xa,Ya, θ)

(5)

Thus, the next comparison is chosen as argmax
ε∗∈Ec

EVOI (ε∗). The (inner) inte-

gral is analytical intractable and requires numerical methods. This is feasibly
only due to the low dimensionality (which is effectively only one, since con-
sidering the difference distribution). An analytical approximation has been
proposed for standard classification [10]; however, here we rely on numerical
integration based on adaptive Gauss-Kronrod quadrature.

2.4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed modeling approach, we
use a specific Cross Validation (CV) approach and baselines for verification and
significance testing. When dealing with pairwise comparisons the way the cross
validation is set up is a key issue.

1 Alternatively we may consider the predictive uncertainty on the response, y∗. See
e.g. [3] for a general discussion of various information criterion.
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Cross Validation
In previous work [21] we evaluated the ability of the GP framework to rank ex-
cerpts on the dimensions of valence and arousal using learning curves. To obtain
the learning curves, Leave-One-Out CV was used and in each fold a fraction
of comparisons was left out. These comparisons are potentially connected and
thus, to evaluate the ability of the model to predict an unseen excerpts rank, all
comparisons with an excerpt must be left out in each fold. Thus in the present
work we use a Leave-One-Excerpt-Out (LOEO) method. Learning curves are
computed as a function of the fraction of all available comparisons, evaluating
the question of how many pairwise comparisons are needed to obtain a com-
petitive predictive model. Each point on the learning curves is computed as an
average of 50 randomly chosen equally-sized subsets from the complete training
set. The reasoning behind this is that testing all unique possible combinations of
e.g. choosing 8 out of 15 excerpts is exhausting, so random repetitions are used
to obtain robust learning curves.

Baselines
Three basic baselines are introduced that consider the distribution of the pair-
wise comparisons, namely a random baseline (Basernd) and two that only predict
one class (Base+1 and Base−1), i.e., excerpt u always greater than excerpt v, or
vice versa. This takes into account that the data set is not balanced between the
two outcomes of +1 and −1. An additional baseline (Baseupper) is introduced.
Given a model type, a baseline model of same type is trained on both training
and test data and evaluated on the test data for that given CV fold. This pro-
vides an upper limit of how well it is possible for that given model and features
can perform. Furthermore, a baseline model Baselow is introduced that only
uses information from the comparisons available in each CV fold (not the audio
features). The model ranks excerpts using a tournament approach, counting the
number of times a specific excerpt has been ranked greater than another. The
number of wins is assigned to each excerpt’s f value. All excerpts that have no f
assignment are given the average f value of all available f values. To predict the
test data in each CV fold, the assigned f values are used, and for f values that
are equal a random choice is made with equal probability of either class. This
naive baseline model serves as a lower limit, which all models have to perform
better than.

Significance Testing
To ensure that each of the trained models perform better than Baselow we use
the McNemar paired test with the Null hypothesis that two models are the
same, if p < 0.05 then the models can be rejected as equal on a 5% significance
level.

AV-Space Visualization
In the principled probabilistic GP framework the latent function f(·) is directly
available to compare rankings between models. However for visualization to
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compare the rankings we use a reference numerical space. The ranking of ex-
cerpts, given by f(·), is assigned the same functional value as the reference
space, preserving the ranking of excerpts, but losing the relative distance given
by f(·). This allows us to average rankings across users, folds and repetitions.

3 Experiment and Data

3.1 Experiment

A listening experiment was conducted to obtain pairwise comparisons of ex-
pressed emotion in music using the 2AFC experimental paradigm. A total of 20
different 15 second excerpts were chosen, in the middle of each track, from the
USPOP20022 data set as shown in Table 2. The 20 excerpts were chosen such
that a linear regression model developed in previous work [19] maps 5 excerpts
into each quadrant of the two-dimensional AV space. A subjective evaluation
was performed to verify that the emotional expression throughout each excerpt
was considered constant. This fact, and using short 15 second excerpts, should
reduce any temporal change in the expressed emotion thus making post-ratings
applicable. A sound booth provided neutral surroundings for the experiment to

Table 2. Excerpts used in experiment

No. Song name

1 311 - T and p combo
2 A-Ha - Living a boys adventure
3 Abba - Thats me
4 Acdc - What do you do for money honey
5 Aaliyah - The one I gave my heart to
6 Aerosmith - Mother popcorn
7 Alanis Morissette - These R the thoughts
8 Alice Cooper - I’m your gun
9 Alice in Chains - Killer is me
10 Aretha Franklin - A change
11 Moby - Everloving
12 Rammstein - Feuer frei
13 Santana - Maria caracoles
14 Stevie Wonder - Another star
15 Tool - Hooker with a pen..
16 Toto - We made it
17 Tricky - Your name
18 U2 - Babyface
19 Ub40 - Version girl
20 Zz top - Hot blue and righteous

2 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/musicsim/uspop2002.html
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reduce any potential bias of induced emotions. The excerpts were played back
using closed headphones to the 13 participants (3 female, 10 male) age 16-29,
average 20.4 years old, recruited from a local high school and university. Par-
ticipants had a musical training of 0-15 years, on average 2 years, and listened
to 0-15 hours of music every day, on average 3.5 hours. Written and verbal in-
structions were given prior to each session to ensure that subjects understood
the purpose of the experiment and were familiar with the two emotional di-
mensions of valence and arousal. Furthermore instructions were given ensuring
that participants focused on the expressed emotions of the musical excerpts.
Each participant compared all 190 possible unique combinations. To reduce any
systematic connection between comparisons, each comparison was chosen ran-
domly. For the arousal dimension, participants were asked the question Which
sound clip was the most exciting, active, awake?. For the valence dimension the
question was Which sound clip was the most positive, glad, happy?. The reason-
ing behind these question lies in the communication of the dimensions of valence
and arousal, pilot experiments showed a lack of understanding when fewer words
were used. The two dimensions were evaluated independently and which of the
two dimensions should be evaluated first was chosen randomly. The total time
for the experiment was 4 hours, each session taking 1 hour in order to reduce
any fatigue. After the experiments, participants rated their understanding of the
experiment, the results can be seen in Table 3.

The understanding of the experiment and the scales was generally high, and it
was noted that people rated the audio higher than the lyrics as a source of their
judgments of the emotions expressed in music. The experiment had two atypical
participants, one had low overall understanding of the experiment because he did
not find the scales appropriate, and the other did understand the experiment,
but did not understand the scales or found them inappropriate.

Table 3. Results of post-experiment questions to the 13 participants. All ratings were
performed on a continuous scale, here normalized to 0-1. Results are presented as:
minimum-maximum (average).

Question Rating

General understanding 0.36-0.99 (0.70)
Understanding of scales 0.34-1.00 (0.84)
Appropriateness of scales 0.36-0.99 (0.78)
Lyrics, source of expressed emotion 0.00-0.74 (0.43)
Audio, source of expressed emotion 0.18-1.00 (0.69)

3.2 Audio Features

In order to represent the 15 second musical excerpts in later mathematical mod-
els, each excerpt is represented by audio features. These are extracted using four
standard feature-extraction toolboxes, the MIR[17], CT[23], YAAFE[22], and
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MA3 toolboxes, and furthermore the Echonest API4. An overview is given in
Table 4 of the features used from these toolboxes.

Due to the vast number of features used in MIR, the main standard features
are grouped. In addition, the Echonest timbre and pitch features have been
extracted, resulting in a total of 18 groups of features. The audio features have
been extracted on different time scales, e.g., MFCCs result in 1292 samples for 15
seconds of audio data, whereas pitch produce 301 samples. Often the approach
to integrate the feature time series over time is to assume that the distribution
of feature samples is Gaussian and subsequently the mean and variance are
used to represent the entire feature time series. In the present work, Gaussian
distributions are fitted where appropriate and beta distributions are fitted where
the distribution has a high skewness. The entire time series is represented by the
mean and standard deviation of the fitted distributions.

4 Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate the ability of the proposed framework to capture
the underlying structure of expressed emotions based on pairwise comparisons
directly. We apply the GP model using the squared exponential (SE) kernel
described in Sect. 2 with the inputs based on the groups of audio features de-
scribed in Sect. 3.2 extracted from the 20 excerpts. The kernel was initialized
with σl = 1 and σf = 2, furthermore the half student-t [7] hyperprior is initial-
ized with df = 4 and scale = 6. We present three different investigations into the
modeling of expressed emotions using the 2AFC paradigm. First a performance
evaluation of the 18 groups of features is performed finding the best combination
of features. These features are used in all subsequent results. Second, to investi-
gate the scaling issues of 2AFC, the subjective variation in the model’s predictive
performance is investigated, along with a visualization of the subjective variation
in rankings. Third, the question of how many pairwise comparisons are needed
to obtain a predictive model of expressed emotions in music is investigated. This
is evaluated using three different methods of selecting pairwise comparisons in
an experimental setup, namely using the EVOI or VOI active learning methods
or choosing comparisons randomly.

4.1 Performance of Features

The performance of the GP framework using the 18 different feature groupings
is evaluated using LOEO learning curves. The predictive performance for the va-
lence dimension is shown in Table 5. The single best performing feature, modeling
the valence dimension is the Fluctuations feature resulting in a classification er-
ror of 0.2389 using the entire training set. For valence the Echonest pitch feature
perform worse than Chroma and Pitch features from the CT toolbox although
the timbre features perform slightly better than the MFCC features which are

3 http://www.pampalk.at/ma/
4 http://the.echonest.com/
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Table 4. Acoustic features used for emotion prediction

Feature Description Dimension(s)

Mel-frequency
cepstral coeffi-
cients (MFCCs)1

The discrete cosine transform of the log-transformed
short-time power spectrum on the logarithmic mel-
scale.

20

Envelope (En)
Statistics computed on the distribution of the ex-
tracted temporal envelope.

7

Chromagram
CENS, CRP [23]

The short-time energy spectrum is computed and
summed appropriately to form each pitch class. Fur-
thermore statistical derivatives are computed to dis-
card timbre-related information.

12
12
12

Sonogram (Sono)

Short-time spectrum filtered using an outer-ear model
and scaled using the critical-band rate scale. An
inner-ear model is applied to compute cochlea spec-
tral masking.

23

Pulse clarity [16]
Ease of the perception by listeners of the underlying
rhythmic or metrical pulsation in music.

7

Loudness [22] Loudness is the energy in each critical band. 24

Spectral descrip-
tors (sd) [22] (sd2)
[17]

Short-time spectrum is described by statistical mea-
sures e.g., flux, roll-off, slope, variation, etc.

9
15

Mode, key, key
strength [17]

Major vs. Minor, tonal centroid and tonal clarity.
10

Tempo [17]
The tempo is estimated by detecting periodicities on
the onset detection curve.

2

Fluctuation Pat-
tern [17]

Models the perceived fluctuation of amplitude-
modulated tones.

15

Pitch [23]
Audio signal decomposed into 88 frequency bands
with center frequencies corresponding to the pitches
A0 to C8 using an elliptic multirate filterbank.

88

Roughness [17] Roughness or dissonance, averaging the dissonance
between all possible pairs of peaks in the spectrum.

2

Spectral Crest fac-
tor [22]

Spectral crest factor per log-spaced band of 1/4 oc-
tave.

23

Echonest Timbre Proprietary features to describe timbre. 12

Echonest Pitch
[17]

Proprietary chroma-like features.
12
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Table 5. Valence: Classification error learning curves as an average of 50 repetitions
and 13 individual user models, using both mean and standard deviation of the features.
McNemar test between all points on the learning curve and Baselow resulted in p < 0.05
for all models except results marked with *, with a sample size of 12.350.

Training size 5% 7% 10% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

MFCC 0.4904 0.4354 0.3726 0.3143 0.2856 0.2770 0.2719 0.2650
Envelope 0.3733 0.3545 0.3336 0.3104 0.2920 0.2842 0.2810 0.2755
Chroma 0.4114* 0.3966* 0.3740 0.3262 0.2862 0.2748 0.2695 0.2658
CENS 0.4353 0.4139 0.3881 0.3471 0.3065 0.2948 0.2901* 0.2824
CRP 0.4466 0.4310 0.4111 0.3656 0.3066 0.2925 0.2876 0.2826
Sonogram 0.4954 0.4360 0.3749 0.3163 0.2884 0.2787 0.2747 0.2704
Pulse clarity 0.4866 0.4357 0.3856 0.3336 0.3026 0.2930 0.2879 0.2810
Loudness 0.4898 0.4310 0.3684 0.3117 0.2854 0.2768 0.2712 0.2664
Spec. disc. 0.4443 0.4151 0.3753 0.3263 0.2939 0.2857 0.2827 0.2794
Spec. disc. 2 0.4516 0.4084 0.3668 0.3209 0.2916 0.2830 0.2781 0.2751
Key 0.5303 0.4752 0.4104 0.3370 0.2998 0.2918 0.2879 0.2830*
Tempo 0.4440 0.4244 0.3956 0.3559* 0.3158 0.2985 0.2933 0.2883
Fluctuations 0.4015 0.3584 0.3141 0.2730 0.2507 0.2433 0.2386 0.2340
Pitch 0.4022 0.3844 0.3602 0.3204 0.2926 0.2831 0.2786 0.2737
Roughness 0.4078 0.3974 0.3783 0.3313 0.2832 0.2695 0.2660 0.2605
Spec. crest 0.4829 0.4289 0.3764 0.3227 0.2994 0.2942 0.2933 0.2923
Echo. timbre 0.4859 0.4297 0.3692 0.3127 0.2859 0.2767 0.2732 0.2672
Echo. pitch 0.5244 0.4643 0.3991* 0.3275 0.2942 0.2841 0.2790 0.2743
Baselow 0.4096 0.3951 0.3987 0.3552 0.3184 0.2969 0.2893 0.2850

said to describe timbre. Including both mean and variance of the features showed
different performance for the different features, therefore the best performing for
valence and arousal was chosen resulting in both mean and variance for valence
and only mean for arousal.

The learning curves showing the predictive performance on unseen compar-
isons on the arousal dimension are shown in Table 6. The single best performing
feature, using the entire training set is Loudness resulting in an error rate of
0.1862. Here a picture of pitch and timbre related features seem to show a good
level of performance.

Using a simple forward feature selection method. the best performing combi-
nation of features for valence are fluctuation pattern, spectral crest flatness per
band, envelope statistics, roughness, CRP and Chroma resulting in an error of
0.1960 using the mean of the features. It should be noted that using only the
4 first produces an error of 0.1980. For arousal the best performing combina-
tion was Spectral descriptors, CRP, Chroma, Pitch, Roughness and Envelope
statistics using mean and standard deviation of the features results in an error
of 0.1688. All models trained for predicting valence and arousal are tested with
McNemar’s paired test against the Baselow, with the Null hypothesis that two
models are the same, all resulted in p < 0.05 rejecting the Null hypothesis of
being equal at a 5% significance level.
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Table 6. Arousal: Classification error learning curves as an average of 50 repetitions
and 13 individual user models, using only the mean of the features. McNemar test
between all points on the learning curve and Baselow resulted in p < 0.05 for all
models except results marked with *, with a sample size of 12.350.

Training size 5% 7% 10% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

MFCC 0.3402 0.2860 0.2455 0.2243 0.2092 0.2030 0.1990 0.1949
Envelope 0.4110* 0.4032 0.3911 0.3745 0.3183 0.2847 0.2780 0.2761
Chroma 0.3598 0.3460 0.3227 0.2832 0.2510 0.2403 0.2360 0.2346
CENS 0.3942 0.3735 0.3422 0.2994 0.2760 0.2676 0.2640 0.2621
CRP 0.4475 0.4336 0.4115 0.3581 0.2997 0.2790 0.2735 0.2729
Sonogram 0.3325 0.2824 0.2476 0.2244 0.2118 0.2061 0.2033 0.2026
Pulse clarity 0.4620 0.4129 0.3698 0.3281 0.2964 0.2831 0.2767* 0.2725
Loudness 0.3261 0.2708 0.2334 0.2118 0.1996 0.1944 0.1907 0.1862
Spec. disc. 0.2909 0.2684 0.2476 0.2261 0.2033 0.1948 0.1931 0.1951
Spec. disc. 2 0.3566 0.3223 0.2928 0.2593 0.2313 0.2212 0.2172 0.2138
Key 0.5078 0.4557 0.4059 0.3450 0.3073* 0.2959 0.2926 0.2953
Tempo 0.4416 0.4286 0.4159 0.3804 0.3270 0.3043 0.2953 0.2955
Fluctuations 0.4750 0.4247 0.3688 0.3117 0.2835 0.2731 0.2672 0.2644*
Pitch 0.3173 0.2950 0.2668 0.2453 0.2301 0.2254 0.2230 0.2202
Roughness 0.2541 0.2444 0.2367 0.2304 0.2236 0.2190 0.2168 0.2170
Spectral crest 0.4645 0.4165 0.3717 0.3285 0.2979 0.2866* 0.2828 0.2838
Echo. timbre 0.3726 0.3203 0.2797 0.2524 0.2366 0.2292 0.2258 0.2219
Echo. pitch 0.3776 0.3264 0.2822 0.2492 0.2249 0.2151 0.2089 0.2059
Baselow 0.4122 0.3954 0.3956 0.3517 0.3087 0.2879 0.2768 0.2702

4.2 Subjective Variation

By letting multiple test participants rate the same musical excerpts and model
these responses individually we can explore the subjective differences in greater
detail.

Learning Curves
To evaluate the differences between subjects in how well the model predicts their
pairwise comparisons, the LOEO learning curves for each individual are shown
in Fig. 2. The Baselow and Baseupper described in Sect. 2.4 are shown, which
indicate the window in which the proposed model is expected to perform. In
Fig. 2(b) the individual learning curves are shown, computed by using the best
performing combination of features as mentioned in Sect. 4.1. The difference in
performance between the average of all individual models and the Baseupper is
0.0919. Compared to the Baselow we see a difference of 0.0982, showing a large
improvement. The models trained in the data for participants 6 and 7 results
in a classification error of 0.2553 and 0.2526 respectively, compared with the
average of 0.1688 for the arousal dimension. Post-experiment ratings show that
participant 6 rated a low rating of understanding and appropriateness of the
scales of 0.3033 and 0.3172 respectively, although participant 7 rated a high un-
derstanding. In Fig. 2(a) the individual learning curves for the valence dimension
are shown. Participants 1 and 5 have an error rate when using the whole training
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Fig. 2. Individual classification error learning curves; Dashed black lines: individually
trained models, Bold black crosses: average across individual models

set of 0.2421 and 0.2447 respectively compared to the average of 0.2257. Partici-
pant 5 rated in the post questionnaire a lack of understanding of the scales used
in the experiment and furthermore did not find them appropriate. Participant 1
on the other hand did not rate any such lack of understanding. To investigate if
there is an underlying linear connection between the models’ classification error
and the participants’ post-questionnaire ratings, simple correlation analysis was
made for all questions, a correlation of 0.13 for the appropriateness of the scales
and the arousal was found and even less for the other questions, so no significant
correlation was found. Comparing the average performance of the individual
models and Baseupper , the difference in performance is 0.1109 using the whole
training set. Furthermore comparing it to Baselow the difference in performance
is 0.0887, showing an improvement of using audio features compared to only
using comparisons.

AV Space
The Gaussian Process framework can, given the features, predict the pairwise
comparisons given by each participant on unseen excerpts. This on the other
hand does not necessarily mean that participants’ rankings of excerpts on the
dimensions of valence and arousal are the same, which was investigated in pre-
vious work [20]. These variations in rankings of excerpts between subjects are
visualized in the AV space on Fig. 3 using the method mentioned in Sect. 2.4. Ex-
cerpts 5, 2, 7, 9 and 20 in the low-valence low-arousal quadrant of the AV space
show a relatively low variation in ranking, both in the dimension of valence and
arousal, whereas the excerpts in the low-valence high-arousal quadrant, namely
excerpts 12 and 15, have a high variation in both dimensions. It is evident that
participants agree on the ranking of some excerpts and fundamentally disagree
on some.
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Fig. 3. Variation in ranking of excerpts in the valence and arousal space. Solid lines:
5% percentile, dashed line 50% percentile. Number refers to Table 2.

4.3 Reducing the Number of Required Comparisons

In this section we investigate how the model performs using only a fraction
of available comparisons in predicting comparisons for unseen excerpts and to
visualize the subsequent change in ranking of excerpts in the AV space.

Learning Curves
We investigate howmany comparisons are needed to obtain a predictive model us-
ing LOEO learning curves. The traditional method of selecting a comparison in an
experimental setup is simply to choose one at random fromthe comparisonsdefined
by the experiment. This was the procedure in the listening experiment described in
Sect. 3. But on the other hand this might not be the optimal way of choosing what
comparisons should be judged by participants. Thereforewe simulate if these com-
parisons can be chosen in alternative ways that can potentially improve the per-
formance and decrease the number of comparisons needed to obtain a predictive
model. As described in Sect. 2.3 we compare the procedure of using random se-
lection of comparisons and the EVOI and VOI model. On Fig. 4 we see the three
methods in detailed learning curveswith aMcNemar paired test between themodel
selecting comparisons at random and the EVOI and VOI models. The largest per-
formance gains using the sequential design method EVOI are seen on the valence
dimension using 4% of the training data, improving 0.105 and for arousal at 2.5%
improving 0.106. Visually it is apparent that the EVOImodel produces the largest
improvement compared to selecting comparisons randomly. The difference after
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Fig. 4.Classification error learning curves comparing the EVOI, VOI and Rand models.
The secondary graph below the learning curves shows filled squares when p > 0.05 and
white when p < 0.05 using the McNemar’s paired test. The test is performed between
the the Rand model and the two EVOI and VOI.

10% of the training data is 0.041 decreasing to 0.015 at 20% with the same perfor-
mance gain until 40%and gain in performance is obtained until all comparisons are
judged for the valence dimension. On the arousal dimension the improvement after
4 comparisons is 0.104 and from 10% to 50% an improvement is achieved around
0.015 and 0.010. For arousal the VOImodel improves the performance around 0.08
in the beginning of the learning curve at around2-3%.Using 20%of the training set
and above, selecting comparisons at random results in a better performance than
selecting with the VOI model for arousal.

To evaluate the number of comparisons needed to obtain a predictive model we
set a 95% performance threshold, using the entire training set. The EVOI model
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Fig. 5. AV space visualizing the change in ranking of the models trained on a fraction
of available comparisons. EVOI model trained on 15.20% and 8.77% of the training set,
VOI model trained on 21.64% and 14.04% and model selecting comparisons randomly
(Rand) on 23.39% and 15.79% for valence and arousal respectively. Numbers refer to
Table 2. Method of visualization in the AV space is described in Sect. 2.4.

achieves this performance corresponding to 0.2362 using only 15.2%of the training
set, whereas the VOImodel reaches this level using 21.64% andwith random selec-
tion at 23.39% for the valence dimension. On the arousal dimension, the threshold
performance corresponds to an error rate of 0.2104, choosing comparisons at ran-
dom the model reaches this 95% performance level at 15.79% of the comparisons
in the training set, the VOI model at 14.04% and the EVOI at 8.77%.

AV Space
Using a threshold we ensure that we reach a certain predictive performance,
the consequence this has on the ranking of the excerpts in the AV space on the
other hand could potentially be dramatic. Therefore we visualize the ranking of
excerpts using the threshold discussed in the last section. The reference point
to compare the change in rankings is the model trained on all comparisons for
each subject individually. The rankings are visualized in the AV space on Fig. 5.
Judging by the position of the excerpts in the AV space, the change in ranking
is relative small, although on some excerpts the ranking does change, using the
95% performance threshold ensures that we have a good predictive performance
and still reach the final ranking.
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5 Discussion

The results clearly indicate that it is possible to model expressed emotions in
music by directly modeling pairwise comparisons in the proposed Gaussian pro-
cess framework. How to represent music using structural information is a key
issue in MIR and the field of MER. In this work we use audio features and the
optimal combination is found using learning curves and forward-feature selec-
tion. On the data set deployed, we find the gain of using audio features to predict
pairwise comparisons on the dimensions of valence and arousal is 0.09 and 0.10,
respectively. To make this comparison it is essential to have a proper baseline
model which we introduce using the novel baseline Baselow. The baseline makes
predictions solely by looking at the comparisons, and by disregarding any other
information. The baseline performs similarly to a model with σl → 0, resulting in
no correlation between any excerpts as mentioned in Sect. 2.2. We can therefore
ensure that we do capture some underlying structure represented in the music
excerpts that describes aspects related to the expressed emotions in music.

Furthermore we observe a small gain in performance on the learning curves
when including more comparisons for prediction. One aspect could be attributed
to the pairwise comparisons, but the Baseupper shows a very high performance,
and given the flexibility of the GP model, it is plausible that this lower perfor-
mance can be attributed to the audio feature representation.

The issue of scalability is addressed in the present work by investigating the
possibility of using multiple participants to make judgments on subsets of a
larger data set, and subsequently pooling this data to obtain one large data set.
This is investigated by having 13 subjects make comparisons on the same data
set and training individual models on their comparisons. The GP framework
can model each individual well, although a few models show a relatively higher
error rate than others. These can be attributed to lack of understanding of the
experiment, scales and appropriateness of scales. Although no clear connection
can be attributed solely to the post-questionnaire answers by participants as
investigated by using simple correlation analysis. Either they reported incorrectly
or the model and features do not capture their interpretation of the experiment.
If one used comparisons from these subjects it could increase the noise in the
larger data set. When visualizing the ranking in the AV space, as investigated in
previous work, we furthermore see a large subjective difference in both valence
and arousal for some excerpts. Even though individual models are trained, the
difference in rankings would make the solution to the scalability of the 2AFC by
pooling subsets of data sets problematic at best.

An alternative method in making 2AFC scalable for evaluating large music
collections is to reduce the number of pairwise comparisons, which we investi-
gate by detailed learning curves. The full Bayesian active-learning method EVOI
shows the ability of potentially substantially reducing the required number of
comparisons needed to obtain a predictive model down to only 15.2% of the
comparisons for valence, resulting in 1.3 comparisons per excerpt, and 8.77%,
resulting in 0.75 comparisons per excerpt. Although this result is obtained by
sampling from the experimental data, the results are promising. Future work can
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look into the performance achieved by following the active learning principle ap-
plied in the experimental design. In addition, more efficient methods of relative
experimental designs should be investigated to obtain multiple pairwise compar-
isons and still preserving the robustness that the 2AFC provides. Furthermore,
based on the findings in present work, more extensive work should be done to
find features or representations of features that describe and capture the aspects
that express emotions in music.

6 Conclusion

We introduced a two-alternative forced-choice experimental paradigm for quan-
tifying expressed emotions in music along the well-accepted arousal and valance
(AV) dimensions. We proposed a flexible probabilistic Gaussian process frame-
work to model the latent AV dimensions directly from the pairwise comparisons.
The framework was evaluated on a novel data set and resulted in promising
predictive error rates. Comparing the performance of 18 different selections of
features, the best performing combination was used to evaluate scalability issues
related to the 2AFC experimental paradigm. The possibility of using multiple
subjects to evaluate subsets of data, pooled to create a large data set was shown
to potentially be problematic due to large individual differences in ranking ex-
cerpts on the valence and arousal dimensions. Furthermore, the scalability of the
2AFC and the possibility of using only a fraction of all potential pairwise com-
parisons was investigated. By applying the active learning method, Expected
Value of Information, we showed that a suitable predictive model for arousal
and valence can be obtained using as little as 9% and 15% of the total number
of possible comparisons, respectively.
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ABSTRACT

The temporal structure of music is essential for the cogni-
tive processes related to the emotions expressed in music.
However, such temporal information is often disregarded
in typical Music Information Retrieval modeling tasks of
predicting higher-level cognitive or semantic aspects of mu-
sic such as emotions, genre, and similarity. This paper
addresses the specific hypothesis whether temporal infor-
mation is essential for predicting expressed emotions in
music, as a prototypical example of a cognitive aspect of
music. We propose to test this hypothesis using a novel pro-
cessing pipeline: 1) Extracting audio features for each track
resulting in a multivariate ”feature time series”. 2) Using
generative models to represent these time series (acquiring
a complete track representation). Specifically, we explore
the Gaussian Mixture model, Vector Quantization, Autore-
gressive model, Markov and Hidden Markov models. 3)
Utilizing the generative models in a discriminative setting
by selecting the Probability Product Kernel as the natural
kernel for all considered track representations. We evaluate
the representations using a kernel based model specifically
extended to support the robust two-alternative forced choice
self-report paradigm, used for eliciting expressed emotions
in music. The methods are evaluated using two data sets
and show increased predictive performance using temporal
information, thus supporting the overall hypothesis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ability of music to represent and evoke emotions is an
attractive and yet a very complex quality. This is partly a
result of the dynamic temporal structures in music, which
are a key aspect in understanding and creating predictive
models of more complex cognitive aspects of music such
as the emotions expressed in music. So far the approach

c© Jens Madsen, Bjørn Sand Jensen, Jan Larsen.
Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Jens Madsen, Bjørn Sand Jensen, Jan Larsen.
“Modeling Temporal Structure in Music for Emotion Prediction using
Pairwise Comparisons”, 15th International Society for Music Information
Retrieval Conference, 2014.

of creating predictive models of emotions expressed in mu-
sic has relied on three major aspects. First, self-reported
annotations (rankings, ratings, comparisons, tags, etc.) for
quantifying the emotions expressed in music. Secondly,
finding a suitable audio representation (using audio or lyri-
cal features), and finally associating the two aspects using
machine learning methods with the aim to create predic-
tive models of the annotations describing the emotions ex-
pressed in music. However the audio representation has
typically relied on classic audio-feature extraction, often
neglecting how this audio representation is later used in the
predictive models.

We propose to extend how the audio is represented by
including feature representation as an additional aspect,
which is illustrated on Figure 1. Specifically, we focus on
including the temporal aspect of music using the added fea-
ture representation [10], which is often disregarded in the
classic audio-representation approaches. In Music Informa-
tion Retrieval (MIR), audio streams are often represented
with frame-based features, where the signal is divided into
frames of samples with various lengths depending on the
musical aspect which is to be analyzed. Feature extraction
based on the enframed signal results in multivariate time
series of feature values (often vectors). In order to use these
features in a discriminative setting (i.e. predicting tags, emo-
tion, genre, etc.), they are often represented using the mean,
a single or mixtures of Gaussians (GMM). This can reduce
the time series to a single vector and make the features
easy to use in traditional linear models or kernel machines
such as the Support Vector Machine (SVM). The major
problem here is that this approach disregards all temporal
information in the extracted features. The frames could be
randomized and would still have the same representation,
however this randomization makes no sense musically.

In modeling the emotions expressed in music, the tempo-
ral aspect of emotion has been centered on how the labels
are acquired and treated, not on how the musical content is
treated. E.g. in [5] they used a Conditional Random Field
(CRF) model to essentially smooth the predicted labels of
an SVM, thus still not providing temporal information re-

This work was supported in part by the Danish Council for Strategic
Research of the Danish Agency for Science Technology and Innovation
under the CoSound project, case number 11-115328.



Figure 1. Modeling pipeline.

garding the features. In [12] a step to include some temporal
information regarding the audio features was made, by in-
cluding some first and second order Markov properties for
their CRF model, however still averaging the features for
one second windows. Other approaches have ranged from
simple feature stacking in [13] to actually using a genera-
tive temporal model to represent features in [17]. The latter
showed that using a Dynamical Texture Mixture model to
represent the feature time series of MFCCs, taking tempo-
ral dynamics into account, carried a substantial amount of
information about the emotional content. In the present
work, in contrast to prior work, we focus on creating a com-
mon framework by using generative models to represent
the multivariate feature time series for the application of
modeling aspects related to the emotions expressed in mu-
sic. Since very little work has been done within this field,
we make a broad comparison of a multitude of generative
models of time series data. We consider how the time se-
ries are modeled on two aspects: whether the observations
are continuous or discrete, and whether temporal informa-
tion should be taken into account or not. This results in
four different combinations, which we investigate: 1) a
continuous, temporal, independent representation which
includes the mean, single Gaussian and GMM models; 2) a
temporal, dependent, continuous representation using Au-
toregressive models; 3) a discretized features representation
using vector quantization in a temporally independent Vec-
tor Quantization (VQ) model; and finally 4) a representation
including the temporal aspect fitting Markov and Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) on the discretized data. A mul-
titude of these models have never been used in MIR as
a track-based representation in this specific setting. To
use these generative models in a discriminative setting, the
Product Probability Kernel (PPK) is selected as the natural
kernel for all the feature representations considered. We
extend a kernel-generalized linear model (kGLM) model
specifically for pairwise observations for use in predicting
emotions expressed in music. We specifically focus on
the feature representation and the modeling pipeline and
therefore use simple, well-known, frequently used MFCC
features. In total, eighteen different models are investigated
on two datasets of pairwise comparisons evaluated on the
valence and arousal dimensions.

2. FEATURE REPRESENTATION

In order to model higher order cognitive aspects of music,
we first consider standard audio feature extraction which
results in a frame-based, vector space representation of the
music track. Given T frames, we obtain a collection of T
vectors with each vector at time t denoted by xt ∈ RD,
where D is the dimension of the feature space.The main
concern here is how to obtain a track-level representation
of the sequence of feature vectors for use in subsequent
modelling steps. In the following, we will outline a number
of different possibilities — and all these can be considered
as probabilistic densities over either a single feature vector
or a sequence of such (see also Table. 1).

Continuous: When considering the original feature
space, i.e. the sequence of multivariate random variables,
a vast number of representations have been proposed de-
pending on whether the temporal aspects are ignored (i.e.
considering each frame independently of all others) or mod-
eling the temporal dynamics by temporal models.

In the time-independent case, we consider the feature as
a bag-of-frames, and compute moments of the independent
samples; namely the mean. Including higher order moments
will naturally lead to the popular choice of representing the
time-collapsed time series by a multivariate Gaussian dis-
tribution (or other continuous distributions). Generalizing
this leads to mixtures of distributions such as the GMM
(or another universal mixture of other distributions) used in
an abundance of papers on music modeling and similarity
(e.g. [1, 7]).

Instead of ignoring the temporal aspects, we can model
the sequence of multivariate feature frames using well-
known temporal models. The simplest models include AR
models [10].

Discrete: In the discrete case, where features are natu-
rally discrete or the original continuous feature space can
be quantized using VQ with a finite set of codewords re-
sulting in a dictionary(found e.g. using K-means). Given
this dictionary each feature frame is subsequently assigned
a specific codeword in a 1-of-P encoding such that a frame
at time t is defined as vector x̃t with one non-zero element.

At the track level and time-independent case, each frame
is encoded as a Multinomial distribution with a single draw,
x̃ ∼ Multinomial(λ, 1), where λ denotes the probability
of occurrence for each codeword and is computed on the
basis of the histogram of codewords for the entire track.
In the time-dependent case, the sequence of codewords,
x̃0, x̃1, ..., x̃T , can be modeled by a relatively simple (first
order) Markov model, and by introducing hidden states this
may be extended to the (homogeneous) Hidden Markov
model with Multinomial observations (HMMdisc).

2.1 Estimating the Representation

The probabilistic representations are all defined in terms
of parametric densities which in all cases are estimated
using standard maximum likelihood estimation (see e.g. [2]).
Model selection, i.e. the number of mixture components,
AR order, and number of hidden states, is performed using
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Table 1. Continuous, features, x ∈ RD, L is the number of components in the GMM, P indicates the order of the AR
model, A and C are the coefficients and noise covariance in the AR model respectively and T indicates the length of the
sequence. Discrete, VQ: x̃ ∼ Multinomial (λ), Λzt,zt−1 = p (zt|zt−1), Λx̃t,x̃t−1 = p (x̃t|x̃t−1), Φt = p (x̃t|zt). The
basic Mean representation is often used in the MIR field in combination with a so-called squared exponential kernel [2],
which is equivalent to formulating a PPK with a Gaussian with the given mean and a common, diagonal covariance matrix
corresponding to the length scale which can be found by cross-validation and specifically using q = 1 in the PPK.

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, for GMM and HMM),
or in the case of the AR model, CV was used.

2.2 Kernel Function

The various track-level representations outlined above are
all described in terms of a probability density as outlined in
Table 1, for which a natural kernel function is the Probabil-
ity Product Kernel [6]. The PPK forms a common ground
for comparison and is defined as,

k
(
p (x|θ) , p

(
x|θ′

))
=

∫ (
p (x|θ) p

(
x|θ′

))q
dx, (1)

where q > 0 is a free model parameter. The parameters of
the density model, θ, obviously depend on the particular
representation and are outlined in Tab.1. All the densities
discussed previously result in (recursive) analytical compu-
tations. [6, 11]. 1

3. PAIRWISE KERNEL GLM

The pairwise paradigm is a robust elicitation method to the
more traditional direct scaling approach and is reviewed
extensively in [8]. This paradigm requires a non-traditional
modeling approach for which we derive a relatively simple
kernel version of the Bradley-Terry-Luce model [3] for
pairwise comparisons. The non-kernel version was used for
this particular task in [9].

In order to formulate the model, we will for now assume
a standard vector representation for each of N audio ex-
cerpts collected in the set X = {xi|i = 1, ..., N}, where
xi ∈ RD, denotes a standard, D dimensional audio fea-
ture vector for excerpt i. In the pairwise paradigm, any
two distinct excerpts with index u and v, where xu ∈ X
and xv ∈ X , can be compared in terms of a given aspect

1 It should be noted that using the PPK does not require the same length
T of the sequences (the musical excerpts). For latent variable models,
such as the HMM, the number of latent states in the models can also be
different. The observation space, including the dimensionality D, is the
only thing that has to be the same.

(such as arousal/valance). WithM such comparisons we de-
note the output set as Y = {(ym;um, vm)|m = 1, ...,M},
where ym ∈ {−1,+1} indicates which of the two excerpts
had the highest valence (or arousal). ym = −1 means that
the um’th excerpt is picked over the vm’th and visa versa
when ym = 1.

The basic assumption is that the choice, ym, between the
two distinct excerpts, u and v, can be modeled as the differ-
ence between two function values, f(xu) and f(xv). The
function f : X → R hereby defines an internal, but latent,
absolute reference of valence (or arousal) as a function of
the excerpt (represented by the audio features, x).

Modeling such comparisons can be accomplished by the
Bradley-Terry-Luce model [3, 16], here referred to more
generally as the (logistic) pairwise GLM model. The choice
model assumes logistically distributed noise [16] on the
individual function value, and the likelihood of observing a
particular choice, ym, for a given comparison m therefore
becomes

p (ym|fm) ≡ 1

1 + e−ym·zm , (2)

with zm = f(xum
)−f(xvm) and fm = [f(xum

), f(xvm)]T .
The main question is how the function, f(·), is modeled. In
the following, we derive a kernel version of this model in the
framework of kernel Generalized Linear Models (kGLM).
We start by assuming a linear and parametric model of
the form fi = xiw

> and consider the likelihood defined
in Eq. (2). The argument, zm, is now redefined such that
zm =

(
xum

w> − xvmw>
)
. We assume that the model

parameterized by w is the same for the first and second in-
put, i.e. xum

and xvm . This results in a projection from the
audio features x into the dimensions of valence (or arousal)
given by w, which is the same for all excerpts. Plugging
this into the likelihood function we obtain:

p (ym|xum
,xvm ,w) =

1

1 + e−ym((xum
−xum)w>)

. (3)



Following a maximum likelihood approach, the effective
cost function, ψ(·), defined as the negative log likelihood
is:

ψGLM (w) = −
∑M

m=1
log p (ym|xum

,xvm
,w). (4)

Here we assume that the likelihood factorizes over the ob-
servations, i.e. p (Y|f) =

∏M
m=1 p (ym|fm). Furthermore,

a regularized version of the model is easily formulated as

ψGLM−L2 (w) = ψGLM + γ ‖w‖22 , (5)

where the regularization parameter γ is to be found using
cross-validation, for example, as adopted here. This cost is
still continuous and is solved with a L-BFGS method.

This basic pairwise GLM model has previously been
used to model emotion in music [9]. In this work, the
pairwise GLM model is extended to a general regularized
kernel formulation allowing for both linear and non-linear
models. First, consider an unknown non-linear map of an
element x ∈ X into a Hilbert space,H, i.e., ϕ(x) : X 7→ H.
Thus, the argument zm is now given as

zm = (ϕ (xum)− ϕ (xvm)) wT (6)

The representer theorem [14] states that the weights, w —
despite the difference between mapped instances — can be
written as a linear combination of the inputs such that

w =
∑M

l=1
αl (ϕ (xul

)− ϕ (xvl)) . (7)

Inserting this into Eq. (6) and applying the ”kernel trick” [2],
i.e. exploiting that 〈ϕ (x)ϕ (x′)〉H = k (x,x′), we obtain

zm = (ϕ (xum)− ϕ (xvm))

M∑

l=1

αl (ϕ(xul
)− ϕ(xvl))

=
M∑

l=1

αl(ϕ (xum
)ϕ(xul

)− ϕ (xum
)ϕ(xvl)

− ϕ (xvm
)ϕ(xul

) + ϕ (xvm)ϕ(xvl))

=
M∑

l=1

αl(k (xum
,xul

)− k (xum
,xvl)

− k (xvm ,xul
) + k (xvm ,xvl))

=

M∑

l=1

αlk ({xum ,xvm}, {xul
,xvl}). (8)

Thus, the pairwise kernel GLM formulation leads exactly to
standard kernel GLM like [19], where the only difference is
the kernel function which is now a (valid) kernel between
two sets of pairwise comparisons 2 . If the kernel function
is the linear kernel, we obtain the basic pairwise logistic
regression presented in Eq. (3), but the the kernel formula-
tion easily allows for non-vectorial inputs as provided by
the PPK. The general cost function for the kGLM model is

2 In the Gaussian Process setting this kernel is also known as the Pair-
wise Judgment kernel [4], and can easily be applied for pairwise leaning
using other kernel machines such as support vector machines

defined as,

ψkGLM−L2 (α) = −
M∑

m=1

log p (ym|α,K) + γα>Kα,

i.e., dependent on the kernel matrix, K, and parameters
α. It is of the same form as for the basic model and we
can apply standard optimization techniques. Predictions for
unseen input pairs {xr,xs} are easily calculated as

∆frs = f (xr)− f (xs) (9)

=
∑M

m=1
αm k ({xum

,xvm
}, {xr,xs}). (10)

Thus, predictions exist only as delta predictions. However
it is easy to obtain a “true” latent (arbitrary scale) function
for a single output by aggregating all the delta predictions.

4. DATASET & EVALUATION APPROACH

To evaluate the different feature representations, two datasets
are used. The first dataset (IMM) consists ofNIMM = 20 ex-
cerpts and is described in [8]. It comprises all MIMM = 190
unique pairwise comparisons of 20 different 15-second
excerpts, chosen from the USPOP2002 3 dataset. 13 par-
ticipants (3 female, 10 male) were compared on both the
dimensions of valence and arousal. The second dataset
(YANG) [18] consists of MYANG = 7752 pairwise compar-
isons made by multiple annotators on different parts of the
NYANG = 1240 different Chinese 30-second excerpts on
the dimension of valence. 20 MFCC features have been
extracted for all excerpts by the MA toolbox 4 .

4.1 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed repre-
sentation of the multivariate feature time series we compute
learning curves. We use the so-called Leave-One-Excerpt-
Out cross validation, which ensures that all comparisons
with a given excerpt are left out in each fold, differing from
previous work [9]. Each point on the learning curve is
the result of models trained on a fraction of all available
comparisons in the training set. To obtain robust learning
curves, an average of 10-20 repetitions is used. Further-
more a ’win’-based baseline (Baselow) as suggested in [8]
is used. This baseline represents a model with no informa-
tion from features. We use the McNemar paired test with
the Null hypothesis that two models are the same between
each model and the baseline, if p < 0.05 then the models
can be rejected as equal on a 5% significance level.

5. RESULTS

We consider the pairwise classification error on the two out-
lined datasets with the kGLM-L2 model, using the outlined
pairwise kernel function combined with the PPK kernel
(q=1/2). For the YANG dataset a single regularization pa-
rameter γ was estimated using 20-fold cross validation used

3 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/
musicsim/uspop2002.html

4 http://www.pampalk.at/ma/



Obs. Time Models Training set size
1% 5% 10% 20% 40% 80 % 100 %

C
on

tin
uo

us

Indp.

Mean 0.468 0.386 0.347 0.310 0.277 0.260 0.252
N (x|µ, σ) 0.464 0.394 0.358 0.328 0.297 0.279 0.274
N (x|µ,Σ) 0.440 0.366 0.328 0.295 0.259 0.253 0.246
GMMdiag 0.458 0.378 0.341 0.304 0.274 0.258 0.254
GMMfull 0.441 0.362 0.329 0.297 0.269 0.255 0.252

Temp.
DARCV 0.447 0.360 0.316 0.283 0.251 0.235 0.228
VARCV 0.457 0.354 0.316 0.286 0.265 0.251 0.248

D
is

cr
et

e

Indp.
VQp=256 0.459 0.392 0.353 0.327 0.297 0.280 0.279*
VQp=512 0.459 0.394 0.353 0.322 0.290 0.272 0.269
VQp=1024 0.463 0.396 0.355 0.320 0.289 0.273 0.271

Temp.

Markovp=8 0.454 0.372 0.333 0.297 0.269 0.254 0.244
Markovp=16 0.450 0.369 0.332 0.299 0.271 0.257 0.251
Markovp=24 0.455 0.371 0.330 0.297 0.270 0.254 0.248
Markovp=32 0.458 0.378 0.338 0.306 0.278 0.263 0.256
HMMp=8 0.461 0.375 0.335 0.297 0.267 0.250 0.246
HMMp=16 0.451 0.370 0.328 0.291 0.256 0.235 0.228
HMMp=24 0.441 0.366 0.328 0.293 0.263 0.245 0.240
HMMp=32 0.460 0.373 0.337 0.299 0.268 0.251 0.247
Baseline 0.485 0.413 0.396 0.354 0.319 0.290 0.285

Table 2. Classification error on the IMM dataset applying
the pairwise kGLM-L2 model on the valence dimension.
Results are averages of 20 folds, 13 subjects and 20 rep-
etitions. McNemar paired tests between each model and
baseline all result in p� 0.001 except for results marked
with * which has p > 0.05 with sample size of 4940.

across all folds in the CV. The quantization of the multi-
variate time series, is performed using a standard online
K-means algorithm [15]. Due to the inherent difficulty of
estimating the number of codewords, we choose a selection
specifically (8, 16, 24 and 32) for the Markov and HMM
models and (256, 512 and 1024) for the VQ models. We
compare results between two major categories, namely with
continuous or discretized observation space and whether
temporal information is included or not.

The results for the IMM dataset for valence are pre-
sented in Table 2. For continuous observations we see a
clear increase in performance between the Diagonal AR
(DAR) model of up to 0.018 and 0.024, compared to tra-
ditional Multivariate Gaussian and mean models respec-
tively. With discretized observations, an improvement of
performance when including temporal information is again
observed of 0.025 comparing the Markov and VQ mod-
els. Increasing the complexity of the temporal represen-
tation with latent states in the HMM model, an increase
of performance is again obtained of 0.016. Predicting the
dimension of arousal shown on Table 3, the DAR is again
the best performing model using all training data, outper-
forming the traditional temporal-independent models with
0.015. For discretized data the HMM is the best performing
model where we again see that increasing the complex-
ity of the temporal representation increases the predictive
performance. Considering the YANG dataset, the results
are shown in Table 4. Applying the Vector AR models
(VAR), a performance gain is again observed compared to
the standard representations like e.g. Gaussian or GMM.
For discretized data, the temporal aspects again improve
the performance, although we do not see a clear picture that
increasing the complexity of the temporal representation
increases the performance; the selection of the number of
hidden states could be an issue here.

Obs. Time Models Training set size
1% 5% 10% 20% 40% 80 % 100 %

C
on

tin
uo

us

Indp.

Mean 0.368 0.258 0.230 0.215 0.202 0.190 0.190
N (x|µ, σ) 0.378 0.267 0.241 0.221 0.205 0.190 0.185
N (x|µ,Σ) 0.377 0.301 0.268 0.239 0.216 0.208 0.201
GMMdiag 0.390 0.328 0.301 0.277 0.257 0.243 0.236
GMMfull 0.367 0.303 0.279 0.249 0.226 0.216 0.215

Temp.
DARCV 0.411 0.288 0.243 0.216 0.197 0.181 0.170
VARCV 0.393 0.278 0.238 0.213 0.197 0.183 0.176

D
is

cr
et

e

Indp.
VQp=256 0.351 0.241 0.221 0.208 0.197 0.186 0.183
VQp=512 0.356 0.253 0.226 0.211 0.199 0.190 0.189
VQp=1024 0.360 0.268 0.240 0.219 0.200 0.191 0.190

Temp.

Markovp=8 0.375 0.265 0.238 0.220 0.205 0.194 0.188
Markovp=16 0.371 0.259 0.230 0.210 0.197 0.185 0.182
Markovp=24 0.373 0.275 0.249 0.230 0.213 0.202 0.200
Markovp=32 0.374 0.278 0.249 0.229 0.212 0.198 0.192
HMMp=8 0.410 0.310 0.265 0.235 0.211 0.194 0.191
HMMp=16 0.407 0.313 0.271 0.235 0.203 0.185 0.181
HMMp=24 0.369 0.258 0.233 0.215 0.197 0.183 0.181
HMMp=32 0.414 0.322 0.282 0.245 0.216 0.200 0.194
Baseline 0.483 0.417 0.401 0.355 0.303 0.278 0.269

Table 3. Classification error on the IMM dataset applying
the pairwise kGLM-L2 model on the arousal dimension.
Results are averages of 20 folds, 13 participants and 20
repetitions. McNemar paired tests between each model and
baseline all result in p� 0.001 with a sample size of 4940.

Obs. Time Models Training set size
1% 5% 10% 20% 40% 80 % 100 %

C
on

tin
uo

us
Indp.

Mean 0.331 0.300 0.283 0.266 0.248 0.235 0.233
N (x|µ, σ) 0.312 0.291 0.282 0.272 0.262 0.251 0.249
N (x|µ,Σ) 0.293 0.277 0.266 0.255 0.241 0.226 0.220
GMMdiag 0.302 0.281 0.268 0.255 0.239 0.224 0.219
GMMfull 0.293 0.276 0.263 0.249 0.233 0.218 0.214

Temp.
DARp=10 0.302 0.272 0.262 0.251 0.241 0.231 0.230
VARp=4 0.281 0.260 0.249 0.236 0.223 0.210 0.206

D
is

cr
et

e

Indp.
VQp=256 0.304 0.289 0.280 0.274 0.268 0.264 0.224
VQp=512 0.303 0.286 0.276 0.269 0.261 0.254 0.253
VQp=1024 0.300 0.281 0.271 0.261 0.253 0.245 0.243

Temp.

Markovp=8 0.322 0.297 0.285 0.273 0.258 0.243 0.238
Markovp=16 0.317 0.287 0.272 0.257 0.239 0.224 0.219
Markovp=24 0.314 0.287 0.270 0.252 0.235 0.221 0.217
Markovp=32 0.317 0.292 0.275 0.255 0.238 0.223 0.217
HMMp=8 0.359 0.320 0.306 0.295 0.282 0.267 0.255
HMMp=16 0.354 0.324 0.316 0.307 0.297 0.289 0.233
HMMp=24 0.344 0.308 0.290 0.273 0.254 0.236 0.234
HMMp=32 0.344 0.307 0.290 0.272 0.254 0.235 0.231
Baseline 0.500 0.502 0.502 0.502 0.503 0.502 0.499

Table 4. Classification error on the YANG dataset applying
the pairwise kGLM-L2 model on the valence dimension.
Results are averages of 1240 folds and 10 repetitions. Mc-
Nemar paired test between each model and baseline results
in p� 0.001. Sample size of test was 7752.

6. DISCUSSION

In essence we are looking for a way of representing an entire
track based on the simple features extracted. That is, we are
trying to find generative models that can capture meaningful
information coded in the features specifically for coding
aspects related to the emotions expressed in music.

Results showed that simplifying the observation space
using VQ is useful when predicting the arousal data. Intro-
ducing temporal coding of VQ features by simple Markov
models already provides a significant performance gain,
and adding latent dimensions (i.e. complexity) a further
gain is obtained. This performance gain can be attributed
to the temporal changes in features and potentially hidden
structures in the features not coded in each frame of the fea-
tures but, by their longer term temporal structures, captured
by the models.

We see the same trend with the continuous observations,
i.e. including temporal information significantly increases



predictive performance. These results are specific for the
features used, the complexity, and potentially the model
choice might differ if other features were utilized. Future
work will reveal if other structures can be found in features
that describe different aspects of music; structures that are
relevant for describing and predicting aspects regarding
emotions expressed in music.

Another consideration when using the generative models
is that the entire feature time series is replaced as such
by the model, since the distances between tracks are now
between the models trained on each of the tracks and not
directly on the features 5 . These models still have to be
estimated, which takes time, but this can be done offline
and provide a substantial compression of the features used.

7. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented a general approach for evaluat-
ing various track-level representations for music emotion
prediction, focusing on the benefit of modeling temporal as-
pects of music. Specifically, we considered datasets based
on robust, pairwise paradigms for which we extended a
particular kernel-based model forming a common ground
for comparing different track-level representations of mu-
sic using the probability product kernel. A wide range
of generative models for track-level representations was
considered on two datasets, focusing on evaluating both
using continuous and discretized observations. Modeling
both the valence and arousal dimensions of expressed emo-
tion showed a clear gain in applying temporal modeling
on both the datasets included in this work. In conclusion,
we have found evidence for the hypothesis that a statisti-
cally significant gain is obtained in predictive performance
by representing the temporal aspect of music for emotion
prediction using MFCC’s.
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Affective Modeling of Music using Probabilistic
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Abstract—The temporal structure in music is an essential
aspect when we as humans categorize and describe the cultural,
perceptual and cognitive aspects of music such as genre, emotions,
preference and similarity. Historically, however, temporal infor-
mation has largely been disregarded when building automatic
annotation and labeling systems of music. Both in music navi-
gation and recommendation systems. This paper addresses this
apparent discrepancy between common sense and the majority
of modeling efforts by first providing an analysis and survey of
existing work, proposing a simple taxonomy of the many possible
feature representations. Next, the different paths in the taxonomy
are evaluated by testing the hypothesis whether it is beneficial to
include temporal information for predicting high-order aspects of
music. We specifically look into the emotions expressed in music
as a prototypical high-order aspect of audio.

We test the hypothesis and difference between representa-
tions using the following pipeline: 1) Extract features for each
track obtaining a multivariate feature time-series. 2) Model
each track-level time-series by a probabilistic model: Gaus-
sian Mixture models, Autoregressive models, Linear Dynamical
Systems, Multinomial models, Markov and Hidden Markov
models. 3) Apply the Probability Product Kernel to define a
common correlation/similarity function between tracks. 4) Model
the observations using a simple, well-known (kernel) logistic
classification approach specifically extended for two-alternative-
forced choice to ensure robustness. The evaluation is performed
on two data sets, including two different aspects of emotions
expressed in music.

The result provides evidence that increased predictive perfor-
mance is obtained using temporal information, thus supporting
the overall hypothesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the ever-growing collections and online availability of
music, easy and intuitive methods of accessing these large
collections has become more pertinent than ever.

This has been addressed in various ways, ranging from
context and collaborative approaches to purely content-based
models. The focus of this work is on the content-based
approach, from the audio signal itself, where the aim is
to predict aspects which are of relevance in navigating and
exploring music archives, such as high-order cognitive aspects
like genre, emotion and perceived similarity.

Such content-based, predictive models have largely re-
lied on three major elements: First, self-reported annotations
(rankings, ratings, comparisons, tags, etc.) for quantifying
the specific higher-level cognitive aspect. Secondly, finding a
suitable audio representation (using audio or lyrical features),
and finally associating the two aspects using machine-learning

This work was supported in part by the Danish Council for Strategic
Research of the Danish Agency for Science Technology and Innovation under
the CoSound project, case number 11-115328.

methods with the aim to create predictive models of the
labels/annotations.

This traditional approach has seemingly reached a glass
ceiling for predicting e.g. the emotions expressed in music,
as mentioned in [1], genre prediction [2] and melody [3].
An example of the glassceiling is the MIREX Automatic
Mood Classification (AMC) competition. Despite the many
attempts over the years to use an increasing number of audio
features and greater modeling complexity, there seems to be a
66% limit on the classification accuracy. Even later work [4]
using the same taxonomy for acquiring labels, reached similar
limitations. In [1] they argued that the annotation procedure,
model of representing emotions and the taxonomy used are
all likely to be the limiting factors, and they set a natural
limit for how well a system can perform. In a similar fashion,
music genre recognition also suffers from acquiring reliable
genre labels [5] and sets natural limits to how well models
can perform on solving the specific task.

It has been argued [3] that one reason for the performance
limit is the so-called semantic gap, i.e. a fundamental gap
between handcrafted, low-level audio features designed to
capture different musical aspects and the actual higher-order,
cognitive aspects which are of relevance for a particular
task. A source for this gap can easily be identified in the
way predictive systems represent the audio itself, since au-
dio streams are often represented with frame-based features.
The signal is thus divided into frames with various lengths
depending on the musical aspect which is to be analyzed.
Features are extraction of the enframed signal resulting in
a multivariate time series of features. In order to use these
features in a modern discriminative setting, they are often
represented using simple pooling functions such as the mean,
or a single/mixture Gaussian. This reduces the full time series
to a single vector which is applicable in traditional linear
models or kernel machines, e.g. Support Vector Machines
(SVM). The main problem is that this approach disregards
all temporal information in the extracted features.

Some work has gone into examining temporal integration
[6], and this has shown an improved performance on genre
prediction and emotion recognition [7]. In [7] we proposed
specifically extending the audio representation by including a
feature representation as an additional aspect to consider, as
illustrated in Figure II-G2. We proposed a common framework
to code both temporal and non-temporal aspects in discrete
and continuous features using generative models. This both
unified and extended previous work in how to code features
for creating predictive models. We see that an important step to
narrowing the semantic gap and potentially breaking through
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the glassceiling is to add a layer of temporal modeling to the
low-level handcrafted features.

Our aim in this work is to outline and summarize state-of-
the art in representing the audio in music with and without
temporal integration, and subsequently evaluate the potential
benefits in including temporal information for current and
relevant prediction tasks. In order to ensure a fair comparison
of the representations, we suggest a common model for com-
paring the representation based on probabilistic representations
and a particular kernel-based model.

In the evaluation, we consider the emotions expressed by
music, a prototypical example of a higher-level cognitive
aspect. Music’s ability to represent and evoke emotions is an
attractive and yet a very complex quality for navigating and
searching music archives.

This extends the work from [7] by exploring the use
of a number of additional generative models as the feature
representation, and using these models on five, often-used,
handcrafted, low-level features showing a significant perfor-
mance gain from using these models.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II
a broad background of the content-based modeling pipeline is
presented. In Section III the proposed framework for feature
representation is presented. In Section IV the pairwise kernel
logistic regression model used for incorporating the feature
representations is presented. In Section ?? the dataset and the
evaluation methods are presented. In Section V we present the
results of the proposed feature representations, evaluated on
pairwise emotion comparisons. In Section VI we discuss the
results and lastly in Section VII we conclude on our findings.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we give a broad overview of the elements
involved in creating predictive models of higher-level aspects
of music such as genre, tags and expressed emotions based on
the audio signal itself. We use the term audio representation
as a placeholder for all the approaches used to represent the
audio in a mathematical form when going from the digitized
audio signal to finally serve as an input to a predictive model
(i.e. regression or classification).

The following overview is based on the informal taxonomy
given on Fig. II-A. At the lowest level, the audio is represented
in either the temporal or spectral domain, as illustrated on
Fig. II-A. These domains are naturally used interchangeably
throughout MIR and are used as the basic input for the
two major directions. The first approach (feature extraction)
extracts low-level/handcrafted features, designed to capture
different aspects of the audio signal using both the temporal
and spectral domain (Section II-B). The second approach uses
either the time-signal or the tempo-spectral representation of
the audio directly, typically using e.g. the spectrogram (Section
II-C). Common for both approaches is that many (either
implicitly or explicitly) find compact representations of the
continuous data using either subspace methods (Section II-D)
or discretize the basic representations, such as the spectrogram,
to find meaningful (or at least computationally tractable)
representations (Section II-E).

Figure 1. System overview.

Regardless of the approach, the result is a time series of
either discrete or continuous values, which is summarized us-
ing an appropriate feature representation (Section III). Finally,
the feature representation serves as an input to the predictive
model (Section II-G), e.g a SVM or the final layer in a DNN.

We note that some methods, such as Deep Neural Networks
integrate many of the elements into one structure, however,
for the sake of presentation, we differentiate between the
representation (e.g. lower layers) and the prediction (last layer)
in order to provide a unified overview.

A. Pre-segmentation

Pre-segmentation is often used prior to any feature extrac-
tion or representation to account for the naturally segmented
structure of music. The segmentation is also used to capture
some of the temporal evolution in music e.g. [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12] using fixed-sized windows as [13] introduced as
texture windows. The size of the texture windows can be
optimized in this pre step as in [14] using e.g. boosting.
Late integration techniques can be used on top of this pre-
segmentation to obtain a single label as an output of a
predictive model of e.g. genre, tags or emotions (see Section
II-F1 for more about integration methods).

B. Feature extraction

A great deal of work has been put in to automatically extract
features which are often found in the musical literature and
used by musicologists in their work, such as tempo, onsets,
beat and downbeats, multiple fundamental frequencies, key
and chord extraction (MIREX tasks1). These hand-crafted

1http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki
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features have been the building blocks of the machine-learning
methods used to predict the higher-order aspects of music for
a long time. The often-used approach for low-level features is
the frame-based digital signal processing approach, whereby
the waveform is windowed into overlapping frames and dif-
ferent musical aspects are extracted. Some attempts have been
made to build temporal information across frames into the
features themselves, e.g. using fluctuation patterns [15] or in
the multi-timescale Principal Mel-Spectrum Components by
using simple summary statistics [16].

For the specific task of creating predictive models of emo-
tions in music, the approaches have been agnostic in feature
selections and often gathered a great deal of different features
and let the predictive performance guide which features were
appropriate e.g. [17]. Multiple combinations have since been
used and no greater insight seems to have surfaced [18], [1]
into which features to use.

C. Spectrogram

The spectrogram is often used as a basic representation
of the audio signal, typically followed by an unsupervised
machine-learning technique, for example to find subspaces
(see II-D) and/or sparse coding to find key components
[19]. An often-realized option is to compute tempo-spectral
representations which align with the human perceptual and
cognitive understanding. Various transforms are used to this
end, such as log scaling of the frequency bands e.g. mel-scaled
spectrogram [9], [20] or using a constant-Q transform [10], [8].

D. Subspace representation

A subspace representation effectively reduces the dimen-
sionality of the original signal/feature space and provides a
more compact representation of the signal/features, either with
the purpose to provide an interpretable and meaningful view
on low-level features or spectrogram - or simply functioning
as a more practical and compact representation, potentially
increasing the performance of subsequent modeling steps.

1) Spectrogram: The raw spectrogram potentially captures
redundant and irrelevant information for the task at hand.
To filter this irrelevant information and empathize/extract the
important aspect of the signal, many approaches are used
to find the underlying informative subspace which poten-
tially increases the performance of the subsequent predictive
model, such as principle component analysis, non-negative
matrix factorization or independent component analysis. These
methods are also used as a step towards discretization using
dimensionality-reduction techniques like PCA [21]. Further-
more, sparse versions/extensions have been widely used for
e.g. music annotation [22], tag prediction [20], genre predic-
tion [19] and sound-effect retrieval [23].

With the evolution of artificial neural networks and the
ability to use highly parallel computing, neural networks have
grown with multiple layers into so-called deep architectures,
often trained in a mixture between unsupervised and super-
vised approaches. The first layers of neural network, e.g.
trained with unsupervised, restricted Boltzmann machines,

autoencoders, can be seen as a projection of the input fea-
tures onto a subspace (like on Fig. II-A), defined by vectors
represented by the weights and activation functions on the
individual nodes in each layer. Hence, the neural network finds
a non-linear/linear subspace given the specific architecture
in a similar fashion to the other subspace methods, albeit
sometimes in a supervised fashion. We here separate the
decision part and the purely unsupervised part of the network,
although these are often an integrated architecture.

Various combinations of supervised and unsupervised neural
networks have been used in many fields, starting with speaker,
phone and gender recognition e.g. [24], and there have been
adopted for MIR tasks, e.g. for genre prediction [25], instru-
ment detection [26], artist recognition [27], music similarity
[28] and for finding structures useful in emotion prediction
[29].

The temporal aspect can be incorporated implicitly into
neural networks using e.g. convolutive and recurrent neural
networks. This has been done for speech recognition in [30]
using recurrent neural networks, however within MIR it has
not yet been adopted widely. In MIR, the typical approach is
still to analyze and predict on texture windows of a certain
length and do late decision/majority voting effectively in a
different step.

2) Low-level features: The dimensionality of the extracted
low-level features is often high, and PCA, NMF, PKLS [31],
ICA and other dimensionality-reduction techniques are used as
a step prior to the feature representation [28] or explicitly to
decorrelate features [32][24], [20]. DNNs are also used in this
context to find suitable subspace representations of low-level
features, as used by [27] for genre prediction using Echonest2

features provided by the Million Song Dataset3.

E. Discretization

The output of the feature extraction (or the signal itself)
can be both discrete or continuous, as shown on Fig. II-A. A
particularly computationally efficient way of representing the
audio is through discretization in which the continuous time-
series (e.g. spectrogram or low-level features) are encoded as
belonging to a finite set of codewords in a given codebook.
This discretization is divided into two steps, namely defining
the codewords and subsequently assigning features/signal to a
finite number of these codewords:

I Codebook construction: Codebook construction is tradi-
tionally done in a multitude of different ways, depending on
the task and input (see II-A):

• Manually defining or fixing the basis functions is possi-
ble, e.g. for the raw audio signal or low-level features, and
typically entails a sinusoidal, gammatone [33], wavelets
or Gabor basis resulting in a traditional spectral transform
4

2http://developer.echonest.com/acoustic-attributes.html
3http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/
4We note that the outline in figure TODO supports
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• Learning the cookbook from data - either the current
corpus or an independent one - is typically done using the
aforementioned subspace methods such as PCA, NMF, k-
means, sparse coding, or LASSO.

• Exemplar -based cookbook is constructed from the ob-
served data, and has shown to give similar performance
to learning the dictionary [10].

• Random projections in which the basis is simply ran-
domly initialized have also been used for music applica-
tion, e.g. [34], although not as widely as e.g. NMF or
similar.

II Encoding: The actual process of discretization, i.e. as-
signing the signal/features to one or more code words in a
binary manner, varies from simple threshold/max to solving
sparse/dense coding problems [9]. Top-τ vector quantization
was introduced in [35], assigning the τ -nearest codewords to
each frame. Interestingly enough, increasing τ to a certain
level makes the discrete encoding more robust and results
in better performance in query-by-tag and query-by-example
tasks. In this setting, standard vector quantization is obtained
for τ = 1 and k-means with euclidean is what is traditionally
referred to as vector quantization (VQ)

1) Low-level features: Codebooks are computed using stan-
dard methods e.g. k-means [35], [36], [37], [20] and LASSO
[23], [35] on MFCC features, with different distance measures
(euclidean, cosine similarity etc.). Sparse version has been
applied for tag prediction and genre recognition on MFCC
[10], [20] and Sonogram [10] and Principle Mel-spectrum
components [9] for genre recognition. Another approach is to
see the parametrization of different generative models trained
on music excerpts or segments as a word and using the
likelihood as a distance function between an excerpt and the
generative models. The codebook is now the parametrization
of generative models, if the feature representation is a simple
frequency-based representation, i.e. counting the frequency of
each model, then this results in what the authors call a Bag-
of-Systems (BoS) [38]. This approach can work on different
timescales e.g. sizes of texture windows, and therefore the
number of words for each song can vary.

2) Spectrogram: A more efficient representation of the
spectrogram can be found via a dense and/or sparse basis
via e.g. k-means or sparse coding. K-means is a fast method
of finding cluster centers, e.g. in the context of codebook
construction-dense codewords. In part due to the sheer speed
of computation, this method has been used extensively e.g.
for tag prediction [20], genre classification [39], and it has
been expanded to use patches of the spectrogram in [40].
One popular method is using Sparse Coding (SC) for genre
classification [10], [21], [9], [8], instrument recognition and
tag prediction [9], [20]. Common for these approaches is that
they largely disregard the temporal aspects of the codewords.

F. Feature representation

Common, for most of the approaches described above, is an
output which still has a temporal dimension, i.e. a time series
of features, codewords, subspace projection (from e.g. a neural
network at a particular layer), or spectral representation.

Regardless of whether the output of previous steps is con-
tinuous or discrete, the new time series has to be summarized
over time, allowing one to map the potentially variably sized
vector into a representation that can be fed to a classifier.
Some methods often used to summarize this representation
are temporal pooling, here used to encompass a vast amount
of methods.

1) Temporal pooling/integration: We define a temporal
pooling function as any function that is able to transform
the time series of the features (or annotation) into a more
temporally compact representation. This can be done using
e.g. summary statistics or probabilistic models encoding the
temporal structure of the time-series. When frame-based anal-
ysis is used, a texture window is represented by the chosen
pooling function. If the annotation is on the entire track and not
on each texture window, a method of integrating the decision
to achieve one single prediction is required e.g. tag, genre or
emotion. This process is often referred to as late integration
[41], where methods like decision fusion (e.g. majority voting
[6]), kernels (e.g. convolutive or alignment kernels [41][42]) or
HMM can be used [41]. Depending on whether the features are
discrete or continuous, different types of strategies are used for
early integration/temporal pooling, summarizing the features
locally.

Discrete: A discrete time series (e.g. following discretiza-
tion) of features or a spectrogram has to be somehow repre-
sented before being input to a model. A very popular way is
to obtain the frequency of each discrete entry and represent
this as a histogram, which in most literature is called Bag-of-
Features or Bag-of-Frames representation. Due to the simple
counting, the representation neglects all temporal information
in the time series. Methods have been attempted to account for
some temporal content using e.g. the texture windows [9] and
using so-called Bag-of-Histograms where a BoF representation
is obtained for each texture window, however temporal infor-
mation is not coded locally within each window. The term
’pooling functions’, first used in image processing, has also
been adapted in the audio community e.g. [43][21]. Here a
multitude of functions have been proposed for summarizing
features across time e.g. average, max, log, energy, magnitude,
cuberoot, etc. In [44] they use string compressibility as a
summary statistic for song year prediction and music simi-
larity showing improved performance compared to traditional
summary statistics. In previous work [7] we proposed using
generative models to code temporal content in discrete data for
emotion prediction. Here Markov and Hidden Markov models
were trained on each track and used in a discriminative setting
using kernel methods.

Continuous: The combination of using summary statistics
and texture windows is a popular way of summarizing some
temporal information using e.g. mean [12] and standard devi-
ation [13] forming a single-vector representation or exploring
other simple statistics and window sizes [11][14]. Variants
of this also propose using temporal feature stacking using a
lag window to further account for temporal evolution through
music [45][29]. The use of generative models to obtain a rep-
resentation on the track level using non-temporal models such
as the GMM has been proposed by [46][47][48], treating the
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features as Bag-of-Frames. Some of the first work accounting
for temporal structure using generative models was [42][6]
where the AR model was used to summarize each texture
window for genre prediction. This idea was continued in [41]
for instrument classification exploring different methods of
early and late integration. One drawback of using kernel-based
methods is the scaling, especially when a great number of
texture windows are used, since the kernel evaluations grow
quadratically. This issue was addressed specifically when using
the AR model in [49], where instead of a distance between all
AR models fitted, a mixture of AR models was proposed to
reduce the number of kernel evaluations.

G. Modeling

In this section we review some of the methods used to
take temporal aspects of the musical signal into account on
the modeling side of creating predictive models of higher-
order cognitive categorization of music as e.g. tags, genre and
emotions.

1) Generative: A very popular generative model taking the
sequence of features into account is the HMM, often used
in speech recognition, which has been adapted for use on
classic MIR tasks. Segmentation of audio [50] and chords
[51] were amongst the first to be adopted. Later came genre
recognition [52][53] and key estimation [54]. Extending to a
non-parametric treatment of the classic HMM, [55] used the
Hierarchical Dirichlet process to select the number of states in
the HMM, modeling the temporal evolution of music. Linear
dynamical systems or Dynamic textures has also been used
for segmentation [56], where they extend the classic model
to include a mixture of DTs (DTM). In [57] they showed
that using the DTM model to represent the feature time series
of MFCCs, taking temporal dynamics into account, carried a
substantial amount of information about the emotional content.

2) Discriminative: The discriminative models are by far the
majority of models used in MIR, where SVM/SVR, K-NN and
traditional linear methods like RLS are very commonly used
[58][59]. Some of the methods used to include temporal in-
formation about the audio using discriminative models include
using the probability product kernel between AR models fitted
to excerpts [49][42][7] thus using the generative models in a
discriminative setting. In modeling the emotions expressed in
music, the temporal aspect of emotion has been centered on
how the labels are acquired and treated, not on how the musical
content is treated. E.g. in [60] they used a Conditional Random
Field (CRF) model to essentially smooth the predicted labels
of an SVM, thus still not providing temporal information
regarding the features. In [12] a step to include some tem-
poral information regarding the audio features was made by
including some first and second order Markov properties for
their CRF model, however still averaging the features for one-
second windows.

H. Present work

In the present work, we focus on creating a common
framework for evaluating the importance of temporal in-
formation using generative models as feature representation

for multivariate-feature time series. In particular, we focus
the evaluation on modeling aspects related to the emotions
expressed in music. Since very little work has been done on
evaluating temporal integration within this field, we make a
broad comparison of a multitude of generative models of time-
series data.

We distinguish between how the time series are modeled
on two aspects: whether the time series are continuous or
discrete, and whether temporal information should be taken
into account or not. This results in four different combinations,
which we investigate:

1) Continuous, temporally independent representation:
using mean, single Gaussian and GMM models.

2) Continuous, temporally dependent representation: us-
ing Autoregressive models, Linear Dynamical Systems
(LDS) and Hidden Markov Models with Gaussian emis-
sions (HMMcont).

3) Discretized, temporally independent representation: us-
ing vector quantization in a Bag-of-Audiowords model.

4) Discretized, temporally dependent representation: us-
ing Markov and Hidden Markov Models (HMM).

A multitude of these models have never (to our knowl-
edge) been used in MIR as a track-based representation and
compared systematically. To use these generative models in a
discriminative setting, the Product Probability Kernel (PPK) is
selected as a natural kernel for all considered feature represen-
tations. We extend a kernel-generalized linear model (kGLM)
specifically for pairwise observations for use in predicting the
emotions expressed in music.

In total, nine different feature-representation models are ap-
plied on five different popular low-level features. We evaluate
the features and the feature-representation models using pre-
dictive performance on two datasets of pairwise comparisons
evaluated on the valence and arousal dimensions.

III. FEATURE REPRESENTATION

In order to model higher-order cognitive aspects of mu-
sic, we first consider standard audio-feature extraction which
results in a frame-based, vector-space representation of the
music track. Given T frames, we obtain a collection of T
vectors with each vector at time t denoted by xt ∈ RD, where
D is the dimension of the feature space.The main concern here
is how to obtain a track-level representation of the sequence of
feature vectors for use in subsequent modelling steps. In the
following, we will outline a number of different possibilities
— and all these can be considered as probabilistic densities
over either a single feature vector or a sequence of such (see
also Table. I).

Continuous: When considering the original feature space,
i.e. the sequence of multivariate random variables, a vast
number of representations have been proposed, depending on
whether the temporal aspects are ignored (i.e. considering each
frame independently of all others) or modeling the temporal
dynamics by temporal models.

In the time-independent case, we consider the feature as
a bag-of-frames representation, and compute moments of the
independent samples; namely the mean. Including higher order
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Figure 2. System overview. Starting from the bottom (left): each excerpt is represented by its temporal waveform, from which standard audio feature extraction
transforms the data into a window-based multivariate vector representation. This vector representation acts as input for a multitude of statistical density models.
The first decision is whether to operate in the original continuous vector space (Continuous) or encode the vector space using vector quantization (Discrete)
(which implies initially operating in the continuous domain to identify codewords and perform encoding). Following this choice, the main decision is whether
to encode the temporal (Sequential) aspect or not ”Temporal independence”. The computation of a specific density representation for all excerpts is then fed
to the kernel function in order to effectively define similarity between excerpts. This is finally used in the pairwise kernel GLM model. The pairwise kernel
GLM utilizes these representations to model the pairwise judgment by each subject between two excerpts in terms of their expressed Arousal or Valance.

moments will naturally lead to the popular choice of represent-
ing the time-collapsed time series by a multivariate Gaussian
distribution (or other continuous distributions). Generalizing
this leads to mixtures of distributions such as the GMM (or
another universal mixture of other distributions) used in an
abundance of papers on music modeling and similarity (e.g.
[62], [63]).

Instead of ignoring the temporal aspects, we can model
the sequence of multivariate feature frames using well-known
temporal models. The simplest models include AR models
[6]. Further extending this principle leads to Linear Dynam-
ical Systems (LDS) [61] or with discrete states the Hidden
Markov Model with e.g. Gaussian observation (HMMcont).
Mixtures of any of the mentioned representations may also be
considered, as in [49].

Discrete: In the discrete case, features are naturally discrete
or the original continuous feature space can be discretized
using e.g. VQ with a finite set of codewords resulting in a
dictionary(found e.g. using K-means). Given this dictionary,
each feature frame is subsequently assigned a specific code-
word in a 1-of-P encoding such that a frame at time t is defined

as vector x̃t with one non-zero element.
At the track level and time-independent case, each frame

is encoded as a Multinomial distribution with a single draw,
x̃ ∼ Multinomial(λ, 1), where λ denotes the probability of
occurrence for each codeword and is computed on the basis of
the histogram of codewords for the entire track. In the time-
dependent case, the sequence of codewords, x̃0, x̃1, ..., x̃T ,
can be modeled by a relatively simple (first order) Markov
model, and by introducing hidden states this may be extended
to the (homogeneous) Hidden Markov model with Multinomial
observations (HMMdisc).

A. Estimating the Representation
The probabilistic representations are all defined in terms

of parametric densities which in all cases are estimated using
standard maximum likelihood estimation (see e.g. [61]). Model
selection, i.e. the number of mixture components in the
GMM, order of the AR model, number of hidden states in
the HMM models and dimensionality of latent dimension in
LDS, is explored using two different approaches. A global
representation where model selection is performed by e.g.
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Obs. Time Representation Density Model θ Base

C
on

tin
uo

us Indp.

Mean p (x|θ) ≡ δ (µ) µ, σ Gaussian

Gaussian p (x|θ) = N (x|µ,Σ) µ,Σ Gaussian

GMM p (x|θ) =
P∑

i=1

λ(i)N
(
x|µ(i),Σ(i)

)
{λ(i), µ(i),Σ(i)}i=1:L Gaussian

Seq.

AR p (x0,x1, ..,xP |θ) = N
(
[x0,x1, ..,xP ]

>|m,Σ|A,C

)
m,Σ|A,C Gaussian

LDS p (x0,x1, ..,xT |θ) =
∫

z0:T

ηz0
T∏

t=1

Ωzt,zt−1Υt η,Ω,Υ Gaussian

HMMcont p (x0,x1, ..,xT |θ) =
∑
z0:T

λz0

T∏
t=1

Λzt,zt−1Γt λ,Λ,Γ Gaussian

D
is

cr
et

e Indp. BoF p (x̃t|θ) = λt λ Multinomial

Seq.
Markov p (x̃0, x̃1, .., x̃T |θ) = λx̃0

T∏
t=1

Λx̃t,x̃t−1 λ,Λ Multinomial

HMMdisc p (x̃0, x̃1, .., x̃T |θ) =
∑
z0:T

λz0

T∏
t=1

Λzt,zt−1Φt λ,Λ,Φ Multinomial

Table I
CONTINUOUS: x ∈ RD ,Λzt,zt−1 = p (zt|zt−1),Γt = p (xt|zt), p

(
xt|zt(i)

)
= N

(
xt|µ(i),Σ(i)

)
, ηz0 = N (z0|µ0,Σ0),

Υt = N (xt|Bzt),Ωzt,zt−1 = N (zt|Azt−1). L IS THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN THE GMM, P INDICATES THE ORDER OF THE AR MODEL, A
AND C ARE THE COEFFICIENTS AND NOISE COVARIANCE IN THE AR MODEL RESPECTIVELY AND T INDICATES THE LENGTH OF THE SEQUENCE.

DISCRETE: x̃ ∼ Multinomial (λ), Λx̃t,x̃t−1
= p (x̃t|x̃t−1), Φt = p (x̃t|zt), p

(
xt|zt(i)

)
= Multinomial

(
λ(i)

)
. THE BASIC MEAN

REPRESENTATION IS OFTEN USED IN THE MIR FIELD IN COMBINATION WITH A SO-CALLED SQUARED EXPONENTIAL KERNEL ([61]), WHICH IS
EQUIVALENT TO FORMULATING A PPK WITH A GAUSSIAN WITH THE GIVEN MEAN AND A COMMON, DIAGONAL COVARIANCE MATRIX CORRESPONDING

TO THE LENGTH SCALE WHICH CAN BE FOUND BY CROSS-VALIDATION AND SPECIFICALLY USING q = 1 IN THE PPK.

Information Criteria and an individualized representation using
cross validation.

1) Global representations: This approach is likelihood-
based and penalizes the number of parameters used to
estimate the model for each feature time-series. We explore
the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) for HMM and LDS.
For the AR models, there are likelihood-based criteria (e.g.
AIC, BIC, etc.) and prediction-error (PFE*) approaches to
determine the appropriate order of the models. This is global
in the sense that the selection of parameters for the feature
representation is only dependent of the individual feature
time series.

2) Individual representations: Using cross validation, we
can specify a feature representation individualized to each
participant. The assumption is that each person listens and
perceives the music differently, e.g. emphasizes different
aspects and structures in the musical signal, and therefore
the representation should also be individualized. We use two
different types of cross-validation 1) simply sweeping across
model order i.e. for AR models the temporal lag, HMM and
LDS models the dimension of transition matrix 2) using the
idea of information criteria but simply using crossvalidation
to weigh the penalty term for the number of parameters used.
The difference here is that each excerpt potentially ends up
with different model orders as compared to using method 1.
This in turn also examines all possible information criteria
that use the same form as the AIC and BIC.

B. Kernel Function

The various track-level representations outlined above are
all described in terms of a probability density as outlined in

Table I, for which a natural kernel function is the Probability
Product Kernel [64]. The PPK forms a common ground for
comparison and is defined as,

k
(
p (x|θ) , p

(
x|θ′

))
=

∫ (
p (x|θ) p

(
x|θ′

))q
dx, (1)

where q > 0 is a free model parameter. The parameters of the
density model, θ, obviously depend on the particular repre-
sentation and are outlined in Tab.I. All the densities discussed
previously result in (recursive) analytical computations, [64],
[42]. It should be noted that using the PPK does not require
the same length T of the sequences (the musical excerpts).
For latent variable models, such as the HMM and LDS, the
number of latent states in the models can also be different.
The observation space, including the dimensionality D, is the
only thing that has to be the same. This is convenient in the
case where excerpts of different lengths should be compared.

IV. PAIRWISE KERNEL GLM

The pairwise paradigm requires an untraditional modeling
approach, for which we derive a relatively simple kernel
version of the Bradley-Terry-Luce model [65] for pairwise
comparisons. The resulting kernel is also applicable in other
kernel machines such as support vector machines.

We first collect the vector representation x for N audio
excerpts in the set X = {xi|i = 1, ..., N}, where xi ∈ RD,
denotes a standard, D dimensional audio feature vector for
excerpt i. In the pairwise paradigm, any two distinct excerpts
with index u and v, where xu ∈ X and xv ∈ X , can be
compared in terms of a given aspect (such as arousal/valance).
With M such comparisons, we denote the output set as
Y = {(ym;um, vm)|m = 1, ...,M}, where ym ∈ {−1,+1}
indicates which of the two excerpts had the highest valence
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(or arousal). ym = −1 means that the um’th excerpt is picked
over the vm’th and visa versa when ym = 1.

The basic assumption is that the choice, ym, between the
two distinct excerpts, u and v, can be modeled as the difference
between two function values, f(xu) and f(xv). The function
f : X → R hereby defines an internal, but latent absolute
reference of valence (or arousal) as a function of the excerpt
(represented by the audio features, x).

Modeling such comparisons can be accomplished by the
Bradley-Terry-Luce model [65], [66], here referred to more
generally as the (logistic) pairwise GLM model. The choice
model assumes logistically distributed noise [66] on the in-
dividual function value, and the likelihood of observing a
particular choice, ym, for a given comparison m therefore
becomes

p (ym|fm) ≡ 1

1 + e−ym·zm , (2)

with zm = f(xum)− f(xvm) and fm = [f(xum), f(xvm)]T .
The remaining question is how the function, f(·), is mod-

eled. In the following, we derive a kernel version of this
model in the framework of kernel Generalized Linear Models
(kGLM). We start by assuming a linear and parametric model
of the form fi = xiw

> and consider the likelihood defined
in Eq. (2). The argument, zm, is now redefined such that
zm =

(
xumw> − xvmw>

)
. We assume that the model

parameterized by w is the same for the first and second input,
i.e. xum

and xvm . This results in a projection from the audio
features x into the dimensions of valence (or arousal) given
by w, which is the same for all excerpts. Plugging this into
the likelihood function we obtain:

p (ym|xum
,xvm ,w) =

1

1 + e−ym((xum−xum)w>)
. (3)

Following a maximum likelihood approach, the effective cost
function, ψ(·), defined as the negative log likelihood is:

ψGLM (w) = −
∑M

m=1
log p (ym|xum

,xvm
,w). (4)

Here we assume that the likelihood factorizes over the ob-
servations, i.e. p (Y|f) =

∏M
m=1 p (ym|fm). Furthermore, a

regularized version of the model is easily formulated as

ψGLM−L2 (w) = ψGLM + λ ‖w‖22 , (5)

where the regularization parameter λ is to be found using
for example cross-validation, as adopted here. This cost is
still continuous and is solved with a standard optimization
technique.

This basic pairwise GLM model has previously been used to
model emotion in music [67]. In this work the pairwise GLM
model is extended to a general regularized kernel formulation
allowing for both linear and non-linear models. First, consider
an unknown, non-linear map of an element x ∈ X into a
Hilbert space, H, i.e., ϕ(x) : X 7→ H. Thus, the argument zm
is now given as

zm = (ϕ (xum)− ϕ (xvm))wT (6)

The representer theorem [68] states that the weights, w —

despite the linear difference between mapped instances —
can be written as a linear combination of the inputs such
that It is easily shown that as with standard kernel logistic
regression (KLR) [?], we can write the weights, w, as a linear
combination of the inputs in order to use the kernel trick, so
with

w =
∑M

l=1
αl (ϕ (xul

)− ϕ (xvl)) . (7)

Inserting this into Eq. (6) and applying the ”kernel trick” [61],
i.e. exploiting that 〈ϕ (x)ϕ (x′)〉H = k (x,x′), we obtain

zm = (ϕ (xum
)− ϕ (xvm))

M∑

l=1

αl (ϕ(xul
)− ϕ(xvl))

=
M∑

m=1

αl (ϕ (xum
)− ϕ (xvm)) (ϕ(xul

)− ϕ(xvl))

=

M∑

l=1

αl(ϕ (xum)ϕ(xul
)− ϕ (xum)ϕ(xvl)

− ϕ (xvm
)ϕ(xul

) + ϕ (xvm)ϕ(xvl))

=

M∑

l=1

αl(k (xum ,xul
)− k (xum ,xvl)

− k (xvm ,xul
) + k (xvm ,xvl))

=

M∑

l=1

αlk ({xum ,xvm}, {xul
,xvl}). (8)

Thus, the pairwise kernel GLM formulation leads exactly to
standard kernel GLM like [69], where the only difference is
the kernel function, which is now a (valid) kernel between two
sets of pairwise comparisons 5. If the kernel between inputs is
a linear kernel, we obtain the basic pairwise logistic regression
presented in Eq. (3). The cost function is now defined as

ψkGLM−L2 (α) = −
M∑

m=1

log p (ym|α,K) + λα>Kα,

i.e. in terms of α, but it is of the same form as for the basic
model and we can apply standard optimization techniques to
find the L2 regularized solution. Predictions for unseen input
pairs {xr,xs} is easily calculated as

∆frs = f (xr)− f (xs) (9)

=
∑M

m=1
αm k ({xum

,xvm}, {xr,xs}). (10)

Thus, as seen from Eq. (8), predictions exist naturally only as
delta predictions. however. it is easy to obtain a “true” latent
(arbitrary scale) function for a single output by aggregating
all the delta predictions. To evaluate the different feature
representations, two datasets are used. The first dataset consists
of NIMM = 20 excerpts and is described in [71]. It comprises
all MIMM = 190 unique pairwise comparisons of 20 different
15 second excerpts, chosen from the USPOP20021 dataset. 13
participants (3 female, 10 male) were compared on both the

5In the Gaussian Process setting this kernel is also known as the Pairwise
Judgment kernel [70].

1http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/musicsim/uspop2002.html
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dimensions of valence and arousal. The second dataset [72]
consists of MYANG = 7752 pairwise comparisons made by
multiple annotators on different parts of the NYANG = 1240
different Chinese 30-second-long excerpts, on the dimension
of valence.

Feature Description Dimension
Mel-frequency
cepstral
coefficients
(MFCC)6

The discrete cosine transform of the
log-transformed short-time power
spectrum on the logarithmic mel-
scale.

20

Chromagram [73]
The short-time energy spectrum is
computed and summed appropri-
ately to form each pitch class.

12

Loudness [74] Loudness is the energy in each crit-
ical band. 24

Echonest Timbre7 Proprietary features to describe tim-
bre. 12

Echonest Pitch?? Proprietary chroma-like features. 12
Table II

ACOUSTIC FEATURES USED FOR EMOTION PREDICTION.

A. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed repre-
sentation of the multivariate feature time series, we compute
learning curves. We use the so-called Leave-One-Excerpt-Out
cross validation, which ensures that all comparisons with a
given excerpt are left out in each fold [67]. Furthermore
a ’win’-based baseline (Baselow) as suggested in [71] is
used. This baseline represents a model with no information
from features, i.e. testing against this baseline tests whether
information is found in the features for predicting expressed
emotion in music represented by the pairwise comparisons.
We use the McNemar paired test between each model and the
baseline, with the Null hypothesis that the two models are the
same, if p < 0.05 then the models can be rejected as equal on
a 5% significance level.

V. RESULTS

We consider the pairwise classification error on the two
outlined datasets with the L2 regularized pairwise kernel GLM
model, and the outlined pairwise kernel function combined
with the PPK kernel (with q=1/2). For the YANG dataset, a
global regularization parameter λ was estimated using 5-fold
cross validation. The 14 different track-level representations
are evaluated on the 5 different features extracted from the
two datasets. The quantization of the multivariate time series,
i.e. the vector quantization, was performed using a standard
online K-means algorithm, namely sofia K-means [75] with
random initialization and a standard Euclidean metric. To
prevent overfitting, the codebook was estimated for each
LOEO fold on the IMM dataset and for the YANG dataset
the codebooks were estimated on the entire dataset. The
estimations where chosen as the best representation out of
10 repetitions. The codebook sizes for the temporal models
were 8, 16, 24 and 32 audiowords and for the VQ models
256, 512 and 1024 were tested. For the continuous emitting
HMMs, 2 to 5 states were chosen, with a single Gaussian for
each state. Introducing a GMM for each state did not show any

performance improvements, and using more states only made
the model estimation more difficult due to the small number
of samples in these feature time series. Similarly, the LDS/DT
models showed that only a low dimensionality of the transition
matrix was possible. Hyperparameters and kernel parameters
were estimated individually for each participant in the IMM
dataset, whereas for the YANG dataset global parameters were
estimated.

We present the results comparing the two different domains
of feature representations namely a continuous and discretized
representation.

A. Continuous
Comparing the performance of the kGLM-L2 model pre-

dicting pairwise comparisons using the 5 different features on
the YANG dataset, on average across feature representations
we see that the MFCC, Loudness and Echonest Pitch features
are the best-performing, while Chroma and Echonest Timbre
perform rather poorly. The traditional approach of taking the
mean across the entire multivariate time-series of the 30-
second excerpts is the worst-performing representation. In-
creasing complexity and using a single Gaussian with diagonal
covariance improves performance for all features, and using a
full covariance further improves the representation. Introduc-
ing additional Gaussians using a GMM is the best-performing,
non-temporal representation and for the Chroma features is
the best method of representing the features for this specific
task. Introducing temporal coding using the HMM with full
covariance Gaussian emissions does not improve performance
for most features except for Echonest Pitch features, where an
improvement of 1.9% compared to a full Gaussian is observed.
The AR models, as previously shown in [7], perform very well
in coding MFCC features, likewise for Loudness and Echonest
Timbre. For loudness, a diagonal model with order of p=9
is the best performing, whereas for MFCCs the VAR model
performs best; again with rather high order of p=4. Adding
an extra dimension of complexity with the latent dimensions
of the LDS/DT model does not seem to improve the feature
representation, regardless of how the complexity of the model
is chosen. The AIC and BIC for the Diagonal AR models
do not perform well across the different features in selecting
an order that is useful as feature representation for emotion
prediction, whereas the FPE for the VAR model seems to be
a good method.

Using the continuous representation, the AR models again
have the best predictive performance, with the best perfor-
mance obtained for all but echonest pitch features. The strategy
of finding the best order is again using cross validation. The
AIC and BIC perform rather poorly compared to CV and
completely fail for the echonest features due to selecting too
high orders, making the computation of the PPK improper.
The order selected is rather low (p=2-5) as compared to the
order selected for the valence data on both the YANG and IMM
datasets (p=6-10). It seems that the more complex LDS/DT
model does not perform that well for the arousal data for any
of the features as compared to the related AR models.

Using the HMM models with continuous emissions shows
rather poor predictive performance, here included using both
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Obs. Time States Models
Features

MFCC Chroma Loudness Timbre Pitch

C
on

tin
uo

us

Indp.
Observed

Mean 0.256 0.332 0.283 0.311* 0.269
N (x|µ, σ) 0.254 0.295* 0.269 0.307* 0.272
N (x|µ,Σ) 0.239 0.280 0.242 0.276 0.250
GMMdiag,BIC 0.238 0.252 0.238 0.270 0.260
GMMfull,BIC 0.229 0.250 0.235 0.264 0.247

Temp.

Observed

ARdar,p=7 0.245 0.264 0.238 0.263 0.239
ARdar,p=8 0.242 0.273 0.235 0.259 0.238
ARdar,p=9 0.241 - 0.234 0.257 0.237
ARdar,p=10 0.239 - 0.342 0.258 0.237
ARdar,AIC 0.306 0.273 0.238 0.300 0.270
ARdar,BIC 0.250 0.285 0.256 0.266 0.243
ARvar,p=1 0.253 0.296* 0.254 0.277 0.254
ARvar,p=2 0.233 0.273 0.239 0.257 0.245
ARvar,p=3 0.223 0.271 1.000 - -
ARvar,p=4 0.221 0.274 1.000 - -
ARvar,FPE 0.223 0.271 0.239 0.277 0.254

Latent

LDSfull,s=1 0.265 0.277 0.264 0.269 0.257
LDSfull,s=2 0.262 0.273 0.261 0.257 0.255
LDSfull,s=3 0.269 0.276 0.265 0.259 0.254
LDSfull,BIC 0.273 0.274 0.269 0.264 0.258
HMMfull,s=2 0.232 0.255 0.240 0.258 0.231
HMMfull,s=3 0.233 0.254 0.241 0.257 0.240
HMMfull,s=4 0.233 0.251 0.241 0.262 0.249
HMMfull,s=5 0.232 0.250 0.243 0.264 0.255

D
is

cr
et

e

Indp. Observed
VQp=256 0.268 0.329 0.282 0.327 0.267
VQp=512 0.266 0.313 0.280 0.319 0.260
VQp=1024 0.264 0.308* 0.272 0.308* 0.257

Temp.

Observed

Markovp=8 0.260 0.305 0.264 0.260 0.245
Markovp=16 0.236 0.258 0.257 0.259 0.236
Markovp=24 0.233 0.256 0.244 0.260 0.235
Markovp=32 0.233 0.257 0.237 0.263 0.238

Latent

HMMs=2,p=8 0.268 0.309* 0.279 0.282 0.248
HMMs=3,p=8 0.264 0.310* 0.275 0.270 0.246
HMMs=4,p=8 0.248 0.293 0.262 0.263 0.252
HMMBIC,p=8 0.268 0.305 0.291 0.275 0.248
HMMs=2,p=16 0.254 0.272 0.254 0.261 0.238
HMMs=3,p=16 0.256 0.270 0.248 0.262 0.244
HMMs=4,p=16 0.255 0.269 0.246 0.266 0.246
HMMBIC,p=16 0.268 0.264 0.277 0.261 0.243
HMMs=2,p=24 0.262 0.265 0.252 0.271 0.253
HMMs=3,p=24 0.261 0.261 0.251 0.264 0.246
HMMs=4,p=24 0.262 0.271 0.257 0.265 0.245
HMMBIC,p=24 0.261 0.261 0.256 0.264 0.244
HMMs=2,p=32 0.259 0.266 0.250 0.260 0.240
HMMs=3,p=32 0.260 0.265 0.256 0.260 0.262
HMMs=4,p=32 0.258 0.268 0.262 0.264 0.246
HMMBIC,p=32 0.259 0.264 0.254 0.263 0.248
Baseline 0.262 0.262 0.262 0.262 0.262

Table III
RESULTS OF THE KGLM-L2 MODEL EVALUATING DIFFERENT FEATURE AND FEATURE REPRESENTATION USING A 10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION ERROR
RATE PERFORMED ON THE YANG DATASET EVALUATING THE DIMENSION OF VALENCE. RESULTS IN BOLD INDICATE THE BEST PERFORMING FEATURE
REPRESENTATION FOR THAT PARTICULAR FEATURE AND RESULTS IN italic INDICATE THE BEST PERFORMING FEATURE REPRESENTATION FOR EITHER

CONTINUOUS OR DISCRETE OBSERVATION SPACE.

a diagonal and full covariance emission distribution. Multiple
attempts were made to find different implementations and
use multiple initializations to find suitable models to repre-
sent the feature, but with no luck. Internally, attempts with
higher orders (s¿5) and using GMM emissions (p¿1) for each
latent state were made, but with little difference. Here we
do see some difference between using a diagonal emission
distribution, whereas for the YANG dataset no difference was
observed.

The valence data for the IMM dataset on figure V again
shows that the MFCC features perform well as previously
shown [7]. The AR models again show a great performance
improvement as compared to any of the independent models
across all features except for the echonest pitch features.

Surprisingly, many of the non-temporal representations per-
form very poorly, being non-significant from baseline in many
cases. We do see that adding the extra latent dimensions using
the LDS/DT model is beneficial as feature-representation for
chroma and echonest timbre features, when selecting states
using CV. Using a full correlation between each feature di-
mension in the VAR model seems to perform poorly compared
to only using a diagonal model in the DAR.

B. Discretized
Looking at the discretized features, the three different

independent models are the worst performing of the feature
representations. Surprisingly, the VQ performs equally poorly
compared to simply taking the average across the features.
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Adding some temporal coding of the discretized features
using the Markov model yields a great improvement in the
performance. Across all features used in this work, it is the
best performing feature representation for discretized data. For
the HMM there is a decrease in performance and it seems the
structures this more complex model finds are not suitable to
predict the valence annotations of the YANG dataset.

For the discretized acoustical features, the Markov model
shows a slight improvement as compared to the Vector Quanti-
zation data across all features for the IMM arousal dataset. For
the MFCC, Chroma, and echonest timbre feature there is a sig-
nificant difference between best performing VQ and Markov
representation, whereas for loudness there is no significant
difference. Increasing the memory in the feature representation
using the HMM models of the discretized data we specially
see a performance improvement for the Chroma and echonest
pitch features as compared to the Markov representation,
where in the echonest pitch was not a significant improvement
compared to a simple VQ representation. The selection of
latent states shows again that the information-criteria approach
fails compared to the two cross-validation strategies. However
comparing the HMMWIC,p=16 and HMMCV,p=16 there is
no significant difference.

In the discretized feature case, the simple-independent VQ
representation performs surprisingly badly, not just in the
MFCC case, but all features. Also here where we see the
biggest and consistent performance improvements when in-
creasing temporal complexity in the feature representation.
For the MFCC features going from VQ to Markov means
an absolute improvement is obtained of 3.34% and relative
of (11.95%) and for Chroma of 2.55% (8.57%), Loudness
of 4.25% (14.68%) and echonest timbre of 2.06% (7.14%).
Increasing the complexity further from a Markov to an HMM
representation the performance further increases for MFCC
features of 1.34% (5.43%), Chroma of 3.95% (14.50%),
Loudness of 1.34% (5.41%), echonest timbre of 1.28%
(4.75%) and echonest pitch of 1.94% (7.78%)

VI. DISCUSSION

In essence, we are looking for a way of representing an
entire track based on the simple features extracted. That is, we
are trying to find generative models that can capture meaning-
ful information coded in the features specifically for coding
aspects related to the emotions expressed in music. In this
case, we compare single features with single representations,
finding which single representation is most suitable for each
feature. Since these are unsupervised methods, we perform
an explorative approach in finding which feature and feature
representation combination is most suitable. The advantage of
using this framework is that we can use any generative model
for feature representation and using such a representation
replace the entire feature time series by the model, since the
distances between tracks are now between the models trained
on each of the tracks and not directly on the features. This
provides a significant reduction in the number of parameters to
store for each track. Furthermore, it allows us to code different
temporal structures for each feature and potentially combine
features extracted on different time scales.

The five features each represent aspects of music which
could explain the emotions expressed in music. The MFCC
and Echonest timbre features are said to capture timbre,
whereas the Chroma and Echonest pitch are both of tonal
character and the loudness being of psychoacoutic origin.

A. Discretized

When discretizing features such as the Echonest pitch
and Chroma features, using k-means we can analyze the
codewords. The first codewords using p = 8 and p = 16
are essentially single and double tones. As the number of
codewords (p > 16) increase, we see more and more complex
chords. This means that when using a VQ model (p > 255)
it thus codes which keys/chords are present in the track.
Coding the tonal keywords using a Markov or HMM model
essentially produces a probabilistic key and chord-transition
representation. The predictive performance difference between
coding only the presence of keys/chords and coding transitions
can clearly be seen across all datasets used. On the arousal
data, an increase of 3.8% and valence of 6.5% for the IMM
dataset and 5.2% on the YANG dataset. 8 The echonest pitch
feature, using a severely reduced temporal resolution, does
not show the same improvement using the smaller 15-second
excerpt of the IMM dataset, whereas for the YANG dataset
an improvement of 2.2% is obtained. Across all datasets we
observed that this reduced temporal resolution in the echonest
features made the estimation of representations rather hard
and did not aid in gaining any more detailed insight into
the temporal dynamics. Discretizing the Loudness features
captures different energy patterns across the critical bands used
in the loudness model. Using the Markov and HMM produces
a dynamical loudness representation. Only using the presence
of loudness patterns shows rather poor predictive performance
of the valence data both IMM and YANG dataset but coding the
transitions with Markov and HMM improves the performance
significantly. For arousal data, however, this does not seem
to be the case, which is something that should be looked
further into. When discretizing MFCC and Echonest timbre
features, the codewords can be somewhat hard to interpret.
We do however see the same pattern that simply using a VQ
is performing poorly as compared to the Markov and HMM.

Using the smaller excerpts of 15 seconds in the IMM
dataset seems to favor the HMMs. Naturally more memory
is present in the HMMs as compared to the Markov models,
thus enabling the coding of more complex temporal structures,
which is essential for coding the valence dimension across all
the features. Thus potentially finding hidden structures in the
features not coded in each frame of the features but, by their
longer term temporal structures, captured by the models.

B. Continuous

We see the same trend with the continuous observations,
i.e. including temporal information significantly increases pre-
dictive performance. This is the case for all features used to

8To compare the difference in the number of keywords used for the VQ
models and Markov and HMMs, the VQ representation was used for the same
codewords as the Markov and HMMs and performed very poorly.
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Obs. Time States Models
Features

MFCC Chroma Loudness Timbre Pitch

C
on

tin
uo

us
Indp. Observed

Mean 0.203 0.282* 0.219 0.215 0.228
N (x|µ, σ) 0.188 0.228 0.202 0.215 0.214
N (x|µ,Σ) 0.205 0.244 0.215 0.240 0.228
GMMdiag,BIC 0.249 0.256 0.224 0.260 0.242
GMMfull,BIC 0.213 0.264 0.224 0.272* 0.272*
GMMdiag,CV 0.189 0.222 0.202 0.212 0.213
GMMfull,CV 0.205 0.244 0.214 0.239 0.228

Temp.

Observed

ARdar,p=2 0.198 0.235 0.179 0.214 0.232
ARdar,p=3 0.195 0.251 0.181 0.219 0.251
ARdar,p=4 0.188 0.256 0.196 0.239 0.261
ARdar,CV 0.175 0.214 0.172 0.202 0.213
ARdar,AIC 0.200 0.265* 0.595 - -
ARdar,BIC 0.195 0.259 0.181 - -
ARvar,p=1 0.184 0.264 0.182 0.244 0.260
ARvar,p=2 0.201 0.270* 0.195 1.000 1.000
ARvar,CV 0.181 0.259 0.180 0.244 0.260

Latent

LDSfull,WIC 0.241 0.250 0.210 0.233 0.254
LDSfull,BIC 0.276 0.265* 0.254 0.244 0.261*
LDSfull,CV 0.232 0.218 0.204 0.224 0.237
HMMfull,s=2 0.258 0.251 0.263 0.262 0.270*
HMMfull,s=3 0.266* 0.255 0.261 0.265 0.269*
HMMfull,s=4 0.264* 0.250 0.265* 0.273* 0.267*
HMMfull,s=5 0.256 0.241 0.267* 0.273 0.272*
HMMdiag,s=2 0.239 0.240 0.255 0.247 0.265*
HMMdiag,s=3 0.254 0.243 0.267* 0.262 0.281
HMMdiag,s=4 0.261 0.249 0.273 0.257 0.269*
HMMdiag,s=5 0.260 0.244 0.270* 0.257 0.287

D
is

cr
et

e

Indp. Observed
VQp=256 0.188 0.251 0.185 0.232 0.201
VQp=512 0.188 0.243 0.176 0.231 0.213
VQp=1024 0.189 0.244 0.179 0.246 0.210

Temp.

Observed

Markovp=8 0.190 0.258 0.177 0.228 0.230
Markovp=16 0.178 0.242 0.178 0.247 0.216
Markovp=24 0.195 0.231 0.191 0.224 0.220
Markovp=32 0.197 0.240 0.199 0.243 0.236

Latent

HMMp=8,CV 0.193 0.225 0.182 0.217 0.229
HMMp=8,BIC 0.247 0.267* 0.207 0.235 0.243
HMMp=16,CV 0.196 0.207 0.185 0.229 0.234
HMMp=16,BIC 0.218 0.236 0.203 0.240 0.257
HMMp=24,CV 0.214 0.220 0.205 0.234 0.203
HMMp=24,BIC 0.212 0.245 0.238 0.250 0.238
HMMp=32,CV 0.199 0.228 0.191 0.229 0.200
HMMp=32,BIC 0.229 0.260 0.223 0.243 0.254
Baseline 0.269 0.269 0.269 0.269 0.269

Table IV
RESULTS OF THE KGLM-L2 MODEL EVALUATING DIFFERENT FEATURE AND FEATURE REPRESENTATION USING A 10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION ERROR

RATE PERFORMED ON THE IMM DATASET EVALUATING THE DIMENSION OF AROUSAL

predict the YANG dataset, except for the chroma feature. Using
a 10-fold CV scheme as compared to [7] makes the results
non-comparable, but the VAR model is still the best feature
representation for the MFCC features. Surprisingly, a non-
temporal representation of the Chroma features performs well,
essentially only coding key/chord presence in the entire track.
The AR model is a very fast and easy method of obtaining
a track representation, however, choosing order is tricky and
across all datasets the best approach seems to be cross valida-
tion. The HMMs with continuous emission are rather hard to
estimate and show only slight or no improvements compared
to the other continuous feature representation. In the longer
sequence in the YANG dataset, the LDS/DT models do not
show any improvement as compared to the simpler AR models.
The same applies for the arousal data in the IMM dataset,
but for the valence dataset we see a rather large improvement
across all features used. This shows there is no clear-cut case
in disregarding any feature representation.

C. Model selection

A challenge across latent variable models like GMM, HMM
and LDS and for observed-state models like AR models, is
model selection. We have investigated two different situations,
namely a personalized case, where representations are fitted
specifically for each subject, and a static case, where no
information is present about each user in the YANG case.

Individual representations
The idea of using individualized feature representation specific
for each user works very well for the IMM dataset for both
valence and arousal. Although it is a rather small dataset,
we do see that using individualized model orders of the AR
models produces a dramatic performance gain and should be
further investigated on larger datasets where the details of each
user is known. The same observation goes for the GMM,
LDS and HMM models, that comparing the use of global
representations shows rather poor performance compared to
finding individual model orders. The downside is that more
resources should be invested in finding these model orders.
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Obs. Time States Models
Features

MFCC Chroma Loudness Timbre Pitch

C
on

tin
uo

us
Indp. Observed

Mean 0.272 0.446 0.270 0.301 0.251
N (x|µ, σ) 0.287* 0.276* 0.282* 0.301 0.270
N (x|µ,Σ) 0.255 0.277* 0.267 0.294 0.254
GMMdiag,BIC 0.262 0.290* 0.269 0.291 0.283*
GMMfull,BIC 0.254 0.283* 0.277* 0.283* 0.287*
GMMdiag,CV 0.252 0.268 0.262 0.274 0.264
GMMfull,CV 0.257 0.272 0.269 0.277 0.257

Temp.

Observed

ARdar,p=8 0.244 0.333 0.255 0.284* 0.280*
ARdar,p=9 0.237 0.380 0.259 0.284* 0.284*
ARdar,p=10 0.234 - 0.263 0.284* 0.285*
ARdar,CV 0.225 0.251 0.240 0.262 0.256
ARdar,AIC 0.237 0.281* 0.512 - -
ARdar,BIC 0.308 0.273 0.263 - -
ARvar,p=1 0.275* 0.283* 0.280* 0.286* 0.269
ARvar,p=2 0.260 0.287* 0.261 1.000 1.000
ARvar,CV 0.246 0.275* 0.250 0.286* 0.269

Latent

LDSfull,WIC 0.241 0.265 0.249 0.271 0.279*
LDSfull,BIC 0.286* 0.265 0.277* 0.273 0.283*
LDSfull,CV 0.229 0.247 0.248 0.253 0.268
HMMfull,s=2 0.275 0.282* 0.282* 0.283* 0.281*
HMMfull,s=3 0.284* 0.279 0.286* 0.289 0.285*
HMMfull,s=4 0.283* 0.272 0.283* 0.289 0.284*
HMMfull,s=5 0.280* 0.279* 0.284* 0.283* 0.284*
HMMdiag,s=2 0.282* 0.265 0.277 0.279 0.262
HMMdiag,s=3 0.281* 0.275* 0.280* 0.283* 0.286*
HMMdiag,s=4 0.276* 0.283* 0.283* 0.283* 0.280*
HMMdiag,s=5 0.286* 0.277* 0.282* 0.285* 0.292

D
is

cr
et

e

Indp. Observed
VQp=256 0.286* 0.321 0.313 0.315 0.258
VQp=512 0.282* 0.308 0.304 0.289* 0.255
VQp=1024 0.280* 0.298 0.290* 0.291 0.247

Temp.

Observed

Markovp=8 0.252 0.277* 0.256 0.268 0.261
Markovp=16 0.248 0.279* 0.247 0.272 0.252
Markovp=24 0.246 0.272 0.253 0.272 0.262
Markovp=32 0.254 0.272 0.256 0.277* 0.249

Latent

HMMp=8,CV 0.242 0.251 0.247 0.260 0.253
HMMp=8,BIC 0.253 0.275* 0.283* 0.277* 0.283*
HMMp=16,CV 0.233 0.248 0.241 0.256 0.240
HMMp=16,BIC 0.267 0.273 0.269 0.279* 0.274
HMMp=24,CV 0.244 0.233 0.238 0.260 0.234
HMMp=24,BIC 0.261 0.275 0.271 0.281* 0.250
HMMp=32,CV 0.255 0.235 0.234 0.257 0.230
HMMp=32,BIC 0.266 0.275 0.263 0.283* 0.251
Baseline 0.285 0.285 0.285 0.285 0.285

Table V
RESULTS OF THE KGLM-L2 MODEL EVALUATING DIFFERENT FEATURE AND FEATURE REPRESENTATION USING A 20-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION ERROR

RATE PERFORMED ON THE IMM DATASET EVALUATING THE DIMENSION OF VALENCE

Comparing the weighted information criteria with the more
simple CV approach showed that the information criteria
approach is not the way to go for feature representation in
any form evaluated on this specific dataset.

Global representations
For the GMM model, using the BIC when information is
present about each user’s annotations seems like a rather poor
approach, but on the YANG dataset, performance is good. For
the IMM dataset all criteria were not a great success, as the
FPE failed to find proper representation and in some cases
it was similar for the AIC and BIC case. For the LDS/DT
models, CV was clearly the best performing strategy, using
the same order for all excerpts or using BIC performed poorly.
The same story with the HMMs across all datasets showed that
using BIC is not appropriate for feature representation given
these datasets.

D. Future work

We have here worked with using one single feature and fea-
ture representation combinations, however, this is potentially
a simplified view of music. Different musical features and
structures most likely can explain what emotions are expressed
in music. Thus combining both features and feature representa-
tions would be an obvious extension to the existing approach.
Given the framework presented here, using generative models
and the PPK, this could be achieved using Multiple Kernel
Learning - essentially learning optimal feature and feature
representation combinations. Another extension would be to
use more rich representations such as spectrograms, and still
use the same approach as presented here.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we provided a general review of current
audio and feature representations focusing on the temporal
aspect of modeling music. We identified and presented a
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general probabilistic approach for evaluating various track-
level representations for modeling and predicting higher-level
aspects of music, such as genre, tag, emotion and similarity,
focusing on the benefit of modeling temporal aspects of
music. With the aim to do a thorough comparison between
many different temporal representations, we focused on one
of these aspects; namely emotion expressed in music. Here we
considered datasets based on robust, pairwise paradigms for
which we extended a particular kernel-based model forming
a common ground for comparing different track-level repre-
sentations of music using the probability product kernel. A
wide range of generative models for track-level representations
was considered on two datasets, focusing on evaluating using
both continuous and discretized observations. Modeling the
valence and arousal dimensions of expressed emotion showed
a significant gain in applying temporal modeling on both
the datasets included in this work. In conclusion, we have
found evidence for the hypothesis that a statistically significant
gain is obtained in predictive performance by representing the
temporal aspect of music for emotion prediction using five
different features.
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ABSTRACT

Music consists of several structures and patterns evolv-
ing through time which greatly influences the human de-
coding of higher-level cognitive aspects of music like the
emotions expressed in music. For tasks, such as genre,
tag and emotion recognition, these structures have typi-
cally previously been identified and used as individual and
non-temporal features and representations. In this work,
we address the hypothesis whether using multiple tempo-
ral and non-temporal representations of different features
is beneficial for modeling music structure with the aim to
predict the emotions expressed in music. We test this hy-
pothesis by representing temporal and non-temporal struc-
tures using generative models of multiple audio features.
The representations are used in a discriminative setting via
the Product Probability Kernel and the Gaussian Process
model enabling Multiple Kernel Learning, enabling the op-
timal combination of both features and temporal/ non-temporal
representations. We show the increased predictive perfor-
mance using the combination of different features and rep-
resentations along with the great interpretive prospects of
this approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music is ubiquitous and the use of music by individuals
varies from introvert reflection to extrovert expression. As
pointed out by studies in social [25] and music psychol-
ogy [15], one of the main reasons why people listen to mu-
sic is exactly to regulate their emotional state. Whether it
concerns the change, intensification or release of the emo-
tions people experience. This insight and opportunity has
led the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community to
focus on emotion, to both navigate in large music archives
and as the core aspect in recommendation.

In order to integrate emotion as a viable, robust and
scalable element in modern services, three research areas
are of interest within MIR, namely 1) the elicitation of the
emotions expressed in music, 2) the representation of the

c© First author, Second author, Third author.
Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Li-
cense (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: First author, Second author, Third
author. “Learning combinations of multiple feature representations for
Music Emotion Prediction”, 16th International Society for Music Infor-
mation Retrieval Conference, 2015.

audio, and 3) the creation of a model that uses the repre-
sentation and predicts the human annotations; hence, al-
lowing us to model the emotions expressed in large scale
music archives.

In this work we focus on the features and their mathe-
matical representations. Previously the focus on audio rep-
resentation has been on 1) handcrafted audio features [17,
28], often derived from a mix between signal processing
and musicology using an agnostic approach, and 2) using
(sparse) representation directly from tempo-spectral repre-
sentations [26] such as spectrograms. In previous work,
we showed how a times-series of frame-based features can
be represented in mathematical models and is beneficial
for modeling emotions expressed in music [1]. We in-
troduced the use of generative models as feature repre-
sentation, both coding temporal and non-temporal aspects,
showing an improved predictive performance. However,
explaining higher-order cognitive aspects using single fea-
tures and feature representations is a simplified view of the
complex structures found in music. The temporal patterns
found in tonal features like chroma is likely to be different
from the temporal loudness patterns, as shown in [2]. Like-
wise, several temporal patterns could potentially be found
in a single feature. Hence, there is a need to investigate
the combination of both features and representations, e.g.
capturing different temporal and non-temporal patterns for
each feature, which is the focus of this work.

Previous work in combining multiple features for high-
level cognitive modeling has often been performed by stack-
ing [5, 16] standard features in a vector space representa-
tion. Some work has been done in kernel representations
for genre classification, where [7] compared different ways
of learning representations of features using simple Gaus-
sian kernels computed on each feature separately, using an
SVM based multiple kernel learning (MKL) approach to
find the optimal combination of each feature. In [4] differ-
ent modalities was combined, consisting of acoustic con-
tent and social context features, using MKL for semantic
tag prediction. They showed that combining kernels im-
proved the predictive performance using a kernel for so-
cial context features as well as a probability Product Kernel
(PPK) between Gaussian Mixture models (GMMs) which
was used to summarize MFCC and Chroma features.

In this work, we test the hypothesis whether combining
features and feature representations through a discrimina-
tive model is beneficial for capturing emotions expressed
in music. We use generative models as feature represen-



tation in the form of probability densities capturing mul-
tiple temporal as well as non-temporal structures in mu-
sic. Through the Probability Products kernel [12] we de-
fine correlations between tracks, but contrary to previous
work in the music field, we deploy a hierarchical, non-
parametric Bayesian model with Gaussian process prior in
a multiple kernel learning setting. We further use a weakly
informative prior on each kernel weight allowing us to find
sparse combination of kernels each representing features
and feature representations.

We test our hypothesis on a dataset with pairwise com-
parisons on the dimensions of valance and arousal using
three different audio features (MFCC, Chroma, Loudness)
and a multitude of temporal/non-temporal feature repre-
sentations of each, resulting in 83 different feature/feature
representation combinations.

2. FEATURE REPRESENTATION

In order to automatically extract and represent meaning-
ful aspects of the music signal, relevant for a subsequent
modeling step, we follow standard approaches in model-
ing of music. This implies that we first extract a number
of standard audio features, j =∈ [1 : J ], which results
in a frame-based, vector space representation. With Tn
such frames, we obtain a collection of Tn vectors, X(j)

n =
[x

(j)
n,1, · · · ,x

(j)
n,Tn

], where x
(j)
n,t ∈ RD(j)

is the D(j) dimen-
sional feature vector of feature j at time t for track n.

The next general modeling choice concerns the repre-
sentation of the T vectors on a track level — and how to
capture the temporal and non-temporal aspects, which we
hypothesize is important in predicting higher order cogni-
tive aspects such as emotion. In order to provide a common
and comparable representation we choose to represent all
the tracks and different features as a probability density,
p(X(j)|θ(j)

n ), where X(j) = [x
(j)
n,1, · · · ,x

(j)
n,T ] and T is the

length of an arbitrary track in for feature j. θ(j)
n is the

parameters of a specific density which characterizes track
n for feature j. This allows for a general and principled
statistical integration of different features with multiple as-
sumptions regarding the temporal structure.

The density based representation supports a wide vari-
ety of statistical models for multivariate data and sequences.
In particular, we consider a broad selection of density mod-
els grouped by the temporal assumptions and further dis-
tinguished by whether they are based on a discrete encod-
ing (vector quantization).

Non-Temporal: In the non-temporal case the frame
based vectors are considered independent in time and we
use well-known Gaussian Mixture Models [3, 14] in the
continuous feature space and a basic Vector Quantization
(VQ) through a multinomial density (found e.g. using K-
means) in the discrete case.

Temporal: In this case the features are considered tem-
porally dependent and we use Auto Regressive (AR) [19]
models in the continuous feature space and Markov and
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in the discrete, vector quan-
tized space.

A detailed overview of the models is given in [1,2]. The
parameters, θ, in the track representations / densities are
fitted using maximum likelihood methods.

3. MODEL

With the aim to incorporate all the aforementioned repre-
sentations and automatically select the relevant ones, we
formulate a hierarchical statistical model, which can han-
dle the density based representation and the particular pair-
wise observations.

First, we collect the inputs, i.e., the representation of
features, in the set X =

{
p
(
X(j)|θ(j,q)

n

)}
for all n =

1 · · ·N, j = 1 · · · J, q = 1 · · ·Qj , which contains all com-
binations of N tracks, J features, and Q different types of
probability densities, e.g. HMM, AR, GMM.

The dataset under consideration contains pairwise com-
parison between two audio excerpts, u ∈ [1 · · ·N ] and
v ∈ [1 · · ·N ].

Y = {(ym;um, vm)|m = 1, ...,M} ,

where ym ∈ {−1, 1} indicates which of the two excerpts
that had the highest valence or arousal. ym = −1 means
that the um’th excerpt is picked over the vm’th and visa
versa when ym = 1.

In order to map from the feature representation to the
observations, we select a relatively simple non-parametric
hierarchical model [24]. The likelihood is Probit with ar-
guments being the difference between two function val-
ues [6,27] defined by the function which maps from a fea-
ture representation to a real number, i.e., f : p (X|θ)→ R.
The main assumption is that the pairwise choice, ym, be-
tween two distinct excerpts, u and v, can be modeled as the
difference between such two (random) function values for
each except and representation, fum

= f (p (X|θum
)) and

fvm = f (p (X|θvm)), such that the likelihood is given as

p (ym|fm) ≡ Φ (ym × (fum
− fvm)) (1)

where fm = [fum
, fvm ]

T . The function, f , hereby de-
fines an internal, but latent absolute reference of e.g. va-
lence or arousal as a function of the excerpt represented
by the audio features. Given the uncertainty about the
problem complexity, we choose to model this function in
a non-parametric manner by considering the function val-
ues, f = [f1, · · · fN ], directly as parameters and placing a
(zero-mean) Gaussian process prior on f defined via a co-
variance function [6, 24], implying that f are random vari-
ables.

We compactly describe the model through the following



process

α(j,q)|ν, η ∼ half student - t (ν, η) (2)

k (p (X|θ) , ·) ≡
J∑

j=1

Qj∑

q=1

α(j,q) k
(
p
(
X(j)|θ(j,q)

)
, ·
)

(3)

fum
, fvm |X , k(·, ·),α ∼ GP (0, k (p (X|θ) , ·)) (4)

πm|fum , fvm ≡ Φ (fum − fm) (5)

ym|πm ∼ Bernoulli±1(πm) (6)

where α = {∀j, q : α(j,q)}. The feature representations
are included via the sum in the covariance function, like in
standard MKL [10]. Bernoulli±1 simply denote Bernoulli
distribution returning ±1 instead of 0/1.

In order to be statistically consistent the GP-view on
MKL only require that α > 1 hence not having the re-
striction of sum-to-one or other dependencies between the
α’s as in a risk minimization setting [23]. While a Dirich-
let prior on α would provide some interpretive power [9]
we here opt for individual, non-informative priors based on
the half student-t [8], not restricting the total variance on
f yet still promoting small values of α if not found to be
relevant. A particular down side of the model is that joint
inference about f and α is not convex.

The core component in the model is the Gaussian pro-
cess prior, which is fully defined by the covariance func-
tion or a weighted sum of valid covariance functions,
kl (p (x|θ) , ·), and the choice is very critical to the per-
formance of the model. Since the tracks are conveniently
represented as densities over their features, the natural co-
variance function is the Probability Product Kernel [11].
The PPK forms a common ground for comparison and in-
tegration of the different representations and is defined as,

k
(
p (X|θ) , p

(
X|θ′

))
=

∫ (
p (X|θ) p

(
X|θ′

))ρ
dX,

(7)

where ρ > 0 is a free model parameter. The parameters of
the density model, θ, obviously depend on the particular
representation. All the densities discussed previously re-
sult in (recursive) analytical computations [11,20]. We fur-
ther normalize the covariance such that k(·, ·) = 1, ∀n, j, q

3.1 Inference & Predictions

The variables of interest in this paper are the actual param-
eters which enters the likelihood, f , and the weights, α on
the combinations which indicates the relative importance
of the features representation. In the present work we limit
the investigation such that Bayesian inference is only con-
ducted over the f parameters and rely on MAP (type-II)
estimation of the parameters α. We further fix the param-
eters in the hyperprior (ν and η). The required posterior is
now given as

p (f |X ,Y, α, ·) =

p (α|·) p (f |α,X )
M∏
m=1

p (ym|fum
, fvm)

p (Y|X , α, ν, η)

where p (f |X ,Y, α, ν, η) is analytical intractable and for
fast and robust inference we use the Laplace Approxima-
tion as previously suggested for a similar model by [6].

Given the analytical approximation to p (f |X ,Y, α, ν, η),
the marginal likelihood (or evidence), p (Y|X , α, ν, η), is
also available and is used [24] to find point estimates of the
hyper parameters. Here, we use it specifically to find α in
a fast manner using standard gradient based optimization.

Prediction of the pairwise choice yt on a comparison
between excerpts r and s, where p

(
X(j)|θ(j,q)

r

)
,

p
(
X(j)|θ(j,q)

s

)
∈ X , we first consider the predictive dis-

tribution of
f
(
p
(
X(j)|θ(j,q)

r

))
and f

(
p
(
X(j)|θ(j,q)

s

))
which is

given as

p (ft|Y,X ) =

∫
p (ft|f) p (f |Y,X ) df , (8)

and with the posterior approximated with the Gaussian from
the Laplace approximation then p (ft|Y,X ) will also be
Gaussian given by N (ft|µ∗,K∗) where µ∗ = kTt K

−1f̂
and K∗ = Kt − kTt (I + WK)kt, where f̂ and W are
obtained from the Laplace approximation (see [13]) and kt
is a matrix with elements [kt]i,2 = k(xn,xs) and [kt]i,1 =
k(xn,xr) with xn being a training input.

A great advantage of the Gaussian process model is the
possibility of making predictions with estimates of the pre-
dictive uncertainty which is available in closed-form as
p (yt|r, s) =

∫
p (yt|ft) p (ft|XP ,Y) dft, where p (yt|ft) is

the Probit likelihood. A more intuitive metric is the classi-
fication error i.e. the binary choice yt, which is determined
by which of f(xr) or f(xs) that dominates.

4. DATASET & EVALUATION APPROACH

The dataset used was described in [17] which comprises of
all 190 unique pairwise comparisons of 20 different 15 sec-
ond excerpts, chosen from the USPOP2002 1 dataset. 13
participants (3 female, 10 male) compared on both the di-
mensions of valence and arousal.

4.1 Features

We represent the harmonic content of a short time window
of audio by computing the spectral energy at frequencies
that correspond to each of the 12 notes in a standard chro-
matic scale. These socalled chroma features are extracted
every 250 ms using [22] resulting in a 12-dimensional time-
series. We represent the loudness as a function of time
by coefficients of energy in each 24 Bark band [21]. We
compute the energy for each 23 ms using [18] resulting in
a 24-dimensional time-series. 20 Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC) 1 are computed to capture timbre like
qualities in the musical signal. For the discrete feature rep-
resentation, codewords have been found using standard k-
means trained on the excerpts in each cross validation fold,

1 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/
musicsim/uspop2002.html

1 http://www.pampalk.at/ma/



(a) Valence (b) Arousal

Figure 1. Comparison of the classification error rate between the Single, Tied and Multiple setting. Each line represents the
error rate for each of the 13 subjects. They greyed lines for the single results indicate the worst performing feature/feature
representation combination.

(a) Valence (b) Arousal

Figure 2. Comparison of the negative predictive log-likelihood (lower is better) between the Single, Tied and Multiple
setting. Each line represents the negative predictive log-likelihood for each of the 13 subjects.

to reduce overfitting. The Markov and Hidden Markov
models have been trained using standard maximum like-
lihood methods.

4.2 Performance Evaluation

In order to compare the performance of the proposed model
to baselines, we evaluate the following three conditions

• Single Representation: Only one αl 6= 0 i.e. a sin-
gle feature representation is included, which serves
as a base line. Thus, only the variance is learned.

• Tied Representation: The weights are tied for the
informative representation, i.e. αl = α̂∀l = [1, L −
1]. The αl=L on the noise term is learned indepen-
dently from the tied values.

• Multiple Representation: The weights are learned
individually with no restrictions.

The performance of the three conditions is measured in
terms of two metrics: the predictive classification error on
both arousal and valance dimension and the predictive log-
likelihood which accounts for the uncertainty in the pre-
dictions (and is thus considered a better realistic measure
of generalization).

5. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of using multiple fea-
tures and feature representations for modeling emotions

expressed in music. Moreover we interpret the resulting
weighting of each feature/feature representation in model-
ing both the valence and arousal.

Using an exhaustive approach of evaluating all single
feature/feature representation combinations we obtain an
error rate averaged across all subjects of 0.1585 for the
arousal dimension and 0.2142 for the valence dimension.
The best performing single feature/feature representation
combination is the VQ model with 512 codewords of loud-
ness features producing an error rate of 0.1761 for arousal
data and for valence the DAR model of order p = 10 on
MFCC features producing an error rate of 0.2306. On fig-
ure 1 we show the best and worst error rates using only a
single kernel (grayed bars), where the performance of the
Tied and Multiple models are expected to lie. The error
rate is slightly higher when comparing the multiple model
and the single model, whereas the multiple model out per-
forms the Tied model. It is evident that learning the indi-
vidual kernel weights is clearly an advantage compared to
the Tied model especially for the Valence data.

Looking at the predictive likelihood on figure 2 we see
a similar pattern as the classification error rate, the valence
data is explained better by the multiple model in 3 cases as
compared to the best single model and in all cases when
comparing to the Tied model.

On figure 6 and figure 6 the kernel weights α are pre-
sented as results from the Gaussian Process model trained
on arousal and valence data respectively. Interpreting the α
values we can clearly see the different aspects being coded



for the two dimensions. For arousal there is a clear con-
centration of alphas around the low order DAR models
(p=1-3) of both MFCC, Chroma and Loudness. The sim-
ple Markov models are favored in encoding Loudness both
using 8, 16 and 24 codewords. These trends are seen across
multiple subjects and little selection of non-temporal mod-
els as compared to the best performing single feature of
arousal data, where non-temporal was favoured using this
dataset.

On figure 6 we see a similar pattern of DAR models
being selected whereas in the case of Valence, here the
MFCC features are picked and with slightly higher orders,
directly translated to longer temporal dynamics captured.
For the discrete representations on the valence data the
HMMs are favored for both coding the MFCC, loudness
and chroma features, indicating the need for more complex
temporal structures as compared to the Markov models that
were favored in the arousal case.

6. DISCUSSION

In this work we proposed a probabilistic framework for
modeling the emotions expressed in music not only includ-
ing multiple features, but also multiple generative feature
representations capturing both temporal and non-temporal
aspects.

We first note that the obtained models are significantly
better than the worst obtainable Single model, and mostly
comparable with the best Single model. In particularly
the valence dimension has an improved performance when
learning each kernel weight (based on the error rate and
the predictive likelihood) as compared to only including
a single representation (3 out of 13). The tied covariance
setting proved to be less successful judged by both the pre-
dictive likelihood and error rate. This suggest that the idea
of simply applying a naive summation of all kernels into
standard methods such as SVMs, GPs or kGLM is not a
viable approach. It actually calls for actual tuning of in-
dividual weights, for learning multiple feature and feature
representation combinations. This is however not viable
via an exhaustive search and — as noted by us and others
— this leaves MKL the only viable solution. We observe
that if the multiple model is initialized with α = 1 picking
the best performing single model, we consistently obtain
better performance comparing the multiple model and the
single model on both valence and arousal based on the pre-
dictive likelihood and classification error. Eventhough the
multiple model is initialized to favour a single kernel mul-
tiple kernels are chosen proving better performance using
multiple features and feature representations.

We explored the potential of the outlined approach for
interpretation of which different both temporal and non-
temporal aspects is important in representing higher-order
cognitive aspects in music, showing that the method rela-
tively robustly identifies a certain subset of the represen-
tations across test subjects. We foresee that the method
through the learning of explicit temporal dynamics will be-
come an important tool in understand and analyzing the
temporal aspects of music.

A particular limitation of the current model is the rela-
tive simple type-II based inference of the weights, and we
foresee that future work in developing more sophisticated
inference schemes will further improve the performance of
the proposed probabilistic model.

7. CONCLUSION

This work presents a novel approach of combining mul-
tiple feature and feature representations by using gener-
ative models as feature representation coding both tem-
poral and non-temporal aspects of the music. Using the
Product Probability Kernel to compute covariance between
each feature representation, we present the Gaussian pro-
cess model utilized in a Multiple Kernel learning setting
enabling us to find optimal combinations of both features
and feature representations. We show comparable or im-
proved performance of the error rate and predictive likeli-
hood, specially on the valence dimension.
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Designing a Cognitive Music System
Jens Madsen, Student Member, IEEE, and Jan Larsen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this work we aim to find design criteria for
designing a music system, that has its basis in the users needs
and goals. We find that people essentially listen to music to
regulate their affective state and express values through their
music preference. We formulate technical solutions to represent
the underlying mechanisms allowing people to gratify their needs
using music. We find the modeling of expressed emotion in music,
context, user, playlist and expectancy modeling to be essential in
creating a cognitive music system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Music is ubiquitous, it is the only art form that follows us
from home, out running, at the gym, in the car, on the bus, in
the train. Played in shopping centers, clothing shops on TV
shows, during commercials when we want to go out clubbing,
to a bar, or a cafe. When we are heartbroken, furious or just
fallen in love. Music is the soundtrack of our life.

Given this ubiquity the uses of music is many and with the
digital evolution of portable devices music can now literally
follow us anywhere. The sheer volume of availability has
also increased dramatically with streaming services making
30+ mio. tracks available through streaming services such as
Apple Music or Spotify. So we have all the music in the world
available to us at any time, which has been the main selling
point for streaming services. This new situation was coined in
[1] as the long tail, how endless choice is creating unlimited
demand. Making all music available has the potential of not
only selling large amounts of a small number of unique
popular items but to sell small quantities of a multitude of
less popular items. Whether or not this actually has played
out in reality was questioned in [2] 5 years later, coined the
death of the long tail and the superstar music economy. They
indicated that people still mainly buy/listen to content from
the short head.

Making systems that can make sense of these large music
archives available is ever more pertinent. This is one of
the goals of Music Information Retrieval in an exploration
or recommendation setting. Exploration essentially guides
the user of a service to find new music they will enjoy.
Recommendation is a setting where the system automatically
plays music to the user, with or without input from the user.
We believe that most current music recommendation systems
are designed by improper principles. Music is not merely a
commodity that should be purchased as books or movies.
Essentially we need to investigate what underlying reasons,
uses, and mechanisms that drive people in their music selection
and let such principles guide the specifications and design of
music systems.

This work was supported in part by the Danish Council for Strategic
Research of the Danish Agency for Science Technology and Innovation under
the CoSound project, case number 11-115328.

In designing a music system, three entities must be con-
sidered, the user(s), the music, and the context. The user
constitutes both present and all past, emotional, situational,
psychological, physical, etc. experience. Context refers to all
external parameters e.g. people, , place, time, temperature, etc.
this also refer to the playback system and potential limitation
of the availability of music. The peculiar thing with music is
that the mind is both the source of music, and music’s audience
[3]. Music was created by man and for man, hence the quest
for uncovering the purpose of and attraction to music always
starts with man. This in turn makes it a somewhat circular
argumentation approaching a music system either from the
music or user perspective.

The objective of this work is to find specific design guide-
lines for the creation of a cognitive music system. This work
first take two different approaches to identify what a music
system essentially should be able to do: 1) a bottom-up
approach as seen from the user as regards desired in life and
how music support this; 2) a top-down approach of what music
can be used for and how people use it. Based on these result
we investigate three of the aspects which are found essential
for why people listen to music, namely regulating affect, self-
expression of identity and social bonding. We then review
and outline existing systems and approaches to create music
systems and we finish with outlining the design criteria which
are essential for creating a cognitive music system.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The users origin

The theory of evolution by natural selection, although
questioned as an actual theory due to the lack of falsifiability,
is still very useful. In [3] Steven Pinker states: the world
contains a wonderful process called “adaptation” that causes
organisms to solve problems. The process of adaption is the
heart of evolution and is maintained and evolved by means
of natural selection. The ability of humans to adapt to the
surroundings and conditions has essentially shaped our lives
given us attitudes, dispositions, emotions, perceptions, and
cognitive functions [4].

Instruments of this adaptive behavior have been pleasure
and emotions that functions as positive or negative feed-
back mechanisms, motivating the organism to recreate or
avoid (un)pleasurable future situations. Likely the myriad of
emotions we experience today have evolved due to different
selective pressures, like the love of our children, life, and fear
of death. This reward system designed to promote adaptive
behavior can be categorized into having proximal and distal
causes [5]. The emotions we experience both positive and
negative are an immediate proximal mechanism intended to
promote behavior that increases our long term physical fitness
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and survival. The physiological mechanisms that produce
these emotions are shaped by long-term evolutionary distal
goals. E.g. the proximal emotion of love of our children
serve the distal goal of spreading our genes. Likewise, music
must have its origins in some mechanisms that cause some
pleasure/emotional response in order for it to have survived
natural selection. Lets start by defining music.

B. Music and its origins

Music is seemingly ubiquitous, defining music is a difficult
task. Ranging from the traditional related to fine arts, which
is concerned with the combination of sounds with a view to
beauty of form and the expression of thought or feeling, to
the more simple, organized structured sound. As engineers
constructing a system of music, the second definition is a
rather practical. But the first definition does imply some of
foundations of what makes up music; namely beauty and
the expression of thought or feeling. Where does music
come from and why did mankind create it? Music as an
evolutionary adaption seems to split the waters, on one side
the traditional aesthetic philosophy (non-evolutionists aesthetic
philosophy) holds that arts serve no practical function and
arts that have been created with the purpose of changing
biological states cannot be considered art. This was questioned
in [6] and seemingly the aesthetic philosophers have neglected
the evolutionist work and the theory of natural and sexual
selection. The evolutionist seem to argue whether music was
a full-blown capacity and an adaptation in its own right
or rather a byproduct of other adaptions[3]. Steven Pinker
famously stated: “Music is auditory cheesecake, an exquisite
confection crafted to tickle the sensitive spots of at least six
of our mental faculties”. These faculties include language
[7][8], auditory scene analysis [9], emotional calls, habitat
selection, motor control, and the something else factor. This
view is somewhat backed up from archeological fossil records,
indicating that musical capacity did not emerge as a full-
blown capacity [10]. Other potential byproducts could be mate
selection [11], social cohesion [12], conflict reduction, safe
time passing, and group work coordination [4]. Given these
sub components music might have arisen as a precursor to
language as a vocal expression of emotion In [4] he shares
the view that music is efficient in synchronizing the mood of
many individuals in larger groups. Steven Pinker continued in
[3] with “Music appears to be a pure pleasure technology, a
cocktail of recreational drugs that we ingest through the ear
to stimulate a mass of pleasure circuits at once”.

Evolution, however, can only explain the mechanism of
pleasure and not why the individual pleasure events occur [5].
In the case of music the reason why we seek music might
be due to pleasure seeking or a number of other evolutionary
byproducts, but evolution cannot explain why we listen to a
certain track or which constituents of the music that produces
the emotions. Essentially we are hardwired from birth to a
certain extend but what happens afterward has just as much
to say on our selection of music. Cultural aspect might also
play a crucial roll in how we use music [13].

C. Bottom-up approach: matching needs with music

As modern emotional human beings shaped by evolution
and seemingly hardwired to seek pleasure, how do we pursue
a good healthy life? Our evolutionary heritage has shaped us as
cognitive beings, capable of performing mental processes and
possessing conscious awareness. These cognitive processes are
often what scientist refer to as the conscious level of the
numerous biochemical, electrochemical, and psychophysiolog-
ical processes in the human body [14].

Using these cognitive processes, humans have created a
language of semantic descriptors to describe the underlying
physical deficiencies that might occur. As Steven Pinker ex-
pressed it: “the mind is what the brain does” [3]. Thus mental,
social, and other deficiencies are physical deficiencies simply
categorized as these semantic terms to better communicate
the cause of the deficiency. For instance, it is easier to
communicate that a person is lonely due to the lack of social
contact, rather than explaining psycho-physical deficiencies.
Other terms like emotions, needs, wants, desires, motivation,
etc. are all descriptors used to explain the human nature and
causes of behavior. Needs are often defined as the things that
is essential, not just desirable, for an organism to live a healthy
life.

So basically all our needs, wants, desires, etc. needs to be
fulfilled. The bottom-up approach is to list all human needs
and figure which can be gratified using music. As put in [15], it
is inescapable that the issue here is the long-standing problem
of social and psychological sciences: how to (and whether to
bother) systematize the longs lists of human needs. This is
however not something that has been done exhaustively, some
work has been done in this field e.g. [16] but a potentially more
fruitful approach is working backwards from gratification to
needs [15].

D. Top-down approach: why do people listen to music?

In this section we take a top-down approach of what people
use media for, in particular music. Why do people listen to
music and what do they use it for? A great deal of research has
been made within social psychology [17] asking this question
and in general what are the functions of music in everyday
life. In [18] Rentfrow reviews two different frameworks of
how people use music in everyday life, namely: the 1) media
effects model, and 2) uses and gratification model.

The media effects model assumes that people passively
consume media. Music automatically primes individuals to
think and feel in ways that are congruent with the message of
the music. This could be negative aspects such as promoting
violent, misogynistic or gender stereotypical thoughts, or more
positive thoughts such as pro-social, empathetic, and prejudice
reducing messages. This line is often used in consumer and
advertising research, in-store music, etc. A major problem
with this model is that people are not always merely passive
consumers of music, where a large amount of the music people
listen to is self-selected.

The second model and the most used to study music is the
uses and gratification theory. It assumes an active approach in
consumption of media. Individual differences between people
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lead to difference in media preference. Media consumption is
initiated by self-aware needs that motivates the user to actively
seek out media that can satisfy those specific needs [15]. They
further postulate an operational division of the satisfaction of
the receivers needs. This can be seen in two ways: 1) the
media attributes serve as the starting point, if two media have
similar attributes they are more likely to serve the same needs.
2) Needs that are physiologically similar will be equally well
served by the same media. Both divisions imply that media
in a sense competes with each other for the user in terms of
fulfilling the needs that media can gratify. One could argue that
this could be more broad, any action that has the potential of
gratifying a need competes with each other for the user, e.g. if
the need is security then, a blanket, an embrace of a person, a
snickers bar, or a love song could compete to fulfill this need.
Whether the person is aware of all options is another question.

Using this model/approach a multitude of studies have been
made into why people listen to music. Given the assumption
that media consumption is initiated by self-aware needs,
researchers can ask people directly to what function music
plays in their everyday life. In [18] they reported the most
common self-reported reasons for listening to music is to pass
the time, regulate emotions, connect with peers, create an
atmosphere, concentrate, increase physiological arousal, or to
convey an image to others. Besides this, a number of studies
have been made e.g. recently in [19], which categorize the
needs of people into five categories namely: 1) surveillance
of the environment, 2) personal identity creation and brand-
ing, 3) social relationships building, 4) diversion (need for
escapism, entertainment and relaxation), and finally 5) mood
management (using emotions evoked and expressed by music
to regulate ones mood).

The paper conducts self-report analysis of why people
listen to music is based on a number of statements/reasons
in each of the above five categories. Using factor analysis
and the average of the self-report ratings for 300 participants
a ranked list of important factors are identified. They are: 1)
positive mood management, 2) diversion (relieve boredom and
pastime), 3) negative mood management (alleviate negative
feelings), 4) interpersonal relationships, 5) personal identity
(portray a social image to others), and 6) surveillance (learning
new things). They further investigated how important music
was to people and whether music was special compared
to other leisure activities. Amongst music, computer games,
television, films, books, sport, radio, newspapers, and favorite
hobby/pastime, people found music as the most important
in their lives. Furthermore, music more than the other eight
activities was used to manage both positive and negative mood.
It should be noted that these findings are most prominent for
adolescents. As people get older crossing into early adulthood
the study shows diminishing importance of both time spent,
music over other leisure activities, search for personal identity,
and the use of music as a way to manage mood. They
hypothesize that both time spent and importance of music
diminishes since there simply is less time available in the adult
life, and as people get older people tend to have shaped their
identity. However, the conclusions of [20], which study the
uses of music among elderly (65+ years) is different. They

ask 280 participants to rate how important music is to them
both presently and retrospectively. Interestingly they rate the
highest for age range ¿65, then 40-50, and finally 20-30. It
is furthermore concluded that music has a direct influence on
their general well-being where the elderly seem to have clear
strategies in mood regulation.

Self-report questionnaires is definitely a common approach
in investigating why people listen to music. In [21] they
developed a 38 questions questionnaire to paint a picture
of everyday listening. The results was that 47% indicated
that they listen to music to express, release and influence
emotions, 33% to relax and settle down, 22% for enjoyment,
fun, and pleasure, etc. The paper also a paint picture of the
ordinary music listener as someone who listens to music many
times a day, often in trivial everyday contexts where music
listening is not necessarily the primary activity. To a large
extend, the listener chooses the music due to what emotional
experience in can offer. Music is used to enhance or change
emotions: to relax, to arouse, to comfort, or to evoke emotional
memories. The strongest emotional experiences often occur
while listening alone (while listening attentively to the music),
but it may also occur in social and emotionally charged
situations.

Two experience sampling studies has been made into why
people listen to music [22], [23]. Common to the studies is
that they find music tends to accompany other activities, and
a number of other studies report that music is often not the
main activity. Music in context is a key issue in what they
use music for, but common is that music is used for mood
management and particularly to make trivial tasks, non-trivial.
E.g. transforming chore activities such as cleaning, driving,
and running into something joyful. In [22] and [24] it is
reported that people show very specific strategies using music:
music becomes a technology of the self [24]. Women in their
studies report of a strategy for using music to vent emotions
using carefully selected playlists, e.g. getting all the sadness
out when having a sad mood. This use of venting emotions was
also reported in [23]. Furthermore, [22] reported that people
were sometimes very keen on exploring music archives, e.g.
sometimes they wanted music presented but other times they
had a need to explore for themselves, be the ones that discover
music.

In [25] it is also argued that the main reasons for listening
to music in everyday life is management of self-identity,
interpersonal relationships and mood. [18] points at three
different function music play, namely emotion regulation,
self-expression, and social-bonding. [26] distilled 129 non-
redundant musical functions from previous academic work and
let 834 respondents rate their agreement with these functions.
The description of the 3 first components of a principal
component analysis based on each of the questions loaded
on each component were: regulation of arousal and mood,
achieving self-awareness and expression of social relatedness.
Based on the average ratings they judged that regulation of
arousal and mood to be the most important function of music
in everyday listening.

Given these studies we can paint a clear picture of what
people use music for:
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1) Regulating mood and emotions (both of positive and
negative).

2) Expressing or finding ones identity.
3) Social bonding and interpersonal relationships
Here diversion and relieving of boredom we see as a sub-

component of mood regulation. It is clear that context plays a
great role, what particular strategies people use in the different
context to manage mood etc. is not clear. People sometimes
wish to pick and find music themselves, other times they want
music to be presented to them. In the following we look more
carefully into these three aspects and search for evidence of
what mechanisms and how people actually use music for these
purposes.

E. Regulating affect using music

The regulation of mood and emotions was mentioned to
a large degree of the literature reviewed up until now. Here
it is important to define what psychologist actually mean by
mood and emotion. Affect is considered an umbrella term that
covers emotion, mood, feelings, and preference. Mood is often
describes as a less intense felt affective state than emotions,
that lack clear cause or object [27], which can last from
hours to days [28]. Emotional experience comprise of three
different components namely: feelings, which is the subjective
component, the expressive or behavioral component, and the
physiological components like arousal [29]. Emotions are
rather intense affective states that last from minutes to a few
hours [28].

In the same way we use affect regulation as an umbrella
term that encompasses, mood, emotions and feeling regulation.
Here we have to distinguish between external or internal
regulation of affect, e.g. self-regulation or the regulation of
affect in others [30]. We can indeed say that a goal of setting
the mood at a party would both serve as a external and internal
mood regulation. Because we are concerned with all parties
having a good mood. Another matter is the distinction between
regulation of affect caused by an external factor or internal
factor. Does a person get mad because they heard some music,
or does the fact they became mad cause them to hear a specific
peace of music. This is a somewhat complex process and very
situational specific.

In [31] they presented a general framework to analyze
the regulation of emotions using music. Namely the goal of
the person, the strategy used, the tactics and the underlying
mechanism involved. The goal of a person might be to change
their emotional experience to become happy, this could be
achieved by distracting (strategy) the person from unhappy
memories by listening to music (tactic). The music express
positive emotions (underlying mechanism) and thus induce
positive emotions in the person.

1) Goal: The overall goal of listening to music was the
general discussion in Section II-D, where affect regulation
played a crucial role. The goal of a person in terms of
regulating affect is both determined by the intention, i.e. do
i want to self-regulate or regulate other peoples affective
state. This is what is called Intrinsic versus extrinsic affect
regulation. Another aspect is do i want to change, enhance,

create or maintain an affective state and last what is the
affective state that i want to be in. Here we can describe
emotions using e.g. discrete emotions like happy, sad, excited,
etc. It is clear that external factors play into the goal of
affect regulation e.g. in [32] they showed the use of music to
change the mood in social context, at work to reduce stress,
concentration and productivity [33][34]. The general goals of
music also play a part in [35] they showed that more often
adolescent girls use music for mood regulation and this goal of
affect regulation increases with age. It is specific to what types
of music people like, where people with preference for rock
and heavy metal use music more often for mood regulation of
negative emotions. Throughout all ages the goals of emotion
regulation do not change much, but people get more self-aware
or conscious over the regulatory goals [36].

2) Strategy: Which strategies people use in order to achieve
their goal of regulating their affective state was also reviewed
in [31]. These are somehow overlapping with the general
strategies found in affect regulation [29][37]. They presented
a number of general strategies composed of conducted an
extensive review. These included Reappraisal, reevaluating
a situation, e.g. they did not mean it in such a bad way.
Rationalization, making a rational evaluation of a situation, e.g
this situation could be worse. Distraction, thinking or engaging
in other activities that will distract one from the mood. Venting,
let you feelings out, e.g. crying until you are no longer sad
anymore. Active coping, engaging actively in behaviors that
can change the source of the mood, e.g. talk to the person
that wronged you. Introspection, trying to figure out why you
feel in this way. Suppression, trying not to think about or feel
a certain emotion.

After an extensive diary study they recompiled the list of
strategies, based on interviews and principle component analy-
sis. They found Relaxation (tension reduction and relaxation),
Distraction (distraction and disengagement), Active coping,
Introspection, Venting, Rational thinking (reappraisal, positive
thinking and rationalization) in their study to most profoundly
be used by people as strategies both alone but most often
in context with other activities. They found that suppression,
denial and social support was not frequently used by the
participants.

Other researchers looking into different strategies people
use are [38], where 7 different strategies are found through a
qualitative analysis of group interviews and follow-up forms.
They found

Entertainment, relieving boredom with background music.
Revival, need for relaxation due to stress and regain energy.
Strong sensation, intensify emotion experience, sometimes
leading to thrills. Diversion, forgetting about current negative
mood. Discharge, expressing current negative mood. Mental
work, music promoting imagery, insights, clarification and
reappraisal of experiences. Solace, feeling understood and
comforted through the lyrics of music.

It is evident there is an overlap between these different
strategies. One aspect which is clear is that a change does
occur with age, where in adolescence kids report all these
strategies as mentioned but in adulthood people become very
much aware of what strategies work [36]. There are also clear
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individual preferences for strategies and people become more
aware of how potentially effective music in general is and
what strategies work. This is most likely due to experience
with music and as people get older, they also get more time
during e.g. retirement where they can dig deep into the music
[39].

3) Tactics: Their are obviously a great deal of different
tactics people use in order to regulate their affective state.
Listening, playing music or singing. In reported music being
a top 2 tactic in regulating a bad mood [27], where others
are excercise, talking to a friend etc. as reported in Section
II-D. Other than listening to music, one could also engage in
musical behavior like singing. In [40] they found that group
singing had a positive impact on mood and coping. Emotions
also play an important part in motivating a performer over a
long period of time and also influences actual playing [41].

4) Underlying mechanisms: The underlying mechanisms
that influence how music can regulate affective states are
many. An essential part is the music itself, where the emotions
expressed by the music plays a key role. In [42] they showed
a clear preference for music that were emotionally congruent
with participants emotional state. This goes to the distinction
between the emotions expressed by music and music that is
induced or felt by a person. This distinction was made in
[43], [44] where they investigated the relation between induced
and perceived emotions. They showed positive relation and
negative relation, e.g. playing happy music makes you happy
or curious cases where sad music could make you happy.
This however plays well within the framework of strategies
mentioned in Section II-E2. Other times no systematic or
no relation at all was found, but in general they found that
perceived and induced emotions due to music co-occurred 61%
of the time.

This aspect of playing aggressive music making people
calm was also shown in [45] where heavy metal enthusiast
were more calm listening to heavy metal than silence after
stressful tasks. In [46] they showed that changing the emotions
expressed in music drastically led to a more physiological
calmness and improved driving performance. In [47] they
showed that people with depression are more likely to use
music to match or reflect their mood or to express emotions
than people without depression. Music can for some dissipate
negative mood by allowing them to attend to negative emotions
other just made their mood worse.

In [48] they outlined a number of factors and underlying
mechanisms that could influence the induction of emotion.
These are Structural aspects of the musical piece i.e. how
the musical structure is made in relation to e.g. melody,
tempo, rhythm, harmony etc. Listener features, which include
their musical experience, the familiarity, current motivation
or mood, the learned associations and conditioning and the
cultural context, where the listener is from, etc. Contextual
features, such as where the music is being played, which
playback system is used, which acoustical setting is it placed
in. The people surrounding, their actions, expression and
relation to the listener. Performance features, the identity of
a artist including the physical appearance, expression and
reputation of the artist influence the preference. The technical

and interpretive skills and finally the performance state which
includes interpretation, concentration, motivation, mood, stage
presence, audience contact, etc.

In [28] they present a framework outlining the underlying
mechanisms of the induction of emotion due to musical
experience. These include Brain stem reflexes physical
response due to the acoustical signal, e.g. pain when listening
to too loud music.
Evaluative conditioning refers to the trained association
between an auditory stimuli and an emotional response.
Emotional contagion refers to an internal process that mimic
the perceived emotions in music.
Episodic memory refers to the reflection of past memories
when an acoustical stimuli is perceived.
Mental imagery refers to the mental images stimulated by the
musical signal. Emotions experienced are as a result of the
interaction between images and the musical structure.
Musical expectancy refers to the listeners expectancy of
a specific acoustical feature in music occurring. Given
musical and cultural exposure listeners have implicit but often
different knowledge of the musical structure, potentially at
many different musical levels. Emotions can be induced due to
e.g. a resolution of the arousal or tension built up in the music.

In [31] they reported functions, as reported by subjects in a
diary study, covering four different topics of what underlying
mechanisms were important for affect regulation. They re-
ported features regarding the music, 1) the emotions expressed
by the music, 2) type of music, admiration of artists, variety
of the music 3) familiarity of music and last 4) content of
music, referred to the topic of the music specifically on the
lyrical theme.

They also reported a number of factors that were not directly
related to the music. They reported that music created a
feeling of being outside this world. The music took them
to place where they could drown out people, silence and
found themselves in a vacuum. Another aspect they report
is that music helped retrieve memories creating the feeling
of nostalgia that helped them feel stronger and more capable
of dealing with their problems. Participants also reported that
music was often not accompanied by other activities, such as
dancing, walking the beat, singing along, intensely focusing
on the music or going to concerts. Other activities include
housework, exercising, walking and reading a newspaper this
is in line with others have reported e.g. [22][23]. This com-
bination seem to be a key aspect in what people report or
sequentially in the sense that people listen to music to relax
and calm themselves down, do they can subsequently think
rationally about a problem and thus regulate their emotions.

F. Expression and shaping of identity

As we have discussed previously it is clear that music shares
a great influence in shaping young adolescents life. Both in
terms of coping with the world, regulating their mood and
emotions and simply passing the time. But do not only use
music to regulate our own everyday moods and behaviors, but
also to present ourselves to others in the way we prefer [49].
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Music can be used to express values and beliefs, much like an
identity card [50]. Musical identity is public statements about
who people are, who they want to be, and how they want
others to perceive them [51]. People express their relation to
different musical artists, e.g. kids hanging posters on walls of
their favorite band or singer. They wear t-shirts, put stickers
on their car, computer, suitcases, etc. or small badges on
their clothes or pencil case. People like artist on social media
such as Facebook, MySpace, etc. and people join fan clubs.
So the communication of musical preference is indeed very
common, and in [52] they found that adolescents thought
music preference best represented who they are, their opinions,
values, and lifestyles.

So how do we use this communication and what do we
use it for? In [53] they argue for two aspects, as previously
mentioned values and belonging to a certain social group. We
will get into the latter point more extensively in Section II-G,
but what we use this communication of values for? In [54]
they examined heterosexual attraction as well as the perception
and evaluation of pertinent traits based on musical preference.
They found e.g. that a date’s devotion to country music was
found to diminish attraction in respondents of both genders.
They show a clear connection between peoples attraction to the
opposite sex was influnced by musical preference. In [55], they
found that music was the most common topic in conversations
among strangers given the task of getting acquainted. Partici-
pants reported that music preferences reveal information that
is different from that obtained in other contexts where people
did not know each other.

So is there a connection between musical preference and
personal traits? In [56] they showed that the openness trait
was by far the most robust of the Big Five traits assessed for
preferences for some music genres (e.g., folk, international
music, and rap/hip-hop). Furthermore they found that people
who perceived themselves as being curious and create people,
listened more to classical and jazz music which is considered
somewhat sophisticated music, as compared to pop music.
individuals In [57] they investigated the relations between rest-
ing arousal, music preference, and sensation seeking behavior.
They showed that people who preferred more arousing types
of music would have lower resting arousal and higher scores
on the Sensation Seeking Scale. Furthermore they showed a
negative correlation between resting arousal and positively re-
lated to measures of sensation seeking and antisocial behavior.

So there are connections between personal traits and what
music they listen to, it is also clear that people have certain
stereo typical beliefs about people with certain musical pref-
erences. E.g. rock stands for youth, freedom, being true to
yourself; in a word authenticity. Classical music, by contrast,
encodes maturity and, by extension, the demands of respon-
sibility to family and society [58]. These stereo types were
investigated in [59] where the authors found that individuals
have robust and clearly defined stereotypes about the fans of
various music genres. Many of these music-genre stereotypes
possess a kernel of truth. This work was followed to also
include whether peoples stereotypes matched peoples personal
qualities, values, ethnicity and social class [53]. Surprisingly
the results confirmed that peoples stereotypical assumptions

about how people within these four classes were true. Rock
music was associated and listened to by dominantly middle
class people, classical music was primarily listen to by upper
class people and listening to rap music was dominated by
working class. Black people listen to rap and jazz, asians listen
to pop and rap, where white people listen are very mixed
between genres.

Music is used to share information about one self to the
world, but also the belonging to social groups.

G. Social bonding and interpersonal relationships

As mentioned in previous section, musical preference can
be used to form social groups. In [60] they argued that social
groups agree on values which are then expressed in their
cultural activities. They identify themselves as a group through
these cultural activities through aesthetic judgement. Making
music isn’t a way of expressing ideas; it is a way of living
them. Music has also been shown to be a key ingridient in the
formation of friendships, e.g. in [61] they showed that best
friends had a higher degress of musical preference.

Much in the same was as we reviewed in Section II-F music
preference plays a crucial role in social relations. In [62] they
showed that music preferences was used as an indicators of
similarity in value orientations, and this value orientation lead
to social attraction. In [63] they continued and showed musical
social bonding was facilitated by value similarity. Musical
preference was found to be a robust vehicle for social bonding
among German Metal and Hip-hop fans.

III. MUSIC RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS

Given our review we can see some essential goals which
a music system should enable the user to fulfill. These are
affect regulation (mood and emotion), social bonding and self
expression. These are the goals of the user, which strategies
people use, tactics and underlying mechanisms they use was
outlined in Section II-E.

In this section we want to look into how music systems are
designed. There are essentially two main directions taken in
designing a system, an exploration setting where people are
actively involved in selecting music. The second is a recom-
mendation setting where the music system recommends songs
based some utility. In [64] they present the basic principles
of a recommender system. They write, the recommendation
problem is reduced to the problem of estimating ratings for
the items that have not been seen by a user. Intuitively, this
estimation is usually based on the ratings given by this user
to other items and on some other information.

We started our initial formulation of the music system
design by formulating that we should see the system, from
the user, context and music point of view. We can formalize
the recommendation problem to this. Let l ∈ L be a user in
the set L of all users, x ∈ X be a song in the set X of all
songs and c ∈ C be a context in the set of all context. Let
U be a utility function that measures usefulness of item x to
user l in context c i.e., U : X × L × C 7→ R, where R is an
ordered set, i.e. song with highest usefulness has the highest
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utility value. The problem now becomes to define this utility
function U .

x′
c,l = argmax

x∈X
U (x, c, l) ∀c ∈ C,∀l ∈ L (1)

There are two main directions defining the utility function
and that is using only information about the user l to estimate
which items x are useful, this is called collaborative filtering
(CF). The second method only uses information from the
songs x, this is called content-based models(CBM). We have
included context as a variable but we have not come across
any formulation specifically using this, but we define this
as context-based models (CoBM). In [65] they formulated
context based filtering as contextual information about the
music, e.g. social tags. Here we refer to the actual context
in which the music should be played, e.g. time, place, ones
company etc. These were somehow orthogonal in how to
determine useful songs to present to the user, and many hybrid
approaches are also used where all these components are
somehow mixed.

In [66] they present what they call knowledge-based rec-
ommendation which they argue attempts to suggest objects
based on inferences about a user’s needs and preferences. The
calculation of the utility function is thus based on knowledge
about how a particular song meets a particular users need, and
can therefore reason about the relationship between a need and
a possible recommendation.

In [67], [65] they conduct comprehensive surveys of exist-
ing music recommendation system, where they outline what
approaches are made within CF, CBM and hybrid approaches.

Collaborative filtering, includes demographic-based,
where the system aims to categorize the user based on
personal attributes and make recommendations based on
demographic classes. memory-based, collaborative filtering
predicts the items based on the entire collections of previous
ratings or listening history of the user. model-based, creates
a model of the users preference and predicts which songs
should be presented to the user.

Content-based models
This methods aims to define the distance between each song
and is a major topic within Music Information Retrieval, where
different musical aspects can be used e.g. [68][69]. Another
approach is to learn the similarity using human annotations
[70][71].

Interaction with system
Often times how the user is interacting with the system is often
Query-by-Metadata, where the user inputs some metadata
about a track and the system retrieves the item or creates
a playlist based in this piece of metadata input, commercial
system using this approach are Pandora1, Spotify2, Apple
music3 and Deezer4. Query-by-Humming [72] is basically
when the user hum a piece of a song and the system retrieves
the wanted song, commercial system using this approach are

1www.pandora.com
2www.spotify.com
3www.apple.com/music/
4www.deezer.com/

Shazam5. Query-by-Song [73] is the setting where people drag
or select a particular song and the system creates a playlist
based on some utility function. Query-by-Tag [74] is a setting
where users input any semantic descriptor and the system
returns a list of suitable tracks based on this descriptor, e.g.
rock music. Commercial system that use tags are Last.fm6.

Mood based system A trend occurring within music recom-
mendation and exploration is to use the expressed emotions
or mood of a song [75]. This has an appealing quality and
is being solved in a multitude of ways [76][77]. Commercial
systems using this approach include Aupeo7 and Musicovery8.

IV. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MUSIC SYSTEMS

knowledge-based recommendation comes very close to what
we have outlined in the review of this work, namely the
mapping of specific needs and goals to which songs should
be presented. The essential part is how to design the utility
function and here the mood based systems does bring an aspect
with regards to creating a system that can regulate peoples
affective state. However this is only one aspect, since context
and the mental state of the user also plays a crucial role. The
aspect of social bonding and self-expression was very much
related to the expression and sharing of music preference,
which again was a proxy for personal values.

The design criteria for a music system we derive from
the work presented in Section II-E, namely the goal, strategy
tactics and the underlying mechanisms.

Goal, could be learned using a user model but could also
be input by the user. e.g. make me happy or set the mood for
my party. Another setting could be the expression of values,
e.g. show these people who i am, or play music that will bring
us together.

Strategy, is something that is highly individual and could
potentially be inferred using user feedback or sensor data. The
strategy used would be highly context dependent, e.g. where,
with whom, when is the music being played.

Tactics, is given that the music system should play music,
however one could build in the possible limitations that
music listening has on letting a person achieve their goal.
Music cannot fix everything. A music system could also have
knowledge of other effective tactics built-in, e.g. do some
exercise while listening to this music, it is more effective for
you.

Underlying mechanisms, it is clear that the emotions ex-
pressed in music, is a key factor in a automatic affect regula-
tion system. In order to achieve the goal of the user, the current
state of mind is essential, i.e. matching the emotions expressed
with the current mood of the user. Furthermore familiarity
plays an important role and the musical expectancy. Since
music is seldom heard just as a single song but as a sequence
of music, a model of what songs should be played as a playlist
enabling the user to achieve their goal should be developed. A
mapping of different musical styles/genres should be made to

5www.shazam.com
6www.last.fm
7www.aupeo.com
8www.musicovery.com
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stereotypical personal traits to allow people to express different
personal qualities.

Given these considerations we can point at design criteria
which are essential for creating a cognitive music system
enabling people to achieve their goals.

1) Modeling emotions expressed in music
2) Modeling musical expectancy
3) User modeling (familiarity, state of mind, personality

traits etc.)
4) Context modeling
5) Sequence modeling (playlist)
6) Interface for people to specify their goal

V. CONCLUSION

Out goal was to outline what design criteria was essential
for creating a cognitive music system. We did this through
a through review of the origins of music and man, asking
the simple question, why do people listen to music? We find
that the regulation of affect (mood and emotion), the need
for self-expression and social bonding are the primary goals.
We investigate how we achieve these goals using an analysis
of tactics, strategies and underlying mechanisms. We find the
expressed emotions in music and the sharing of values to be
essential criteria for a cognitive music system.
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ABSTRACT

The emotions expressed in music is a very complex and
yet very appealing quality. In creating predictive models
of emotions, we are interested in obtaining labels, rankings
or ratings that represent the emotions expressed in music.
We represent emotions using the well-known valence and
arousal model. The response format for the elicitation of
emotions using this dimensional model, is often done by
direct scaling. The scales are likert or continuous bipolar
scales with end-points chosen to describe these two dimen-
sions. In this work we evaluate the potential bias’ when
choosing direct scaling methods. We specifically look at
what we call the confidence effects and results show that
annotations are centred on a bipolar scale, simply due to
people being unsure of their ratings. This could lead to un-
wanted results in the final modelling of emotion expressed
in music.

1. INTRODUCTION

When creating predictive models of emotions expressed in
music, three essential elements is required. 1) a represen-
tation of the emotions using e.g. ratings or labels, 2) audio
representation and 3) a machine learning method associat-
ing the two. Obtaining reliable and accurate labels [10] is
a crucial part [10]. To represent the emotions in a quantifi-
able way, two directions are used namely a dimensional [8]
or categorical model [5] of emotions. The dimensional
model represents the emotional response to a musical ex-
cerpt as a point in a e.g. valence and arousal space (happy-
sad and excited-sleepy). The aim of the elicitation is to
rank excerpts in the valence and arousal space. The task
then is to obtain this rank of excerpts in a reliable way.
Self-report methods are the most popular [11] approach in
obtaining such a ranking, where the direct scaling methods
(i.e. likert or continuous scales) are frequently used. The
task is to let participants rate musical excerpt directly us-
ing the dimensions of e.g. valence and arousal using the
bipolar scales. Each end-point of the scales are described
using a specific vocabulary [9] e.g. happy and sad for the
valence dimension. However the use of these direct scaling
procedures can be problematic. In an experimental setting

participants are assumed to judge stimuli that is average or
neutral to be in the centre of a bipolar scale [1]. This is
conditioned on the response attribute (in this case valence
and arousal) and the range of the stimuli presented to the
participant. We wish to challenge this belief. Ratings that
are positioned in the centre of a bipolar scale is not only
due to stimuli being neutral but because people are unsure
of their rating. This is what we call the confidence effect.

This could lead to problems in creating predictive mod-
els emotions, using conventional regression modelling ap-
proaches. A model would predict neutral e.g. valence,
when in fact people were simply unsure what they wanted
to rate. This effect could thus produce a serious bias in the
modelling step.

Our hypothesis is that using direct scaling methods (e.g.
likert or continuous) with bipolar scales (valence / arousal),
can lead to the confidence effect. To test this hypothesis we
conduct two listening experiments.

The first experiment uses the same experimental setup
as [4], using prototypical excerpts in expressing emotions
in music taken from soundtracks. We let 16 participants
annotate 155 excerpts using likert scales on both valence
and energy arousal dimensions. The second experiment
uses 20 excerpts of popular music, chosen to be evenly
distributed on the valence and arousal dimensions and let
13 participants annotate these on three different continu-
ous scales. Thus testing if the confidence effect is scale
specific. In all experiments we ask participants directly
about their confidence of their ratings. Results show that
there is a statistical difference between confidence ratings
for both valence and arousal ratings in the centre of the
bipolar scales. We thus confirm our hypothesis of the pres-
ence of the confidence effect across different musical styles
and different scales.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two experiments were designed to investigate the confi-
dence effect when using direct scaling methods. The first
was an online survey using a 9-point likert scale. This ex-
periment was designed to use the same experimental setup
as was used in the original experiment performed by Eerola
in [4]. The purpose was to use existing data and see whether



this effect occurs with prototypical stimuli, namely sound-
tracks, which is wellknown for its ability to express emo-
tions.

The second experiment had the purpose of testing whether
or not the confidence effect was scale specific, and music
specific. We therefore take the same 20 excerpts of popular
music, evenly spread across the valence and arousal space,
and let the same participants annotate the stimuli on three
different scales. We can thus test whether the effect is sim-
ply attributed to the scale or not, and to see if the effect
also occurs using non prototypical stimuli as was the case
in experiment 1.

The stimuli, instruction, scales etc. will be presented
here.

2.1 Experiment 1

An online survey tool was created in order to allow people
to listen to the musical excerpts and annotate the valence,
energy arousal and their confidence of their ratings. 16 par-
ticipants participated in the experiment, with a mean age
of 30.47 years, 4 woman and 12 men. These were sam-
pled from various mailing lists and university posts. Writ-
ten instructions were given to ensure that subjects were
familiar with the two emotional dimensions (valence and
arousal). Subjects were instructed to annotate the emotions
expressed by the music and not to annotate how they felt
as a consequence of listening to the excerpt (induced emo-
tion). They were furthermore instructed to keep an open
mind and (re)evaluate each excerpt and insured that there
was no such thing as a right or wrong answer.

2.1.1 Stimuli

The stimuli was sampled from the 360 excerpt used in the
Eerola experiment [4], and totalled in 155 excerpts. This
was excerpts taken from soundtracks from more or less
popular movies. The stimuli was left untouched and un-
altered as provided by Eerola.

2.1.2 Scales

The scales used were 9 point likert scales as used in [4],
where each item was numbered 1-9. At the endpoint 1 and
9 adjectives were used as in [4] and taken from [9]. These
were

Valence 1 : unpleasant, bad, negative and
9 : pleasant, good, positive.

Energy
arousal

1 : sleepy, tired, drowsy and
9 : awake, wakeful, alert.

Confidence 1 : Very unsure and 9 : Very sure.

The endpoints for the confidence scale was used per the
authors convenience.

Question Rating

General understanding 0.36-0.99 (0.70)
Understanding of scales 0.34-1.00 (0.84)
Appropriateness of scales 0.36-0.99 (0.78)

Table 1. Results of post-experiment questions to the 13
participants. All ratings were performed on a continuous
scale, here normalized to 0-1. Results are presented as:
minimum-maximum (average).

2.1.3 Procedure

The participants were given instruction and asked to fill
out basic meta data about themselves. They were then in-
structed to adjust the volume of their speaker/headphone to
a comfortable level and refrain from adjusting it through-
out the experiment. This was done to ensure that volume
did not play a role in e.g. the arousal ratings. After in-
structions and introduction to the scales, they were asked
to give a rating, given the same scales as they were to use
for annotating the musical excerpts, of their present mood.
The test procedure was then to present the excerpts in a
random order and let them annotate both valence and en-
ergy arousal of the same excerpt. Each of these were done
in separate pages and the order was chosen randomly (va-
lence vs. energy arousal)

2.2 Experiment 2

The second experiment was conducted in a sound booth
provided neutral surroundings for the experiment to reduce
any potential bias of induced emotions. The excerpts were
played back using closed headphones to the 13 participants
(3 female, 10 male) age 16-29, average 20.4 years old, re-
cruited from a local high school and university. Partici-
pants had a musical training of 2 years on average, and
listened to music 3.5 hours on average every day.

2.2.1 Procedure

Written and verbal instructions were given prior to each
session to ensure that subjects understood the purpose of
the experiment and to ensure that each subject were famil-
iar with the two emotional dimensions (valence and arousal).
The listening volume was set by the test instructor in the
beginning of the experiment and could not be altered through-
out the experiment. Since these participants had to an-
notate the excerpts on three different scales, the order of
stimuli within each session was orderes using a partially
balances Larin square design and the order in which they
used the different scales was randomized. The aim was to
minimize any potential learning effect when participants
listened to the same excerpt but rating on different scales.



No. Song name
1 311 - T and p combo
2 A-Ha - Living a boys adventure
3 Abba - Thats me
4 Acdc - What do you do for money honey
5 Aaliyah - The one i gave my heart to
6 Aerosmith - Mother popcorn
7 Alanis Morissette - These r the thoughts
8 Alice Cooper - Im your gun
9 Alice in Chains - Killer is me

10 Aretha Franklin - A change
11 Moby - Everloving
12 Rammstein - Feuer frei
13 Santana - Maria caracoles
14 Stevie Wonder - Another star
15 Tool - Hooker with a pen..
16 Toto - We made it
17 Tricky - Your name
18 U2 - Babyface
19 UB40 - Version girl
20 ZZ top - Hot blue and righteous

Table 2. List of songs/excerpts for experiment 2.

2.2.2 Stimuli

20 different 15 second excerpts were chosen from the US-
POP2002 1 dataset, so that, 5 excerpt were chosen to be
in each quadrant of the two-dimensional arousal and va-
lence space (AV space). The selection was performed by
a linear regression model developed in previous work [6].
A subjective evaluation was performed to verify that the
emotional expression of each excerpt was as constant as
possible. The stimuli can be seen in table 2.

2.2.3 Scales

The three different scales used in experiment 2 was the
Self-Assessment-Manikin [3] adapted to have a continu-
ous scale under as shown in figure 1. The second set of
scales was continuous scales with the endpoints as shown
in table 2.2.3 and the scales are shown on figure 2. The
third scale is a two dimensional version of the same scale
as the second, with the same endpoints and can be seen in
figure 2.2.3. The confidence scale is of the same design as
figure 2 only the endpoints was as shown in table 2.2.3.

Valence left negative, sad, depressed and
right positive, glad, happy.

Arousal left unexcited, passive, sleepy and
right excited, active, awake.

Confidence left Very unsure and right Very sure.

3. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of the two experiments
to show the confidence effect when using direct scaling
methods to elicit the emotions expressed in music.

1 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/
musicsim/uspop2002.html

(a) Valence

(b) Arousal

Figure 1. Self-Assessment-Manikin (SAM ) scale used in
direct scaling experiment.

(a) Valence

(b) Arousal

Figure 2. 1D scale (1Dcont) used used in direct scaling
experiment.

3.1 Experiment 1

The results of the 16 participant each annotating 49 ex-
cerpts both with valence and arousal totalled in an average
of 4.87 ratings per excerpt for the 155 excerpts in this ex-
periment. In Figure 4 we can see the histogram of the 784
ratings given for each of the valence and arousal dimen-
sion. Judging by the histogram of the ratings on the va-
lence dimension there do seem to be a little skewness un-
pleasant, bad, negative. Besides the apparent hesitation to
use the end points of the scales on both valence and arousal
dimensions the energy arousal scale seem relatively uni-
form. The median of the ratings provided by the partici-
pants are both 5 for the two scales.

We test this using the the Mann-Whitney U [7] test with
the Null hypothesis that data in the two distributions are
samples from distributions with equal medians, against the
alternative that they are not. Using a uniform distribution
with the same number of ratings as reference, we can reject
the hypothesis that the energy arousal ratings are uniformly

Figure 3. 2D scale (2Dcont) used used in direct scaling
experiment.



(a) Valence (b) Energy arousal

Figure 4. Histogram of the valence and arousal ratings of
soundtrack excerpts on a 9-point likert scale.

distributed with p = 0.014 but cannot reject for valence
with p = 0.082. This could primarily be due to the well-
known end-point effect [1] and we feel the ratings across
the scales are arguably good enough, given this reasoning.

In Figure 5 the confidence ratings are presented both for
the valence and energy arousal ratings. Here we see a clear
skewness of the results towards people being confident of
their rating in both cases, as confirmed with a median of
7 for both. This relative high confidence could be due to
the specific stimuli chosen which was designed to express
emotions in moves. Looking at both figure 4 and figure 5
we would not suspect there would be any confidence effect
since people rate relatively high on the confidence scale.

(a) Valence (b) Energy arousal

Figure 5. Histogram of the confidence ratings of the va-
lence and arousal ratings of soundtrack excerpts on a 9-
point likert scale.

However looking at Figure ?? we see both the valence
and arousal annotations plotted against the confidence scales.
Here we see clear indications of the context effect, partici-
pants ratings that are centred around 5 on both the valence
and energy arousal scale participants are more unsure of.
This is also evident on Table 3.1 where the median of the
confidence ratings decrease towards ratings 4,5 and 6 from
each side.

Emotion ratings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

C
on

fid
en

ce
m

ed
ia

n

Valence 9 7 6 6 6 6 7 8 9

Arousal 8 8 7 6 6 6 7 8 9

Table 3. Median of confidence values for each rating on
the valence and arousal scale

To test the significance of this decrease, we again use
the Mann-Whitney U test to test whether the distribution of

confidence ratings is different when participants give dif-
ferent valence and arousal ratings. I.e. the columns of Fig-
ure ??. Since we are doing multiple comparisons we use
the Bonferroni correction of the p-values [2]. We compare
the distribution of confidence ratings when people rated 5
on the valence scale, with all other ratings. We find that
ratings 1, 2, 8 and 9 are significantly different from rating
5. For the arousal dimension we similarly that ratings 1,
2, 7, 8 and 9 are significantly different from rating 5. We
do notice that there are ratings of 4-6 on both valence and
arousal scales that have confidence rating 9, 29 and 31 rat-
ings respectively.

(a) Valence

(b) Energy arousal

Figure 6. Valence and arousal annotations plotted against
confidence ratings of soundtrack excerpt on a 9-point likert
scale.

3.2 Experiment 2

The results of experiment 2 where 13 participants rated 20
musical excerpts on 3 different scales are presented here.
To make the results comparable since we are using contin-
uous scales we are quantifying the scales to have the same
intervals as used in the likert scales in experiment 1. That is
we divide the scale in to 9 equal sized bins both for the va-
lence and arousal scales, and for the confidence scales. All
data analysis and subsequent conclusion will be based on
this quantification. We show the histogram of the valence
and arousal ratings in figures 7 and 8. We again use the
Mann-Whitney U test to test for whether the distributions
are uniform using the same procedure as explained in sec-
tion 3.1. Both for the ratings of valence and arousal (figure
7 and 7) for the SAM and 1Dcont scales they all were sta-
tistically significant uniformly distributed with p < 0.05
but the 2Dcont scale, the Null hypothesis could not be re-
jected. The median for the ratings was 6 for both valence
and arousal for all the scales.



(a) SAM (b) 1Dcont

(c) 2Dcont

Figure 7. Histogram of the ratings of the valence .

(a) SAM (b) 1Dcont

(c) 2Dcont

Figure 8. Histogram of the ratings of the arousal .

We treat the confidence data the same as the rating data
and test whether the distributions are uniform distributed
and the statistical test rejcts this fact. We again see that
people rate that they are in average very confident of their
ratings with a median of 8 for both valence and arousal
for the SAM scale, 8 and 7 for 1Dcont and 8 and 7 for
the 2Dcont scale. Testing whether one scale produces sta-
tistically higher confidence ratings, we find no significant
difference. We do see a higher correlation between ratings
of valence and arousal for the 2Dcont scale.

We again look at the median of the confidence ratings
as a function of the ratings provided both on the valence
and arousal scale. These results are presented on table 3.2
where we again see the dip in confidence ratings as the rat-
ings of both valence and to a somewhat degree the arousal
ratings. The effect is much less visually apparent on the
arousal results than on the valence ratings.

Looking at figures 10 and 9 where we plot the histograms
of the confidence and arousal and valence ratings respect-
fully we again see the confidence effect. This is visually
most profound in figure 9 of the valence data, showing the
dip in confidence toward centre ratings. We perform the

Emotion ratings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

C
on
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en
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S
A
M

Valence 9 8 7 7 4.5 7 8 8 8

Arousal 8,5 8 7 6,5 7 7 8 8 9

1D
c
o
n
t Valence 9 8 6 6 6,5 6 7 8 9

Arousal 9 8 8 7 7 7 7 8 9

2D
c
o
n
t Valence 9 7,5 7 7 6 5 6 7 8

Arousal 8 7,5 8 7 7 7 7 8 8

Table 4. Table of median for experiment 2 of confidence
ratings as a function of ratings of valence and arousal.

same statistical test to test whether the distribution of the
confidence ratings for high and low valence and arousal
ratings is significantly different compared to centred va-
lence and arousal ratings. We follow the same procedure
as in 3.1 and testing the SAM scale we see that ratings 1,2
and 8,9 that is high and low ratings of arousal are signifi-
cantly different compared to the distribution of confidence
ratings when rating either 4,5 or 6. For the valence dimen-
sion ratings 1,8 and 9 are statistically different from the
distribution of confidence ratings when rating 4,5 or 6.

Testing the 1Dcont scale for the arousal dimension we
see that the distribution of confidence ratings when rat-
ing 1,2,8 or 9 on the arousal scale is significantly different
when rating either 4,5 or 6. For the valence dimension we
again see that when rating 1,8 or 9 on the valence scale
the distribution of confidence ratings are significantly dif-
ferent when rating either 4,5 or 6 on the valence scale. On
the 2Dcont scale we dont see the same significant different
in the confidence ratings where only when rating 1 and 9
for arousal is significantly different in confidence ratings as
compared to when rating 4,5 and 6. For valence 1,8 and 9
the confidence ratings are significantly different compared
to rating 5 and 6 on the valence scale.

4. DISCUSSION

We wanted to investigate the so-called confidence effect,
when using bipolar scales in self-report elicitation of emo-
tions expressed in music using the valence and arousal model.
We used two different experiments to test whether this ef-
fect is present

The first using prototypical musical excerpts in its abil-
ity to express emotion, namely soundtrack data. We repro-
duced the experimental setup from prior experiment [4].
Ensuring no bias was present favouring specific emotion
ratings we ensured the musical stimuli was sampled to have
a uniform distribution of both valence and arousal ratings
using the 9-point likert scales, when taking the so-called
end-point effect in to account. We could do this since
the annotations from the Eerola experiment [4] was known
prior to our experiment. Using the 155 annotated excerpts
we showed that when rating high and low both on the va-
lence and arousal scales produced significant different dis-



(a) SAM (b) 1Dcont (c) 2Dcont

Figure 9. Valence ratings plotted against confidence ratings of popular music excerpts.

(a) SAM (b) 1Dcont (c) 2Dcont

Figure 10. Arousal ratings plotted against confidence ratings of popular music excerpts.

tributions of confidence. I.e. people were significantly less
confident when rating centre ratings as compared to high
or low ratings. Thus clearly showing the presence of the
confidence effect.

The second experiment wanted both to test whether the
effect was present using pop music and whether the effect
was present across different continuous scales. We again
sampled the 20 excerpts so that it was approximately uni-
formly distributed across both valence and arousal scales.
As with the first experiment we saw that people had high
confidence in their ratings. But again we saw clear ev-
idence of the confidence effect across all scales both for
valence and arousal. People has significantly lower confi-
dence of their ratings when rating in the centre of the scale
as compared to rating high or low on both the valence and
arousal scale. The 2D continuous scale however showed
less evidence of this effect, but we also saw higher corre-
lation between valence and arousal ratings on this scale.

Using these ratings in a standard regression framework,
i.e. using the ratings directly without accounting for this
effect can lead to problematic results in creating predictive
models of emotions in music.

5. CONCLUSION

Using two different listening experiments we showed that
across both continuous and likert scales of both soundtrack
and pop musical stimuli the confidence effect is present.
Ratings are centred on the bipolar scales of valence and
arousal not only due to the stimuli being neutral in either
valence or arousal but also due to people being unsure of
what they should rate. We argue the potential problem
of using this eliciation procedure when creating predictive

models of emotions expressed in music.
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